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A irr>r,i4c H it I Kootenay-Okanagan Council Mirporrs mi EndsKe)ownaMeetIoday
By Dispute By GEORGE WHITELEY Itendent, and said they did not Courier Staff know Mr. Smith, who was hotOpposition to appointments' 
of two men by the federal In­
dian affairs department was
present.
BID DEFEATED
At an earlier meeting in En-
The mystery of the twin 
, “hot seats” remained unsolv­
ed at press time, but provided 
the roaming Courier photo­
grapher with some candid evi-
dence of flagrant littering of 
city byways. The car seats, 
still smouldering, were spot­
ted on Bay Avenue early to­
day, but how they got there,
why and who discarded them
remains unknown even
to the Kelowna Fire Depart­
ment, leaving the observer to 
supply his own fanciful
t MONTREAL (CP) — Major 
3 Canadian airports were hit 
j today by a walkout of techni- 
4 cians handling vital radar, navi-
I gational aids and communica­
tions.
A spokesman for the Interna- 
answer. The obvious reason tional Brotherhood of Electrical 
is the vehicular upholstery Workers, representing the tech- 
caught fire in some inexplica- Inicians, said walkouts were 
’ ble way and had to be hurri- (known to have taken place at 
edly discarded by unknown Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa, Win­
culprits. nipeg, Calgary and “probably
-------------- ------------- :-------------—Vancouver.”
bert, where they monitor radar, expressed by chiefs^ and band
No-Fault Decision
.Reserved In B.C
VICTORIA (CP) — Members 
Of the British Columbia Auto­
mobile Insurance Board res­
erved decision Wednesday after 
hearing briefs from representa­
tives of the insurance industry 
on the board’s request for a 
reduction in premium rates for 
!’ no-fault' car insurance.
- Following the day-long hear­
ing, board chairman Dr. J. F. K. 
English said the members will 
ffleet among themselves to dis­
cuss the nine submissions before 
making a final decision. He gave 
no indication how long this 
would take.
Dr. English, who is chairman 
of the Public Utilities Commis­
sion, is joined on the board by 
fellow PUC members Lyle 
Wicks and Findlay McKinnon, 
plus Tom Cantell, B.C. superin­
tendent of insurance, arid insur­
ance actuary Byron Straight.
At issue is the board’s request 
that the annual premium for 
«0>-fault car insurance be red­
uced to about $14 from the 
current $20 to $22.
Anything above this amount 
would be excessive, the board 
has said.
Eight of the submissions 
heard Wednesday were from 
insurance concerns and all but 
one, from Westco Insurance Co. 
of Vancouver, were opposed to 
any reduction.
Westco referred to its $13
premium for no-fault insurance 
and claimed other companies 
have realized large profits over 
the last two years.
The industry also came,under 
attack from William Hartley, 
member, of the legislature for 
Yale-Lillooet and insurance' ex-
pert for the New Democratic 
Party. He provided the only 




ter) — Twenty-year-old Jean 
Merrington could not under­
stand the odd s q u e a k i n g 
noises she heard after switch­
ing off the engine of her 
sporty Jaguar. After some 
hours she traced the trouble 
... a family of mice living 
under a back seat.
navigational and communica­
tions installations and make ad­
justments or repairs when nec­
essary.
A spokesman for air traffic 
control at the Montreal airport 
said delays Could result if any 
of the equipment maintained by 
the technicians breaks down. 
The airport handles an average 
of 550 flights daily.
The spokesman said delays 
would be minimal ‘‘as long as 
there is not too much traffic” 
but could be longer in peak pe­
riods.
council members here Wednes-
Joey Plans
' Wflttk T(1(|aVMr. Hartley said ffie rate of ■ ■UallJ ■ VUQ• 
insurance premiums should be
based on individual driving 
records.
Earlier, the Insurance Bureau 
of Canada, which is the statisti­
cal and public relations arm of 
the insurance industry, said any 
reduction of no-fault coverage 
would have to be matched by 
a hike in the premium for the 
other coverage.
In its brief, the IBC said 
claims paid under the no-fault 
insurance coverage were lower 
than expected in 1970, the first 
full year of operation for the 
compulsory accident benefits 
coverage.
Also, the bureau said, the 
anticipated decline in claims 
under bodily injury and property 
damage sections of car insur­
ance did not , occur. s
Therefore, the IBC reasoned, 
any reduction in rates for no­
fault coverage will have to be 
met by increases in other pre­
miums.
Williston Threatens Nelson 
He'll Seize Land For Canal
NELSON, B.C. (CP)—Lands 
■Ahd Forests Minister Ray Wil- 
Tfston has threatened to expro­
priate clty-owncd land required 
for the Kootenay Canal project, 
it was learned Wednesday.
The threat was contained in 
a letter from Mr. Williston 
dated Dec. 22 and made public 
at a special meeting of city 
council earlier this week;
^■Rffhe .letter threatened expro- 
■■jation If the city cannot sub- 
HHBtiatc its plans to construct 
^BPnew generating, plant on the 
land In question.
Maypr Louis Mnglio said a 
report is expected next week 
frow the city’s consulting elec­
tricpl engineers bn the feasibi­
lity of the city constructing a 
thermal generating plant.
-/..The mayor said Mr. Williston 
^>as "pretty well laid it on the
line
"If we can’t substantiate it, 
he’s going to do some pretty
drastic things to us.”
Now that voters In Revclstoke 
have agreed to sell their, gener­
ating plant to B.C. Hydro, Nel­
son is the only city In the pro­
vince that owns its own power 
plant.
Mr. Willis toff noted in his let­
ter that the present plant cannot 
meet the city's power needs, 
and that part of this deficiency 
could be met by co-operative 
arrangements proposed by 
Hydro.
Hydro has offered $20,000 for 
the land and has given the city 
permission to divert an addi­
tional 714 cubic feet per second 
of water from the Kootenay 
River. The, city already was 
taking 1,428 cubic feet.
BULLETIN
ST. JOHN’S, Nfid. (CP)— 
The Newfoundland Liberal 
government will resign next 
Monday or Tuesday, Premier 
Joseph Smallwood announced 
Thursday.
ST. JOHN’S, Nfld. (CP) — 
Premier Joseph Smallwood is 
e x p e c t e d to tell Newfound­
landers late today if his Liberal 
government will resign in the 
face of a Progressive Conserva­
tive majority that was almost 
destroyed by a misunderstan­
ding Wednesday night.
Mr. Smallwood planned to 
Issue a public statement after a 
midday cabinet meeting and an 
afternoon gathering of the party 
caucus. $ :
PC Leader Frank Moores and 
Toni Burgess, New Labrador 
Party leader, were re-united as 
political allies early-today after 
Mr. Moores accused Mr. Bur­
gess of selling out to the Liber­
als. ■
Mr. Moores said Wednesdaj) 
night he had learned that Mr. 
Burgess would abandon his 
promised support of the Con­
servatives to run for the leader­
ship of the Liberal party.
Premier Smallwood, 71, plans 
to retire from politics Feb. 7.
The Conservatives won 21 
seats in the bet. 28 provincial 
election, the Liberals 20 and Mr. 
Burgess was returned in Labra­
dor West.
Thirteen days after the elec­
tion Mr. Burgess said he woul 
support the PCs while remain­
ing a member of the New Lab­
rador Farty.
. __ , __ _ The spokesman said union
I— _ „ _ |j |A A meetings were in progress con-
Ltn/inw f^fwl cerning possible walkouts at
■ Gander, Nfld., Moncton and
। Quebec City and reports that
i even smaller airports were
1 >1 IS ■ r"Cji being hit “likely” was true.
“We haven’t been able to 
LAGOS, Nigeria (Reuter) — check all the small stations but 
An army-civilian group seized!we expect they will walk out as 
power in Ghana early today and the n®w®, what is happening 
Prime Minister Kofi Busia, cur- „the spokesma©said.
rently in London, was dismissed The walkouts took the form of 
from nffirp a 24-hour study session that
A r-k J- „ ~ J began here at 1 a.m. EST as a 
A Ghana radio announcement protest over a conciliation board 
by a senior army officer said report on contract talks, 
the situabon was under control The technicians, members of 
and urged the people to remain the International Brotherhood of 
calm- . ; Electrical Workers, are protdst-
't± C0«U? came “om ing a conciliation board report
Lt.-Col. Mike Achampong, a contract negotiations. ■ 
senior career officer who was a Thirty-five technicians work 
wgSSSl f9r. spme Montreat Jnterhational . and
lime after tBe5j366 army taka- mother five at nearby St. Hu- 
over in Ghana. —------------------------- -—-----------
Broadcasting at intervals on a! ■ ■■ ■ a
Sharp Rise In Food Prices
day.
The council for Kootenay-Ok­
anagan district met for three 
days, ending today, at the Cap­
ri Motor Hotel. Representatives 
of hands in the Thompson Riv­
er district were present Wed­
nesday. Their district is con­
cerned in the moves.
Department officials agreed 
with protests against making 
Douglas Weir of Vernon, land 
use officer for the Kootenay- 
Okanagan district, economic
The control ■ tower switched 
from radar separation of planes 
to “time separation"—allowing 
flights to land and take off at 
set, safe intervals.
The airport reported no de­
lays early today as a result of 
the study session.
The St. Hubert airport, south 
of Montreal, is used mostly by 
military and small private air­
craft.
Denis Boucher, spokesman for 
the. union, said the technicians 
object to the conciliation re­
port’s wage recommendations 
and suggestion that only 55 per 
cent of the te'^nicians be al­
lowed to strike.
• ■ Up to 95 per cent of air traffic 
controllers are- allowed ■ to walk 
out in a dispute, he said.
tion Council” comprised of sen-
office,, and dvitian Dp-Anl Cni- Dscf hpCadP
He said trade unions, farmers IVvWI VI I UI I UJI IrVyQVIv
and the Christian Council of
Ghana would be represented on OTTAWA (CP) — A sharp in- 
the new ruling body, which crease in food prices, especially 
would have a group of civilian for imported fresh vegetables,
advisers.
'Some' Guards At B.C. Pens
Balk At Bilingual Flashes
NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C. solicitor general.
*,®CP) — About 250 prison guards 
at the British Columbia Peniten­
tiary sold Wednesday they 
\ would support any guard who 
’ refutes to wear new bilingual 
shoulder Hashes.
James Clink, president of Ilie 
New Westminster local of the 
public service alliance, sn!d the 
Kuarda had "a hill discussion" 
before voting to support any 
member who is subject to disci­
plinary actioq for refusing' to 
wear Uie patches.
The solicitor-general's depart- 
"ment has ordered all federal 
prison guards to wear the bilin­
gual Hashes by Friday. The new 
flashes have the words soliici- 
tear general above the English,
derby, L. E. Wight of Vancou­
ver, department regional air- , 
ector for B.C., suggested the 
Kootenay-Okanagan and Thomp­
son River areas be joined. This 
was defeated by council mem­
development officer .for both 
districts, and moving, him to 
Kamloops. The second move 
opposed was making Donald 
Smith of Prince Rupert super­
intendent of education for Wil­
liams Lake, - Thompson River 
and Kamloops-Okanagan dis­
tricts.
Tielegates emphasized they 
were not against Mr. Weir, but 
felt there was enough work to 
keep him busy as economic 
development officer for the first 
area, with someone else , as 
land use officer, and that separ­
ate appointments should be 
made for the Thompson River 
area. Mr. Weir was in the hall.
They felt the area was tod 
big for one education superin-
bers, who voted to set up per- I
sonnel selection committees in I
each district Mr. Wight was I
quoted as promising to listen to I
the committee. I
Displeasure was expressed I
that Mr. Wight did not attend I
either meeting. He was to have I
come to Kelowna, but his Mon- I 
day night plane was cancelled I
due to poor weather. I
The department wanted to I
name six economic develop- I
ment officers, but the treasury I
board cut this to four. Mr. Weir I 
was selected by the public-set- I
vice commission, and expected I
to receive his formal appoint­
ment soon.
In a letter to Chief Noll Der­
riksan of Westbank, the re­
gional director said he could 
not agree there was need for 
officers in both districts. The. 
, new position would look after 
resources and industrial devel­
opment, land - management, 
i business services and ecoriom- 
' ic development funds. Land use 
. officers and other specialists 
i would be able to concentrate 
. on other activities, _
SpreadHimTooThin,He'IIFail
liams Lake, Thompson River 
and Kamloops-Okanagan dis­
tricts. Mr. Smith, an Indian, 
was employed by the depart­
ment in the Powell River area, 
took a leave of absence to re- ' 
turn to school, then returned to 
Powell River.
Delegates complained Mr. 
MacDonald “seldom left his 
office,” so an assistant was 
needed. They reported Mr. 
Smith had difficulty • talking 
with band councils.
D. G. MacKay of Vancouver, 
department B.C. personnel sup- . 
erintendent, wrote it was plan­
ned to cut most of the Williams 
Lake district from the area of 
the man, also to be at Kam­
loops. He said the situation 
would be studied in a year to 
18 months. It was hoped to get 
Mr. Smith to Kamloops as soon 
as possible.
Both matters will be discus­
sed at a meeting with regional 
men in Vancouver. A district 
forester is also needed, but it 
was decided to discuss this 
after the other two were settled. 
If there is no success,, they may 
be referred to the three MPs, 
One, Len Marchand of Kam­
loops, is an Indian.
Kootenay-Okanagan has 12 
bands and about 2,200 mem­
bers, Thompson River 25 bands 
with about 3,800 members. Both 
contain more than half the In­
dian reserve land in B.C., and 
70 per cent of this is valuable 
land; according to W. B. Bailey 
of Vernon, Kootenay-Okanagan 
supervisor.
The move could jeopardize 
development of two Westbank 
reserves, said Chief Derriksan.
"If you spread him too thin, 
he is going to be a failure,” 
said a man from Thompson 
River. “Because of poor lead­
ers, Indians will still be known 
as poor businessmen.”
Mr. Weir agreed he was “be­
ing spread too thin," and it 
takes time to build confidence 
in people. Another department 
official said the department 
should have as many people as 
near reserves as possible, but 
money was the limiting factor.
John MacDonald quit as edu­
cation superintendent for Wil-
what $10 bought-, on average, in 
1961.
Along with higher vegetable 
prices, the main contributor to 
the increase was beef. Apart 
from foods, the biggest in­
creases were in health and per­
sonal care services, with higher 
charges for men’s haircuts lead­
ing the way.
The over-all index for Decem­
ber was 136.3, compared with 
135.4 in November and 129.8, in 
December, 1970. The food index 
accounts for 27 per cent of the 
over-all index, and it rose to 
135.5 from 133.0 in November 
and 125-6 in December, 1970.
pushed the con sumer price 
’ : index up last month for the big-
gest November to December 
gain in a decade, Statistics Can­
ada reported today.
CfArul fantrfi The average urban family OTOrm Lenire I food basket, that cost $12.56 be-
PORT COQUITLAM, B.C. tore Christmas iry 1970, cost 
(CP) — A rash of burglaries $13.55 last month.
A 12-Year-Old
committed by one 12-year-old Across the wide range of con- 
boy was responsible for a mun- sumer goods and services mea- 
icipal request for an investi- sured by the index, it cost $13,63 
gatlon by the provincial attor- last month to buy what $12 98 
ney-general’s department into bought in December, 1970-or 
creaking and entering offences | _________ 1
by juveniles. '' • ■ "
Council made the request after 
hearing a monthly crime report 
from the RCMP, which noted
that one 12-year-old had been 
responsible for more than 65 
breaking and entering offences.
NEWS IN A MINUTE
BLUE CHIPS DOWN '
NEW YORK (API - Prices 
slid downward in Active stock 
market trading today. A broad 
range of issues declined, espe­
cially the blue chips.
The Dow Jones average of 30 
Industrial stocks dropped 6.24 to 
004.58 at noon.
'If both sides are white, 
what are they fighting 
about?' -
N.Y. BROKERS ON MAT
Mr. Clink said a newspaper 
story which reported that most 
of the guards would refuse to 
wear the bilingual patches was 
not necessarily correct
The report said E n g 11 s h- 
speaking guards at federal pris­
ons across, Canada 'viewed the 
bilingual (lashes as a step In a 
plan by Solleltor-Qeneral Jean- 
Pierre Goyer to make the peni­
tentiary service primarily 
French-Canadian,
It said staff member at On­
tario's Joyccvllle penitentiary 
had sent telegrams Io other 
English-speaking members or 
the public service alliance urg- 
inu them to resist the order to 
wear the new patches.
Controllers Set Strike Date
MONTREAL (CP) — Denis Boucher, spokesman for 
control tower technicians Involved in widespread 24-hour 
“study sessions”, said today top union officials have in­
formed him a legal strike will be called for Tuesday.
Outdated Cars Charge For Probe
OTTAWA (CP) — Consumer Affairs Minister Ron Bas­
tard has ordered an investigation of charges that imported 
car dealers misrepresent the model year of outdated cars 
left in stock each September.
U.S. Cuts Vietnam Force
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon announced today 
further plans to withdraw American forces from South Viet­
nam, cutting the number to 69,000 by May 1. Nixon, reading 
a brief statement to reporters, said an additional 70,000 men 





He Went On To Phone And Fortune
NEW YORK (AP) - Repre­
sentatives of six brokerage 
houses go before the New 
York Stock Exchange begin­
ning today to explain how a 
19-y c a r -o I d rollegc student 
purchased $200,000. worth of 
stock by telephone without 
putting up a penny In cash.
“I’d call (hem up and say I 
was Interested In starting an 
account,” Abraham II. Treff 
said Wednesday In Philadcl-. 
phla, hl* home.
“They would ask a few 
questions and I would ask a 
few questions and the account 
would be open."
In Washington, the U.S. Se­
curities and Exchange Com- 
, mission reported it, too, was 
' looking into "me rase with 
which he (Treff) was able io
conduct his transactions as 
well as his own conduct."
Lee Arning, senior vlce- 
Sresident for operations at the
Ig board, said Treff called 25 
brokerage firms in an attempt 
to open accounts over the i 
Shone, but was turned down 
y 10. *
SIX BELIEVED HIM
"Six firms unfortunately be­
lieved some of (he misrepre­
sentations that he made to 
them, did not obtain funds, 
and some mny not have tpken 
all the steps necessary to in­
form themselves as to his fin­
ancial status and responslbil- 
ity,” Arning said.
The firms involved, were 
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner 
and Smith; Reynolds Securi­
ties Inc.; Paine, Weber, Jack- 
son and Curtis; White Weld
and Co.; Voisin and Co. Inc., 
and Yarnnll, Biddle and Co, 
Those firms which would 
comment said they also were 
looking into.the matter to see 
whether any rules had been 
violated or whether proce­
dures should be tightened.
Treff made no cash profit 
on the transactions. It was not 
immediately determined if he 
had shown a paper profit or 
loss. , ■ '
’ Treff atarted college-level 
business classes for the first 
time Wednesday night at St. 
Joseph's College In Phlladel- 
phia.
•BUYING’ STARTS NOV. 30
In a television Interview, 
Treff said he, made his first 
transaction Nov. 30 by buying 
' $1,300 worth of stock through 
the Philadelphia office of Mcr-
rill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and 
Smith, v
Then he said he opened ac­
counts with the other firms 
and ran up transactions total­
ling $200,000.
In no case, Treff said, did 
he appear at their offices or 
sign paper* opening hn ac­
count.
Treff said he gave each bro­
ker a bank reference, but the 
average of $400 he kept In the 
account would not warrant 
stock purchases 'costing sev\ 
oral thousand dollars, '
Treff reported his dealings 
in person to th© exchange 
Tuesday. But the hlg beard’s 
Arning said the transactions 
were spotted under “stock- 
watch procedures” last week 
and that an investigation, had 
been under way.
VALLETTA (CP-AP) — Mal­
ta's g o v e r n m e n t has again 
dropped broad hints that the 
tiny Island’s economic welfare 
will be looked after no matter 
what happens in ■ the dispute 
with Britain, the main source of 
Its income for 170 years.
Prime Minister Dora Mintoff 
never was so confident a, deal 
will, be made, the government 
chief spokesman Paul Nnudl 
said Wednesday' night. With 
whom; he would not specify.
But he sold; "Malta, has good 
friends In NATO and other 
countries."
He did not name the Atlantic 
Alliance nations who may be 
prepared to come to some bilat­
eral agreement outside the 
Rackage Britain and NATO 
ave offered.
Mintoff wants £13 million 
($46.8 million) a year. Britain 
and NATO have offered about 
half that,
MIGHT STILL TALK
,British Prime Minister Ed­
ward Heath hail not ruled out 
the possibility of a compromise, 
London sources say, although he 
Insists Britain, Mil not Increase 
its proposed share of the annual 
rent for the Malta bases. Brit­
ain’s share would be £5.2 mil­
lion of NATO’s offer of £9.5 mil­
lion. . •
M «**•»** F /
GEORGE WALLACE 
.,, now a Democrat
DOLLAR LOWER
NEW YORK (CP)~Caraullan 
dollar down 13-64 at 09 19-64 In 
terms nf U.S. funds. Pound ster­
ling dp 10-61 at 12.55 13-32.
Wallace Aims 
At Presidency
TALLAHASSEE, Fin. <AP) - 
George C. Wallace formally an­
nounced today his candidae,y for 
the Democratic presidential 
nomination and called for a 
grass-roots movement to wrest 
control of the party from "so- 
called Intellectual snobs." 4
The 52-ycar-old governor of 
Alabama chose the capital of a 
large southern state with a key 
March 14 presidential primary 
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NAMES IN THE NEWS Decision 'Already Made'
NEW BRIDGE temperature varies
Turlies have no fixed bodyTERRACE (CP)—The provln-  
tial highways department Wed- temperature like birds ana 
nesday allocated $220,000 for a mammals but can assume the 
start on a new bridge across temperature of their surroun^
Chanaes In UIC Act About Oil Supertankers
wIbWBsWVW BBB sjF W W > >>•". OLYMPIA, Wash.(CP) — A i ton state legislators consider an The disclosure was made at a bv • t I • LW delegation of the New Demo- “irrevocable” decision already joint news conference by Rep. : HUSinfiSSIYIPIl £ LUnCnROliS
nralin Da.H. <n 4h& D.ilI k<» mm], In lruMnArf MamM Wnlf RAnnhlimn mninr- MVwlllVWwIHSrll w IbVIIWI**,
Blamed For 'Delays
cratic Party caucus in, the Brit-1 has been made to transport 
ish Columbia legislature was!Alaskan oil by. supertankers
told Wednesday that Washing-* through B.C, waters.
Harold Wolf, Republican major:
In Parksville T. C. Douglas, 
New Democratic Party MP for 
Nanaimo-Cowichan-The Islands, 
said Wednesday night the new 
Unemployment Insurance Act 
forces'claimants to wait from 
seven to 11 weeks before re­
ceiving benefits. He said the 
fault was not in the staff of the 
Unemployment Insurance of­
fices, but in the changes in the 
act.
The United Nations Security 
council, meeting for the first 
time this year, agreed in prin­
ciple Wednesday to hold ses­
sions in Africa to debate issues 
confronting the African contin­
ent. The Chinese delegation, 
Huang Hua, identified these is­
sues as the Rhodesian question; 
the need to intensify sanctions 
against Rhodesia; South-West | S 
Africa: apartheid in South AL 
rica and support for the na­
tional independence of colonial
The tied and half-clothed 
body of a high school seniors 
daughter of a teacher and niece 
of a Utica, N.Y., police lieuten­
ant, was- found Wednesday in
Both Factions Of IRA Fight
peoples—in that order.
An autopsy on the body of a 
Toronto housewife found in a 
freezer revealed Wednesday 
that she was shot once in the 
back of the head. David Wilfred 
Todd, 38, was arrested and 
. charged with the non-capital 
murder of his wife, Grace Eve­
lyn, 34. He has been remanded 
without bail to Jan. 18.
Normal hospital procedures 
were followed in the treatment 
of Frank Sreter, 26, who died 
Dec. 15 after a traffic accident, 
Ottawa’s Montford Hospital 
said in a statement Wednesday. 
The dead man’s father, Dr. 
Frank Sreter, has accused the 
hospital of negligence in what 
he calls the “almost certainly 
preventable death” of his son 
and has requested the Ontario 
attorney-general to conduct an 
inquest.
HUANG HUA 
. . all agreed
The new owner of the St. Luc, 
Que., farmhouse used as a hide­
out by the Rose brothers and 
Francis Simard in 1970 says he 
has no plans to capitalize on its 
notoriety. Sebastian Veldhiuzen, 
a 38-year-old McGill University 
librarian, bought the St. Luc 
farm last August after some 
weeks of house hunting and 
moved his family of three into 
the backroad homestead 30 
miles southeast of Montreal. 
“Some people have jokingly 
suggested we should turn it in­
to a museum,” he said in an 
interview Wednesday. “Noth­
ing could be further from my
a wooded ravine she apparent­
ly used as . a short-cut on her 
way home from school, police ' 
reported. Officials said the body 
of Joann Pecheone, 19, a stud­
ent at St. Francis de Sales 
School, was found by two young 
snowmobilers, face down, half-, 
clothed, bound by the wrists 
and neck to a tree and bearing 
multiple stab wounds.
A senior Hong Kong fire ser­
vices official described as non­
sense Wednesday suggestions 
that the fire which wrecked the 
former- Queen Elizabeth ocean 
liner might have been anything 
but an accident. Bert Hutchins 
criticized the former command­
er of the liner, Commodore 
Geoffrey Marr, and Lord Man­
croft, the deputy chairman of 
the Cunard Steamship Co., 
which first owned the vessel. 
"They are living in the past; 
they are commenting from 
when they owned and worked 
the ship," he told a news con­
ference.
Environmental groups were 
. criticized as troublemakers 
i Wednesday by Jack Sexton of
mind.”
Liang Szu-cheng, 71, a Chin­
ese architect who served as a 
consultant on the design of the 
United Nations building in New 
York, has died in Tokyo.
With Troops In N. Ireland
LONDONDERRY (C P) — I 
Terrified small children < 
screamed when they wandered 
into a running gun battle be­
tween British Army patrols and : 
gunmen of the Irish Republican 
Army in the centre of a large 
housing project in this second- 
largest Northern Ireland city 
Wednesday.
Mothers and passers-by 
dragged the children to safety 
as the soldiers exchanged shots 
With several men armed with 
machine-guns and rifles.
The gunmen were reported to 
be members of both factions of 
the IRA—the feuding militant 
Provisionals and the Officials 
who joined in the fight near the 
Roman Catholic Bogside dis­
trict, a hotbed of anti-govern­
ment feeling.
Spokesmen for the IRA 
groups said two British'soldiers 
were hit. But a British spokes­
man said no army men were in­
jured. He said four IRA gunmen 
were seen to fall and their bod­
ies were dragged away.
Authorities said it was the 
; first time the Officials and the 
' Provisionals have got together
Cave said he saw “six to seven 
children, mere infants, walking 
straight into the line of fire.”
The skirmishing lasted two 
hours.
In Belfast, a reserve police-
ity whip, who said the oil refin­
ery at Cherry Point, near Bel­
lingham, Wash., was in opera­
tion as of this week and that a 
final decision has been made to 
ship oil through Juan de Fyca 
Strait.
' The news conference was told 
that Atlantic Richfield, which 
operates the refinery, is build­
ing three new super tankers, 
each capable of carrying one 
million barrels of oil, to trans­
port Alaskan oil south through 
B.C. waters.
man, electrician Raymond Den­
ham, 43, died on the way to hos­
pital after being shot in a print­
ing factory Wednesday night. 
An armed man held'up the ga­
tekeeper as two other men en­
tered the premises and shot 
Denham.
One report suggested that 
Denham, a Protestant, was 
killed by an execution squad of 
IRA's Provisional wing.
In a Catholic district of the 
capital three shots were fired at 
an army observation post. A 
soldier said he returned the fire 
and that a man had fallen to the
NDP Leader David Barrett, 
who heads the group visiting the 
Washington state legislature, 
said he was appalled at learning 
that B.C. and Ottawa were ap­
parently so remote from the 
scene of action that they were 
not aware the tanker route was 
a fait accompli.
Rep. Wolf said the only mat­
ter still to be decided was the




WALLY ZAYONCE AND 
THE CANADIAN PACIFIC
PLUS . . ■
JUDY HAMILTON 
(Two Shows Nightly)
Don't miss the happy hour 4:00 p.m, - 8:00 p.m. daily
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave.
Phone 762-2956-or 763*3407 for Reservations
Vancouver, president of the for a joint operation in recent 
Truck Loggers’ -Association of years.
British Columbia. Mr. Sexton The British spokesman said
told the association convention the gunmen were flushed out
in Vancouver that ecologists Into an open area near the Lon-
and environmentalists have d°Tn£ioTc^
damaged. the forest industry ■
seriously with their protests 
against logging projects. “B.C. 
is not a province dominated by 
and polluted by industry as too 
many confused people would 
have us think,” he said.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS




Soon afterwards, about 80 peo­
ple gathered at the scene, and 
nail and gelignite bombs were 
hurled at troops. The crowd was 
dispersed by tear gas.
A young Irish-born mother 
had her hair shorn by two men 
who raided her home in the 
English countryside Wednesday.
Police believe she may have 
been the victim of IRA opera­
tives or sympathizers, striking 
out because of the woman’s 
open criticism of their fight 
against the British in Northern 
Ireland.
Canada Expected To Make Call 
To Extradite Hijack Suspect
problem of pilotage along the 
tanker route, and measures for 
cleaning up any oil spills.
He said he hoped the meeting 
with the NDP caucus would 
lead to initiation of joint plan­
ning In these areas with Cana­
dian authorities.
Mr. Barrett said in earlier 
meetings he had raised the al­
ternative suggestion of a Mac­
kenzie Valley oil pioeline, and 
was told that while that project 
was still a politically live issue 
in Canada, the final decision on 
a tanker route had already been 
made, as far as Washington was 
concerned.
The NDP leader restated his 
party's opposition to the pro­
posed Alaskan pipeline, and 
tanker route. He said he hoped 
Canadian and U.S. Coast Guard 
authorities would lose no time 
in co-operating on new pilotage 
measures to- insure safety of 
tankers if and when they begin 
operating.
MOVIE ILV.R GUIDE
LOTS OF GUYS SWING WITH A CALL GIRL






Shows 7 and 9 p.m.
PARAMOUNT
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at 
261 Bernard Ave. 762-3111
i
ANNOUNCEMENT
- TORONTO (CP) — Industrial 
issues plunged sharply lower in­
terrupting nine consecutive ad­
vancing sessions on the Toronto 
.stock market in active mid- 
morning trading today.
The industrial index was down 
• 1.35 at 194.34, golds .96 at 155.55 
• and western oils .63 at 227.67.
Base metals were up .15 at 
85.51.
One analyst said the market 
is reacting to a wave of profit- 
f taking as a result of strong ad- 
. vances in recent sessions.
. Volume by 11 a.m. was 970,000 
shares compared with 1.12 mil-
. lion at the same time Wednes­
day.
Declines outnumbered ad- 
. vances 158 to 147 with 198 issues 
unchanged.
TransCanada Pipelines fell % 
to $38%, Bell % to $46%, Numac 
% to $15%, Falconbridge 1% to 
$91, Patino % to $29% and Pan 
Ocean % to $14%.
Scurry-Rainbow dropped % to 
$17%, Moore % to $41, Noranda 
% to $35%, Fields Stores % to 
$14% and Texaco % to $37%.
Slater, Walker rose % to 
$13%, Cassiar % to $20^1, Pan­
Canadian Pete % to $16%, 
Ranger % to $15, BP Canada % 
to $14% and Toronto Star B % 
to $42.
Home “A” 
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MacMillan Blocdel 25% 25%
Massey Ferguson 12%
Molson “A” 
Moore Corp. • 
Neonex
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OTTAWA (CP) — Sometime 
in the next two weeks Canada is 
expected to make a formal re­
quest for the extradition of a 
’ 24-year-old New Yorker alleged 
to have hijacked an Air Canada 
. jet to Cuba Dec. 26.
The case will be a precedent- 
setter in many ways.
8 So far as is known here, no 
country has ever officially 
.72 asked. Cuba to return any of 
1.44 those who have hijacked air- 
1.25 planes to the Caribbean island.
Cuba has never permitted ex-
1904, and therefore doesn’t 
cover such acts, the new treaty 
still is being negotiated and air­
craft hijacking is not a crime 
under the Criminal Code of Can­
ada.
This is why Canada’s extradi­
tion attempt must be based on 
charges such as kidnapping and 
armed robbery.
ASK LICENCE I
VANCOUVER (CP) — Coun­
sel for Myer Franks Ltd., the 
steel-drum-cleaning firm that 
lost its business licence for dis­
charging oily wastes into False 
Creek, applied Wednesday at 
city hall for a new licence. He 
said the company has ended 
the drum cleaning portion of its 
business. NATURAL GAS
c 0 v > e
AROUND B.C.
OPENING STOCKS
VANCOUVER (CP) - Prices 
were generally up as the Van­
couver Stock Exchange opened 
with active trading today. First- 
hour volume was 351,939 shaves.
Neonex was the most active 
of the industrials issues, trading 
2,000 shares at $4.60.
Stampede led the oils with 
6,700 shares off .03 at $1.05.
In the mines, Bullion Moun­
tain led trading, off .06 at 1.10 



















































































































.43 tradition of a hijacker.
1.13 The man Canada wants to get 
\G8 hold of is Patrick Dolan Critton, 
1.00 charged by police in Missis- 
120 sauga, Ont., near Toronto, with 
5'60 kidnapping, armed robbery of 
620 an aircraft, and extortion.
^69 The man was taken into cus: 
35 tody by authorities at Havana.
2 90 UP TO CASTRO
23% 25 Ottawa officials do not doubt
3^3 8 60 whatever the merits of
121 125 Canada’s case, the ultimate re-
23 sponse of Cube will be based on 
.49 a political decision by Premier 
‘96 Castro.
' Neither do they- doubt that a
(OFFICE)




































Western Ex. .12 
INTERIM
j 45 big factor in his decision will be 
32 Canada’s importance to Cuba as 
09% one of only two countries in the 
’39Q Americas that have maintained 
unbroken ties with Cuba since
„ Castro came to power 13 years 
1 jz a8°‘ T*ie other is Mexico.
In the past, Premier Castro 
has shown tliat he values good 
'°u I relations with Canada, espe- 
2 dally since the U.S. ceased 
■I4-**| trading with the island in 1960. 
L2° The most telling demoristra- 
15 tion of this attitude came eight 
yeai's ago when two Canadians 































explosives into Cuba for the 
.45 U.S. Central I n t e ll 1 g e n c e 
, .40 Agency.
.35 Ottawa intervened to save the 
3.00 two from summary execution 
.55 and one of the men eventually 
.39 was able to prove his innocence. 
.15 The other was convicted and 
































Bow Valley 30% 30% Balco Forest Prod. 10% 11%
B.C. Telephone 66 67% Bank of B.C. 22% 23
Cdn. Imp. Bank 26% 26% Block Bros. 3.40 3,50
Cdn. Ind. Gas 10% 10% Crestwood Kit. 1.70 1.90
C.P.I, Pfd. 25% 26 Dawson Dev. «%
C.P. Lid. 14% 14% Doman !!%■ 11%
Comlnco 24% 24% Field 14% 14%
Consumers' Gas 20% 20% Finning 1-1% 15
Cooper Canada 16>'4 16% Grouse Mtn. 2.20 2.35
Crush Int’l. 19% 10% Hy’s of C'da. 3,35
Diet. Seagrams 33% 34 Integrated Wood 3,75 3.80
DomTar 13 13% Interior Brew. 3.95 4.00
Electrohomc 45% 46 OK Helicopters 6% ■7
Falconbridge 86% 88% OK Holdings 5>/h 5%Ford Canada 90 00% Pac. Nor. Gas 3.65 3.70
Greyhound 17% 17% P,.W;A. 14% 14%
Gulf Canada 28% 28% Potters 3.50 3.70














8.41 new extradition treaty with Can- 
6.26 ada, to deal explicitly with un- 
7.58 lawful seizure of aircraft. But 
5.22 the present treaty was signed in 
. '6,45 ....................-..................... =
WILLIAMS LAKE (CP)-An 
inquest begins today into the 
death of Frederic Quilt, 55, 
whom the Council of Canadian 
Indian Chiefs has alleged was 
beaten to death by an RCMP 
officer. The RCMP say Quilt 
diel in hospital Nov. 30, the 
day after he was involved in a 
car accident. Douglas Hogarth, 
Liberal MP for New Westmin­
ster, will attend the-inquest and 
will make a report to Solicitor- 
General Jean-Pierre Goyer.
STILL SEARCHING
PENDER HARBOR (CP) - 
RCMP Wednesday continued 
their investigation , into the 
disappearance of four-year-old 
Rene Robson, also known as 
Rene Van Arsdell, who has been 
missing since she left her home 
to visit a neighbor Sunday. 
RCMP. said they are now con­
centrating on the possibility the 
girl has been abducted.
CALLS MEETING
VANCOUVER (CP) — Media- 
tor Ed Sims has called a meet­
ing for Friday In a last-ditch 
effort to avert a strike by jani­
tors employed by the Vancou­
ver School Board. The janitors 
are to meet today to set a 
strike date. They are free to 
strike after Mr. Sims’ media­
tion report is released, probably 
today. ,
their new location at











“Custom Care In 
Ready to Wear” 





NOTICE OF COURT OF REVISION 
OF THE 1972 REAL PROPERTY 
ASSESSMENT ROLL
“Municipal Act, Chapter 255, as amended, 
R.S.B.A. I960, Section 356, Subsection 11.”
Notice is hereby given that the Court of Revision con- 
atllnted under the provisions of the Municipal Act, Section 
. 355, Subsection 1; and the Assessment Equnlkntion Act, 
Section 15, relating tn the 1962 real-property assessment 
rol|l fo the City of Kelowna, will bo held on Thursday, 
February 3, 1972, nt 10;00 o'clock In the forenoon, in the 
City Hall Council Chambers, Kelowna, B.C.






10 a.m. 1 p.m.
Hash Brown Potatoes 
Coffee
99c
Dated at Kelowna, B.C., 
thia 6th day of January, 1972,
J. E. MARKLE.
Assessor,
The Directors of Ilin Memorial 
Society of B.C, arc pleased to 
Announce Hint Mr. Roy L. Wig- 
nnl| was elected n Member of 
the Board nt the Annual General 
Meeting, Mr. Wlgnnll la Prcsl-
1 dent and General Manager of 
Barr & Anderson (Interior) 
| Ltd., Kelowna, and li well 
known throughout the Okanagan,
.Hotcakes and Sausage with Coffee
Spacial Buffalo Bill'* punch for children
Children under 12 years — 79c
UVE EHTERTAINMENI
1465 Harvey Ave. Phono 762-0789
TOTEM INN HOTEL
Peachland “ Jan. 14th
Smorgasbord
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m
All You Can Eat 2.50
Under Ten - 1.25
CABARET









* SHADES OF 'MINNESOTA FATS'
’Shades of "Minnesota Fats” 
ti1 ... pool was never like this. 
’ The pretty scenery supplied 
; by Wendy Evans, left, and tea- 
{ cher, Mi's. Robert Clayton.
1 right, doesn’t seem to detract
from the cushion game al­
though their presence in the 
formerly all-masculine pas­
time might be a little distract­
ing for William Dorssers who 
doesn’t seem to know how to
itake the female invasion. The 
ifun is all part of the lifetime 
sports program of Dr. Knox
school/ which includes bowl­
dents pay their own way, wi 
supervision and transportation 
supplied by the school. Wendy 
and William are Grade 12 stu­
ing, badminton, tennis, curl-| dents of the school.
•— > ------ «... (Courier photo)ing, skiing and camping. Stu-
^ Welfare May Pay
For Mans Oxygen
The plight of a Kelowna 
> heart patient on . welfare whose 
■ condition requires a constant 
‘t supply of oxygen, has come 
, { under the possible benevolence 
■ of deputy Rehabilitation Mini- 
'■ ster Ray Rickenson.
The rehabilitation department 
t had earlier , refused aid to the 
▲ Okanagan Mission couple who 
“ are subsisting on $193 a month. 
The local branch of Action 
Self Help made attempts to seek 
help through various sources, 
' including the British Columbia 
Heart Foundation, without re­
sults. The rehabilitation depar- 
ment indicated, as a general 
policy, it did not supply oxygen, 
but might with special cases. 
INVESTIGATE
Mr. Rickenson promised, how- 
• ever, to investigate the matter 
>nd indicated Tuesday, his de- 
artment is "considering” sup­
plying the necessary oxygen 
■ which costs the couple $23 a 
' month. This sum is included in 
overall expenses of $100 a month 
rent and living needs.
The couple have lived in the 
- Mission for five years arM the 
husband was a welder and 
heavy duty mechanic until he 
-developed heart trouble. His 
wife has suffered with arthritis 
for 16 years, also has difficulty 
W'ith her heart and had polio. 
. They live in a duplex which re- 
jkquires climbing steps, a health 
* hazard for both.
A. S. H. requested aid from 
the B.C. Heart Foundation but 
was told by executive director,
R, H. Davies, the provincial 
government “has told us that 
people in these circumstances 
should approach welfare of­
ficers/'
FAMILY UNABLE
The wife quoted welfare of­
ficials here as indicating the 
family should "help pay.” The 
couple have four sons, three 
married, one about to be mar­
ried. She does not feel they ca ' 
help, and is proud that, in spite 
of all her problems, she can 
still do housework. The only 
time she required aid was last 
March when she was confined 
to a wheelchair after a fall.
“I don’t care about anything 
as long as my house is clean,” 
she has earlier said. Her hus­
band added "so far we have 
managed by borrowing money.”
One of the reasons for the 
rehabilitation department re­
fusal to supply oxygen was that 
cylinders of oxygen are danger­
ous to have in private homes. 
In disagreement, Dr. James 
Tisdale said he did not go along 
with the director of social wel­
fare at Vernon that the man
HIGHWAY CONDITIONS
Road conditions as reported 
by the B.C. - Department of 
Highways to 8:30 a.m.:
Fraser Canyon—mostly bare, 
some slippery spots, sanding; 
use winter tires and carry 
chains.
Cache Creek-Kamloops — 
mostly bare, some slippery sec­
tions, sanding; use winter tires 
or carry chains.
KamloopsrRevelstoke — bare 
and slippery sections, sanding, 
use winter tires or carry chains.
Rogers Pass — light snow, 
some drifting, plowing; use 
winter tires or carry chains.
Allison Pass — mostly com­
pact snow, sanding, watch for 
rock; use winter tires or carry 
chains.
Princeton-Penticton — mostly 
compact snow, sanding; use 
winter tires and carry chains.
Osoyoos-Grand' Forks — com­
could, not be trusted to handle 
oxygen safely.
“I find him to be intelligent, 
and I have looked after many 
patients who have had exygen 
at home and have quite safely 
looked after it,” he added.
The wife is a former member 
of the Rebekah Lodge, and in­
dicated the organization may 
help.
More Than $51 Million 
In Sales Recorded By MLS
•’ Sales of mor<» than $57 million 
were recorded at the Multiple
. Listing Service of the Okanagan 
' Mainline Real Estate Board in 
1971.
In announcing a 23 per cent 
increase over 1970, president 
, and chairman of the board, W. 
Ed. Collinson said this was the 
. largest MLS per capita area in 
IX Canada.
Sales tor the y(?ar numbered 
3,203 with 8,392 MLS listings.
"The substantial increase, we 
feel, is due to the growing ac­
ceptance of the multiple listing 
way of selling real estate," said 
Mr, Collinson.
t "In the 13 years since our 
■LkBoard started, there has been 
Hm steady increase in MLS nnd 
HB071 particularly, shows this. It 
was a year which was not too 
good economically in other busi­
nesses and overall real estate 
sales may not have increased, 
but MLS sales did."
Residential sales, as always, 
held steady In the area wliich 





CITY PAGE Children Are Far Behind




larly in |he Glenmore R6ad 
area have a new nemesis to 
contend with.
James Elliott has been hired 
by the Regional District of Cen­
tral Okanagan to cut down on 
increasing incidents of Uttering 
which carries a maximum fine 
of $500 on summary conviction.
Since assuming his new post 
as litter inspector, Mr. ElUott 
has reported three violations to 
local RCMP which can trace 
offenders through suppUed lic- 
ehce plate numbers and the eye­
witness testimony of Mr. ElUott.
Besides nabbing outright 
garbage dumpers, he also keeps 
a sharp eye out for unstable 
loads and other would-be offen­
ders, with particular emphasis 
on Glenmore Road where the
Highway 33. •— mostly com­
pact snow, sanding; use winter 
tires or carry chains. 1
Monashee — compact snow, 
slippery sections, sanding;' use 
winter tires or carry chains.
Yellowhead Route — mostly 
compact snow, sanding; use 
winter tires or carry chains.
pact snow, sanding; use winter 
tires or carry chains.
Salmo-Creston — one inch 
new snow, plowed and sanding, 
men arid equipment three miles 
west pf summit; use winter 
tires or carry -chains.
Blueberry-Paulson — two in­
ches snow, plowed and sanding; 
use winter tires or carry 
chains.
Oyama and Highway 97— 
mostly bare, some slippery sec­
tions, sanding: use winter tires 
or carry chains.
north to Kamloops and east to 
Revelstoke, with divisions in 
Penticton, Kelowna, Vernon, 
Shuswap and Kamloops. Expan­
sion in the area was indicated 
through a rise in sales of- com­
mercial properties;
“The 23 per cent increase was 
not due to inflation, but rather 
to internal growth. Real estate 
sales always reflect the econ­
omy of an area, but with resi­




Indian children are so far be­
hind other children in B.C. 
when they reach Grade 8 that 
few complete high school and 
go on to universities it was 
charged here Wednesday. .
Alvjn MacKay of Vancouver, 
executive director of the B.C.
majority of violations have been j 
reported. 1
Assistant regional adminis­
trator, Ronald Haggstrom, said 
there have been instance where 
people dumped garbage "right 
in front” of the Glenmore dump 
when they could not gain access 
through the gate.
The landfill is shared by both 
city and regional district.
Mr. Elliott, who makes his 
rounds in an unmarked vehicle, 
also covers his patrol area 
weekends.
As yet, the regional district 
has no authority to enforce the- 
anti-litter bylaw or punish offen­
ders, but works in co-operation 
with the local RCMP.
For those caught plying their 
despoiling practices, the result 
is the same.
Native Teachers’ Association, 
levelled the charges to a meet­
ing of chiefs and council mem­
bers from the Kootenay-Okana­
gan and Thompson River dis­
tricts.
much as three years behind 
others in reading when they 
reached Grade 8.
—They do not take part m 
classes.
—Counselling is needed for
Grade 7 classes.
—Some districts have no kin­
dergartens.
—White teachers do not know 
enough about Indians.
—Indian schools do not have
enough equipment.
It was possible for anyone to 
teach in Indian schools, andMr. MacKay, who taught in t»uu 
Indian elementary schools 14 teachers who had just come to
Regional Library Directors 
Likely Discuss Expansion
years, is the first to hold the 
position. He supervises a re­
search centre at the University 
of B.C. which attempts to find 
weaknesses in education of In­
dian children and report them 
to school ‘Officials.
There are 37 Indian teachers 
in B.C„ six teaching in Indian 
elementary schools, the rest in 
regular schools. The federal In­
dian affairs department has 
schools to Grade 7 in a few 
areas of B.C., but most child­
ren attend regular schools.
COMPLAINTS
He said the association is 
trying to encourage Indian 
children to be teachers. It also 
has 25 paid home-school co­
ordinators.
He voiced these complaints:
—Indian children were as
Canada, with poor command of 
English, were attempting to .
teach it to their pupils. Now all
must have B.C. certificates.
With the blessing of the B.C. 
Teachers’ Federation, a com­
mittee was set up to screen 
teachers for Indian schools.
“Everytime people make a 
mistake, it comes back on us,” 
the speaker complained.
He said only two Indians 
from B.C. testified before the 
House of Commons committee 
on education for Indians and 
Eskimos, although eastern pro­
vinces have more Indian 
schools than docs B.C.
Bill Mussel of Vancouver, 
executive director of the . Union 
of B.C. Indian Chiefs, urged 
bands to return questionnaires 
based on the committee report.
Directors of the Okanagan 
Regional Library were expected 
to meet Fyday on the possib­
ility of expanding headquarters 
and Kelowna branch facilities.
Aid. Alan Moss, city repre­
sentative on the board, said to­
day the service provided or 
the number of books borrowed 
at the library has “skyrocket­
ed” in the past couple of years.
: Vern Boehlke and Vern 
Hougen, co-owners of the Royal 
Anne. Hptel still have made no 
firm plans to rebuild the struc­
ture,- destroyed by fire in De­
cember, and it will likely be 
several months before anything 
definite is decided.
Mr. Hougen, who returned 
from Vancouver recently after 
discussions with officials of the 
insurance company involved, 
said today the future of the 
hotel won’t be known for three 
or four months, pending an 
agreement with the insurance 
company
“I would be very surprised 
if the thing was settled before 
July,” he said. "When a settle­
ment is made with the insur­
ance company, then we can 
see the architects and make 
plans”.
Total value of the loss in­
curred by the fire is still being 
determined.
He said he expected the exe­
cutive would discuss possible 
methods of expansion Friday 
and would probably meet with 
city council at a later date.
Chief librariah Peter Lofts 
agreed "we’re cramped and 
overcrowded” but said no def­
inite proposals had yet been 
made.
The budget for the library, 
which serves from Revelstoke 
to Osoyoos with the exception 
of Penticton, has been set at 
$441,578 for this year.
Termed provisional at this 
stage, the budget must be rati­
fied at a. general meeting of the 
library in February.
Of the total amount $407,278 
has to be raised from the mem­
ber municipalities and school 
districts. The remainder is 
bbrne by the provincial library 
development council;
The share- for school district
23 in the new budget is $109,964 
for the unorganized territory 
plus levies for -■ Kelowna and 
Peachland. Kelowna’s share is 
$69,632.
These assessments are deter­
mined on 1.2 mills of assess­
ment for school purposes.
Earlier this week, Aid. Wil­
liam Kane questioned the meth­
od of financing the library and 
expressed fears city taxpayers 
were paying an unfair propor­
tion compared to those outside 
the city.
He said also the city provided 
the land for the library in Kel­
owna and suggested this also 
meant city taxpayers, in effect; 
were paying more.
Aid. Moss agreed the ques­
tions “are viable” but asked 
that Aid. Kane wait until the 




One Student Al O.K. College
Installation
The annual installation of of­
ficers meeting of the Canadian 
Foresters Society, Court Kel­
owna M1931, will be held Jan. 
22 at the local Legion hall.
Officers elect are: president, 
Mrs. Clifford Dick; vice-pre­
sident, Cec McCammon; secre­
tary-treasurer, Mrs. Garth 
Nicholson; recording secretary, 
Mrs. Juli Minty; chaplain,
Peter Jablonski; wardeq 
Harder; conductor, Mrs. 
Dewhurst; Inner Guard, 
ford Dick; Outer Guard, 
Dewhurst; auditors, Mrs. 
Dewhurst and Clifford
clal, ranch and. farm sales 
through MLS up, it definitely 
Indicates an increased accep­
tance of selling this way," con­
tinued Mr. Collinson.
As a non-profit organization, 
the Okaragan Mainline Real 
Estate Board uses its income 
for university scholarships, sup­
porting a real estate chair at 
tile University of B.C.
In addition, thq Board has a 
Continuing program of intensive 
education provided through 
seminars, for its agent and 
salesmen members, Specialists 
in economics, business manage­
ment and sales techniques are 
brought in to various divisions 
for lectures. A salesman’s sem­
inar is held annually at the 
Banff Centre for continuing ed­
ucation and an agent's seminar 
annually at Harrison.
A $250 schplarshlp lias been 
put up by Ihe Certified General 
Accountants’ Association of 
• British Columbia for worthy 
CGA financial management 
course students nt Okanagan 
College.
The nwnrd is part of a $32,050 
scholarship progran^ covering 
nil universities and community 
colleges in Ihe province and is 
In keeping with the ossoclntioh’!} 
objective of encouraging con­
tinuing education and personal 
development projects, according' 
to, association president, James 
Denholme.
■if "Our association la pleased tq 
lx? able to offer these scholar-
ships as a gesture of encourage­







Hit And Run 
Probe Continues
RCMP have so far drawn a 
blank in their continuing invest­
igation of a hit and run inci­
dent Dec. 28 which sent 50-year- 
old Maxine Raymond Daoust to 
hospital critically injured.
Following the questioning and 
subsequent release of one sus­
pect, the only lead police have 
is a slim one, that the vehicle 
involved was light blue in color.
Mr. Daoust Is listed in satis­
factory condition in hospital re­
covering from multiple injuries 
received when knocked from 
his bicycle on Glenmore Drive, 
about 6:20 p.m. Dec, 28.
and trustees, Selmer Arncson, 
Cec McCammon and Joseph 
Gregory.
Installing officer will be J,. 
Patrick Healing, district deputy 
for the Okanagan areq. The 
ceremonies will culminate with 
a banquet and dance.
Formed in 1964, the local 
court has a current member­
ship of 100 and last year con­
tributed to cancer research, 
Sunnyvale School and the local 
swimming pool fund.
Tho organization has some 
50,000 members across Canada 
and last year members .alone 
donated about $64,000 to Its 
main objective of cancer re­
search.
IN COURT
Separate charges of cniiairig n 
disturbance in a public place 
and assaulting a police officer 
resulted In total fines of $100 in 
provincial court today before 
Judge R, J, S. Moir. Pleading 
guilty to the charges was Ron­
ald Glen Ycrbury of ho fixed 
address. \
Michael > Bryahun ' of Port 
Moody, was fined $50 on a plea 
of guilty to a charge of unlaw­
fully opcrating a vehicle;
Remanded to Feb. 25 on a 
- charge of common assault was 
Ronald Friesen of Kelowna, who
- pleaded not guilty to the charge 
incu  [through counsel, The accused 
our profession,” he added, kiid not appear in court.
Funeral Friday 
For City Man
Funeral services will be held 
from the Garden Chapel, Fri­
day, at 11 a.m., for Elmer 
Joseph Hudson, of Kelowna, who 
died Monday.
Born in New Mexico, Mr. 
Hudson came to Canada as a 
young man and farmed the 
Pincher Creek, Alta, area for 
some time before coming to 
Kelowna in 1943, He was em­
ployed with an auction mart 
until his retirement.
Funeral services will be con-
... Cloud
Temperatures dipped below 
zero for the first time this year 
Wednesday, with the mercury 
dropping to four below in the 
city, and nine below at the air­
port the same day. Outlook for 
Friday is sunny with some 
cloudy periods, with a daytime 
high of five to 15 degrees pre­
dicted. High Wednesday in Ihe 
city was 35 compared with 24 
at the airport the same day. 
There was no precipitation.
SEEN and HEARD
Tho Kelowna Chamber of 
Commerce will go "Oriental" 
at Its installation of officers 
meeting Friday In honor of 
special guest speaker, M, 11, 
Miki, general manager and 
vice-president of Nissan Auto-' 
mobile Corp. (Canada) Ltd. 
Even president elect, David 
Chapman, will be decked-out in 
a Samurai to convey the pro- 
per Japanese) flavor of the 
meeting.
Tickets arc still available for 
tonight's performance of Stratus 
Faction, nt the Kelowna Com­
munity Theatre, The show, 
which begins nt 8 p,m., in spon­
sored by the Regatta Associa­
tion nnd there arc still tickets 
on sale nt the door.
Efforts are being made to 
start a group of former Cubs, 
Scouts and leaders from West- 
bank to Rutland. It would be a
Jim McCallum of Vancouver, : 
regional superintendent of voc- i 
ational education for the de- ; 
partment, said there is only ! 
one Indian student at the Okan­
agan College in Kelowna, but 
others may be at other colleges.
Advanced training is being 
taken by about 2,000 Indians in 
B.C. this year, compared to 
about 900 two or three years 
ago. Courses in basic skills are 
offered on 17 reserves—only 
Similkameen and Enderby in 
this district. Last summer 33 
projects for Indian students 
werer'h?ld on reserves.
The rest of the day was spent 
discussing financial and other 
help available from govern­
ment and private sources.
FINANCE ■
An official of the Industrial 
Development Bank said his 
agency will finance businesses 
who cannot get money else­
where on reasonable terms. 
Fixed assets are basic securi­
ties. Interest keeps pace with 
mortgage charges. Loans are 
for three to 10 years, the aver­
age last year being $41,000,
In 1968 the Farm Credit Act 
। was rewritten allowing loans to 
be made to Indians farming re-
branch of the international St. 
George’s Guild.
Purpose of the group is to 
provide resource people. for 
Scout troops and Cub packs, 
help recruit and test leaders, 
and keep historical records.
A meeting has been called 
for 8 p.m; Jan, 18 in the Kel­
owna centennial hall, Regional 
Scouter Jock Norman of Ver­
non will discuss the organiza­
tion. It is hoped pictures Of the 
world Scout jamboree in Japan 
last year will be shown.
The 1st Kelowna Scout troop 
was the second troop started in 
the province. Its first leader In 
1915 was Edmund C, Weddell, 
father of city lawyer Brian
ducted by Jolin Fletcher, With weaueu. n. r. nuiunavn, 
interment at Kelowna ceme-1 former city mayor, was one of 
tcry. the members. .
W dd ll R F Parkinso
program (or next week’s 
Schniockoy Classic at. Memor­
ial Arena, between the sweet 
and innocent RCMP Angels 
(boo! hiss!) and the disgusting­
ly dastardly Media Mobsters 
(hikrah!). The programs are 
available at the Music Box and 
while you're there, you might 
also cough yp the price of ad-
mission for your friends 




The Fourth I^clowna ......
Pack\ will bo holding n bottle
Cub
hnd newspaper drive between 
10 n.m. mid 1 p.in. on Saturday. 
The area to be canvassed is 
from Harvey Avenue to Rose 
Avenue nnd froni Rltcher Street 
to Abbott Street. The pack has 
several of Its members going up 
to scouts soon and Is desperate­
ly in need of help, particularly In
For one thin dime you can 
avail yourself of Kelowna's 
latest literal y masterpiece-IheIliic form of-a new scoutmaster,
serve land, said R. H. Bazzett 
of Kelowna, B.C. branch mana­
ger of tlie Farm Credit Corp. 
Since then 17 loans totalling 
$300,000 have been made in the 
Okanagan and Cariboo.
Loans are made to people for 
whom farming is the main oc­
cupation, or might become it. 
They are guaranteed by the 
Indian affairs department, |
People aged up to 45 years 
can get up to $55,000, while 
those under this can get $40,000. 
Two or more people can get 
$100,000. Present interest is 7% 
per cent. Rates are set every 
six months. Maximum period is 
30 years.
Graham Abernethy, former 
Keremeos sawmill operator, 
described Canadian Executive 
Service Overseas. This group of 
retired executives was set up 
some years ago to provide free 
help in developing countries. 
Last year it decided to help 
Canadian Indians and Eskimos. 
No money is provided, but 
members, analyze financial 
statements;
Mr. Abernethy said one of the 
; main jobs is protecting Indians 
। from unscrupulous equipment 
■ sellers.
Accidents Involve 7 Cars 
Resulting In No Injuries
Darrell Unrau of Kelowna, 
escaped injury Tuesday on Val­
ley Road when the vehicle he 
was operating struck a power 
pole. Damage was estimated at 
about $400 in the mishap which 
was reported at 4:20 p.m.
About $300 damages were 
caused in an accident on Spring­
field Road Tuesday involving 
Brenda Clarke and Jannettc 
Atkins, both of Kelowna, who 
escaped injury in the 1:40 p.m. 
mishap.
Also without injury were Lor-
rairie Taylor of Westbank, and^ 
Leonora Pennington of Kelowna, 
involved in an accident at Bou- 
cherie and Gellatly roads Tues­
day about 4, p.m.. which caus­
ed about $500 damage.
Damage was estimated at 
about $300 in an accident Tues­
day at 5, p.m., at Richter 
Street and Sutherland Avenue 
Involving Anna Hazel Brown 
and Lawrence Egglestone, both 
of Kelowna, who were not in­
jured In the mishap.
'< i '>>,<*
cirflweit
There are probably only a 
few people in the Kelowna, 
area who remember this 
scene. Taken by D. W. Suther­
land, a former mayor, about 
1909, the picture shows water 
from Okanagan Lake which
> f >1 <. I
LAKE WATER ALONG BERNARD AVENUE
had coma as far as Bernard Ing is shown. G. W. Sutherland 
Avenue nnd Pandosy Street, of Harvey Avenue, son of tho 
former mayor, remembers, 
that, in 1804. Ihe water itame
On the horse Is Mrs. W. R. 
Pooley. With E. M. Carruthers 
and T. W. Sterling, her hus­
band started the Kelowna 
Shipping Union, whose build-
Pooley Road In East Kelowna 
was named tor ihe Pooleys. 
Their daughter-in-law, Mrs. 
.......... ......... ..._____ Nigel Pooley, and her son Ian 
as far as Ellis Street, and still live there;
there were no buildings south 
of Mill Creek in those days.
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Council's Closed Doors
Now Closed To Newsmen
The elimination of newsmen from 
committee meetings of council can 
hardly be lauded as a step forward 
for city council in its communication
tion but we can’t help but wonder that 
while aldermen no longer trust the
WN ITALIANth I h 
J«UlTMW5lON5akll I Bl ill
-GJEORDEAteFUORWBLETOBTURSAr
HANDS Or IROQUOIS id 1644, ul 
THE REGION OF WHAT 15 NOW DIE 
EASTERN TOWNWlPSoF QUEBEC- 
. Failing d break hk spirit.W4 
, - LEAVING HIM CRUSLW MANGLED,ft'S 
IROQUOIS ALLOWED MM TO LIVE A5> A RECOGNITION oFNIS BRAVER1/• 
jlE WA^Gli/ENTtfAMOHAWK WOMAN 
•£> REPLACE A RELATIVE $NE HADLOff 
IN A 5WRMUH WITH UE FRENCH.AHD 
$HE,ftllNWNG HlMTOBGHOtau/ 
CRIPPLED AND IKELE^ AS A51AVE, 
50 LD HIM TO DUTCHMEN FROM NEW 
AMSTERDAM (NEW W) WHO GAVE 
MiM PASSAGE BACKTo EUROPE.
with the public. It appears as little 
more than a show of jxjwcr by a 
council which feels it achieved the de-
integrity of the press in this matter, 
how they themselves have suddenly 
found the integrity which should be 
trusted more than in the past.
sired mandate at the last civic elec­
tions and can now indulge itself to 
act accordingly.
We have never been that loud in, 
criticism of council doing too much 
behind closed doors, mainly because 
those doors have been open to us to 
assess the situation and in most cases 
agree the business was of such a na­
ture that a press release would be 
detrimental to the general interests of 
taxpayers.
But by this latest action, it appears 
council felt this was only a privilege 
which no longer is necessary because 
aidermen have all of a sudden become 
so prudent as to now conduct only 
the business proper to committee 
meetings.
We don’t feel it was a privilege. We 
feel it was for council’s own protection 
against charges of improperly hand­
ling its business.
It’s commendable that council no 
longer feels the need for this protec-
Why would it not have been more 
logical to singly agree to discuss only 
those things in committee which 
should be discussed in committee. If 
there is a policy change in this, what 
has the press to do with it.
No working newsman wants to sit 
through discussion on one of the 
staff’s personality traits. No working 
newsman wants to see aidermen 
scream at each other in comifiittee. 
If these are the type of sessions laid 
on, then the press is usually told and 
it leaves.
But we wonder if all too often, it 
wouldn’t be more convenient for the 
sake of time, or more important, to 
save embarrassment about a mistake 
the public should know about, to 
slip in a few things at a committee 
meeting.
Such has been the case in the past 
and we have no reason to believe it 
won’t happen in the future. And now 
there’s no guarantee it won’t.,
5
MIRACULOUSLY HE MADE AN ALM W _x. 
COMPLETERECOVERi/,EXCEPTKR4- X? 
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session and became known a$ 
Bill C-176. The agriculture com,)
Swallow
For Canadians
By FRANK FLAHERTY' will increase the
OTTAWA — For Canadians power of workers 
generally, the year ahead
Those Postwar Babies
should be a good one. There 
should be more jobs and less 
unemployment. Most employees 
can look forward to pay in­
creases on the basis of agree­
ments already signed or those 
to be negotiated in coming 
months.





and perhaps something more. 
CONTROLS?
Business and organized labpr 
may be confronted with controls 
on prices and wages. The last 
effort to restrain inflation was a 
voluntary one—guidelines o n 
price and wage increases which
were respected by employers up 
a rising volume of demand, but to a point, spurned by the trade
A lifelong career competition faces 3. They will relocate more often,
the fast-maturing products of the post- 4. They will change their type of
war baby boom . . . youngsters in work more often, 
their late teens and early twenties.
A writer in the educators’ monthly, 
“The School Guidance Worker,” has
5. They will require updating and
TEHRAN (CP) — Griev­
ously injured pride will be the 
biggest of the hard lumps 
Pakistanis will have to learn 
to swallow because of the de­
feat of their army in what, tiR 
a few days back, was their 
eastern province. Even * to 
those who had'long ago writ­
ten off East Pakistan, it is 
going to be difficult to get . 
used to the idea that the prov­
ince was taken from them by 
the Indian Army, near, impos­
sible though it may have been 
for the Mukhti Bahini guerril­
las to have" created Bangla­
desh by their own efforts 
alone.
But a good number of 
rather glaring ironies have
lems tremendously. Though 
they have lost the 50 per cent 
of foreign-exchange earnings 
they were getting from jute 
exports, they should discover 
they can get along quite com­
fortably with the foreign ex­
change they themselves earn 
from other commodities, such 
as cotton and textiles.
Economic planning, hitherto 
complicated by the drag of 
the rapidly rising Bengali pop­
ulation, will also be simpli­
fied. They now will be able to 
’ get along with the develop- 
’ ment of West Pakistan with-
out any pangs of conscience 
(however much of this there 
was) about a neglected prov­
ince 1,000 miles away. Eco­
nomic c o -o p e rat 1 o n with 
neighbors to the west, such as 
Iran and’. Turkey, may also 
benefit. With Pakistan’s popu­
lation now brought down 
nearer to the levels of Turkey 
and Iran (with 35 and 30 mil­
lion respectively, compared to 
an estimated 50 million in 
West Pakistan, these regional 
neighbors are going to be less 
fearful of a flood of Pakistani 
labor entering their countries.
appeared from the whole sad 
episode, Chief among these is 
the sudden thaw in Pakistan- .' 
American relations. President 
Nixon’s early. Ind rather 
downright denunciation of In­
dian military action in Bengal 
was surprising enough, but it- 
sounded even more unreal to 
hear Zulfikar Ali Bhutto refer 
to’ the United States in the 
glowing terms he did during 
his emotional appearance at 
the Security Council. The 
irony deepens when one re­
calls that it was the Ameri­
cans whom the West Pakis­
tanis had originally suspected 
of encouraging the East Ben­
galis to secede from Pakistan, 
as part of their global strat-
Farmers' Problems 
Are Not At An End
By FARMER TISSINGTON
vividly described them as a “bump 
on the population graph.”
The writer contends that this 
“bump” not only face difficulties in 
getting a job, but more flexibility will 
be demanded of them than from any 
other population group for a long 
time.
The big point is that they will re­
main that “bump” on the population 
graph all through their working lives. 
At any time there will be a greater 
number of their age group and educa­
tion achievement than there will be of 
any .other age group.
Six major prospects to which they 
must face up to have been listed in the 
publication: __
1. Collectively their future working 
lives will differ radically from both 
past and present patterns.
2. They will change. jobs more 
often.
will trade in their education for new­
er models, perhaps more than once in 
order to stay abreast of change and 
remain employable.
6. They will have to be more com­
petitive with each other.
These people are going to meet 
tremendous competition among them­
selves as they mature, gain experience,
and seek promotion.
Even if economic conditions im­
prove beyond expectations this un­
usual situation will exist all their 
working lives. Reaction to the demand 
that they will have to be highly com­
petitive will be unfavorable to many. 
To some it’s a dirty word, implying 
prying and clawing their way up in 
the business world.
It should be possible to convey to 
them that there is a pleasurable, de­
perhaps, more intense competi­
tion and less freedom to raise 
the prices of goods and serv­
ices, There will be more infla­
tion despite the threatening 
noises being made against price 
boosts, but not as much as in 
1971.
Politicians expect a busy 
year. They are already stepping 
up their image—making and 
paying more attention to party 
organization. A federal election 
is all but certain, possibly in the 
spring, more likely in the fall.
There are reasons to believe 
business and consequently em­
ployment will continue to im­
prove through the year.. If that 
judgment is shared by Prime
unions.
This year, if controls come, 
they won’t be voluntary. Prime 
Minister Trudeau is authority 
for the statement that the gov­
ernment is not ruling out action 
if the need becomes acute. No 
one knows how they will work 
but if there is no other attack on 
rising prices possibly the gov­
ernment is apt to use them, 
especially as it must face an
election soon.
Tax reform forced the Tru­
deau government into a confron­
tation with organized business. 
In the process it made some 
concessions but disregarded 
most of the submissions made 
to it by way of demands for
Minister Trudeau the election is continued tax exemptions for 
apt to be later, rather, than ear
lier. .
LESS TAXES FOR MANY
capital gains.
Now that the tax bill is law 
the government is showing 
some sensitivity to businessAnother and perhaps impor- - - ,x.
tant reason for delay is that by views °n the new Competition
mid-year several millions of Ca- . „ , - -
nadians in the lower to middle regulatory bill the government
income tax categories will know wants to install in. place of the
they are paying less taxes than old, slow and, allegedly ineffec-
■ • ■ 11 v e, Combines Investigation
Act.
they would have paid on the 
same income last year.
Liberals won’t fail to remind 
them this is due to the Trudeau 
government’s tax reform. They
Chinese Ethnic Struggle
cent, skilful and creative type of com-
petitiveness that can be acquired as won’t bother' to say that the re- 
a life skill in this matter of career form was initiated by John Dief- 
plannine. enbaker's Progressive Conserv-
r ative government when it set up
a commission to study the tax
(Victoria Times)
In the controversy over busing in 
the United States one ethnic com­
munity has become conspicuous in 
its opposition to integrated schooling 
—the Chinese of San Francisco. 
Long sheltered from a once discrim­
inatory white world, Chinatown dev­
eloped inwardly with its own schools, 
doctors, newspapers and power struc­
ture.
forand properly qualified teachers 
these schools are hard to come by 
and, besides, politics has intruded. 
Pro-Chiang Kai-shek elements, it was
system.
If some people pay less in 
taxes, of course, others, have to 
pay more. The tax reform law 
will shift the tax load but won’t
Now, as a result of court orders to 
send Chinese-American youngsters to 
schools outside the community, there
said, offered money for the schools 
in return for support for the Taiwan 
government in opposition to Peking.
While there is, legally and educa­
tionally, no alternative to busing, 
there arc signs that a compromise of 
sorts is being worked out which would
abide by the law and yet preserve 
Chinese identity. In 1972 the first 
Chinese-American will take his scat 
is resistance .principally from two on the San Francisco school board
the newly arrived immigrants who arc
frightened by the non-Chinese way of 
life and stories of black violence.
As a consequence, so-called “free­
dom” schools have been established 
to provide Chinese children with a 
modicum of education. But money
and he and other lawyers will take his 
community’s plight before the courts.
Exemplifying the experimental and 
groping nature of an integrating 
American society, San Francisco’s 
Chinese no doubt will remain prom­




10 YEARS AGO 
January 1962
The Kelowna Juvenile hockey team 
trounced Vernon 15-7. on Vcrpon Ice, 
and pacing the Kelowna squad was D. 
Evans with a phenomenal 8 points. 
Nearest competitor was Terry Kusu- 
buchi. The latter was slowed down by a 
ten minute penalty. Singles for the Kel­
owna squad were made by B, Pyctt, 
P. Hccko, K. Kitsch and M. Verna.
20 YEARS AGO 
January 1952
What with the most snow in years 
it's a skiers heaven atop of Black Moun­
tain these weekendn. Road conditions 
are excellent due to the bulldozing by 
n government plow, nnd getting up |k»s- 
es no problemfl, Hie Bcason'a second
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egy to contain China.
MORE friendly
Though Pakistan-American 
relations may not for the time 
being get back to the peak 
they reached during the Ei­
senhower era, it is interesting 
to note that the Republicans 
have always shown them­
selves more friendly to the 
Pakistanis than the Demo­
crats have.;
It is ironic that though Paki­
stani action in Bengal turned 
world opinion sharply against 
them, they won sympathy 
after the Indian invasion, with
much of the odium now falling 
on India. This was dramati­
cally evident in Iran, where 
public opinion leaders held re­
servations about Pakistani 
military action in Bengal, and 
where one of Pakistan’s 
staunchest friends, the shah, 
is said to have told former 
president Yahya Khan to 
come to a political settlement
OTTAWA — In my last col­
umn I gave a brief history and 
background of the marketing of 
farm produce in Canada, lead­
ing to the recent federal Bill 
C-176, the Farm Products Mar­
keting Act.
When the Supreme Court 
ruled that the federal govern­
ment could not interfere with 
provincial rights in the market­
ing of produce within the prov­
ince, the provinces themselves 
passed legislation enabling 
farmers to set up provincial 
marketing boards. Some 122 
such agencies have been formed
mittce of the Commons took it 
over and tr.-veiled across Can­
ada and heard hundreds ot rep­
resentatives from governments 
and private citizens.
In March, 1971, the bill was 
reported back to the Commons 
and was finally given approval
in all the provinces.
But the farmers’ problems
were not at an end. A loophole 
was found which enabled pro­
ducers who were marketing 
their produce in another prov­
ince to bypass the provincial 
marketing agency. To overcome 
this new problem, the federal 
government provided the Agri- 
cultual Products Marketing Act 
in 1949 and many provincial 
agencies made use of this legis­
lation.
By the mid-1960's, provincial 
agencies were established for a 
number of commodities, such as 
eggs, tobacco, some fruits, veg­
etables and hogs. But once 
again, a new level of competi­
tion emerged. Instead of indi­
vidual producers fighting each 
other' for the market, in the 
case of eggs, the provincial
in the marathon all-night sitting 
between Christmas and New 
Year’s.
Some of the specific provi­
sions of the act are that there 
will be a national farm products 
marketing council of between 
three and nine members, ap­
pointed by order4n-council. At 
least 50 per cent of the member­
ship must be farmers.
These members must act in 
the national, interest of all pro­
ducers and cannot be put in the \ 
position of being charged with
with the Bangladesh rebels. marketing a ge n c i e s started
But after the Indian Invasion 
of Bengal, public opinion 
swung firmly behind the Pak­
istanis.
Officially, however, Iran 
tried to keen as neutral as 
possible under the circum-
stances, and Prime Minister
Amir Abbas Hoveyda came




Act. This is the more sweeping sion” only after it had become 
; evident that Dacca was about
That reform won’t be pushed. 
It won’t be on the statute books 
before the next election and 
Consumer and Corporate Af-
to fall. Turkey’s official con­
demnation, of course, came at 
the start of the hostilities. 
How much military assistance 
these two close allies of Paki­
stan gave her is being kept a 
secret as of now, but Yahya
fighting each other for the Ca­
nadian market, and this led to 
the celebrated chicken and egg 
war.
Again, the federal govern­
ment was appealed to and meet­
ings were held between the fed­
eral and provincial ministers of 
agriculture in an effort to set up 
a national marketing agency 
and put a stop to the scramble 
between the provinces for the 
market.
One proposal would have in­
troduced a separate bill for 
each individual commodity as 
the demand by the producers of 
that commodity built up in 
favor of a national scheme. But
showing bias or favoritism, 
which could be the case if the 
appointments were made on a 
regional or provincial basis.
NEED MAJORITY
The council is to be an advi­
sory body. It can recommend to 
the government that a national 
agency be established for a spe­
cific produce and that such an 
agency be given the power to 
regulate and promote trade, in 
that product. But the agency 
cannot make such recommenda­
tions until it has definitely es­
tablished that a majority of 
farmers involved agree with the 
recommendations. To establish 
the wishes of a majority, tho 
council can hold.public hearings 
and, if necessary, conduct a 
plebiscite among producers.
In addition, the bill provides 
for tlie establishment of national 
marketing agencies for specific 
products and these will consist 
of between three and twelve 
members, the majority of them 
being producers. .
. in a radio speech thanked
fairs M i n i s t e r Ron Basford Pakistan’s friends for the help
keeps dropping hints there will
be plenty of opportunities for 
consideration of amendments 
which may make it more ac­
ceptable to business.
So as far as direct influences 
of pending legislation on the
they had given.
NEWS HELD BACK
No less ironic is the. fact 
that West Pakistanis began
___ , pace of business this year is
reduce it. The shift will be felt concerned there is little to fear, 
immediately by the people who The new tax system will hit
get relief, less quickly by other 
' income groups who will pay 
taxes on capital gains.
Inflation will continue to be a 
problem throughout the year. It 
may even be - more acute. 
, Higher levels of employment
being told, through a relaxa­
tion of press censorship, just 
how serious the situation was 
in East Pakistan only about 
four to six weeks before the
final clash came,, and wheni i _ Jllld ' VImpII Mill*
wage and salary earners things were rapidly getting 
quickly but by way of tax re- b - - - - 1 ■■ ■ •
ductions for most., It will hit
investors and higher income 
groups with stiffer treatment 
but they won’t feel it until next 
year.
out of hand. Before this the1 
propaganda machinery i n 
West Pakistan had been de-
Calder Only Artist To Invent 
And Practice Art Of His Own
NEW YORK (API - Alex- 
andcr Calder, who pul motion 
Into sculpture, is not resting 
on his mobiles.
Calder has been called, be­
cause of his creation of the 
mobile, the only 20th-century 
artist who hns invented nnd 
then practised an art of his 
own.
Calder recently arrived in
the United States from France 
with something new. In 1970, 
■ . it was gouaches, paintings 
' made from opaque water col- 
, ors mixed with gum, done in
casualty occurred Sunday when Roy 
Thompson injured a leg in a spill.
30 YEARS AGO 
January 1942
East Kelowna Notes: Eric Tasker Jr,, 
Ted Foote and Emil Bcncsch, all of the 
RCAF, werg fortunate ■ in gctUng leave 
over the holiday season. Eric had the’ 
misfortune to contract mumps so the 




40 YEARS AHO 
January 1032
the colors Calder likes best- 
strong, happy red, blue, yel- 
'low and black.
The Peris Gallery now has 
now Calder gouaches, In dif­
ferent shapes from last year, 
a n d something completely 
new—nnimobilcs; animal fig­
ures made of folded metal. 
They Include an elephant, 
blue on one side, nnd red on 
the other, with the head bal­
anced so that It swings when 
touched—price tag $18,000—
And a cow with movable milk-
Pauly Tobacco Products, cslub- 
here some months ago by Mr.
1‘, F. Pauly of Vancouver, hns contract­
ed for the purchase of 40,000 pounds of 
nnd la shipping samples of coarse cut 
tobacco, which ran bo used for lw>tl* 
chewing and smoking, to the Prairies. 
The cigar market is unsatisfactory at 
tne present time.
50 YEARS AGO 
January 1922
I -oral and Personal—Mr. George Mel­
drum was a passenger to Vancouver. 
Mlbfi Nellie Jones went to Vancouver to 
resume her studies at the University of 
British Columbia, Copt. Brown. Super­
intendent of the C.P.IL lake and river 
steamship services Is In town.
60 YEARS AGO 
January 1912
A thaw marred the pleasure of the 
euilm this week, but the Royal Hotel 
Cui', competition was completed. Mc­
Kay beat J. M. Harvey 14-10 In the third 
room*, and met Howes in the final, 
olJch wax played with water on the ice. 
Bowes won 13-5.
ing parts,
Calder, who Is 73, says, "I 
don't think I -could go on with 
one thing forever because I 
get bored by It, I like In keep 
on going."
PUT TAIL ON IT
He snys the anhnobile.s, of 
which he has done about 50, 
began because "I wanted 
something like a metal obelisk 
to put my things on nnd when 
I nuule it, the thing got long 
so I made a tall on it." \
"I didn’t want to cut the 
lull, so I bent It Instead.”
Cnldcr, walking around 
Peris Gallery looking \nt an 
exhibition of his works, poking 
a mobile '\now hnd then l<S 
make its petals move through 
the nlr. la n« fascinating ns 
his nrt works. His while hair 
and eyebrows, ruddy (ace and 
L. L. Benn red wool shirt 
make him look like Santa 
Claus. Friend < call hi n 
Sandy, Calder moves with the
scribing the East Pakistan sit­
uation as "normal” (March- 
April), then "grave” (mid­
summer) and finally "very 
serious” (autumn).
It would be interesting to 
see how Pakistan’s military 
leaders explain to the public 
how the army came to be de-
this was rejected because of a 
possible long time lag between 
the start of a problem and its 
solution. Instead of a bill simply 
to control eggs, the federal gov­
ernment brought in legislation 
to cover all commodities, Farm­
ers could then set up national 
marketing agencies for any 
commodity when they were
ready to do so.
This legislation was originally 
introduced in the Commons 
March 17, 1970, and led to a 
long and heated debate which is 
only now coming to a final reso-
Does the bill solve the prob-> 
Icms of farm production and? 
marketing? The obvious answer 
is no, and probably nothing will 
ever accomplish that. But it 
does reflect the wishes of a ma­
jor! y of farmers and all but one 
of the provincial ministers of 
agriculture. Safeguards against 
regional preferences in interpro­
vincial trade are believed to be 
adequate and there is mecha­
nism to enable producers to be­
come more closely involved in 
the promotion and marketing of 
their own products.
Senator Harry Hays, former 
f c d c r a 1 agriculture minister, 
sums it up this way:
“The bill is not presented as 
the complete, answer to our 
marketing problems. This can 
only come about when farmers
»
lu ion. Farmers were split, and others involved recognize
some being in favor and others tliat it is a Canadian problem
not. The original bill failed to. and not a provincial or regional 
. ■■ . ()nc, And when all Canadianreceive third, roading in the
Commons and died on the order 
paper when the second session 
of the present Parliament ended 
in October, 1970.
The legislation was Immedi­
ately re-introduced in the third
farmers recognize that the gov­
ernment cannot legislate co-op­
eration, but can only provide 
the mechanism and environ­
ment to make co-operation pos­
sible.” .
ponderous majesty of a browii 
bear; his sentences start from 
a low rumble in the throat 
and sink back at the end into 
a throaty chuckle. His sen­
tences are usually brief, often 
cheerily humorous. Ho ra­
diates welcome.
Near the Calders' 15th-cen­
tury farmhouse near Tours in 
France are the two places 
Where he works, "I do 
gouaches on one side of the 
road and the shop where I do 
mechanical things is across 
the street. All my tools r.re 
there. I have a cardboard , 
visor. I put it down and look 
for it when I arrive in the 
shop, That ties In with what I 
was doing yesterday.”
WIFE LIKES IT
Sometimes Mrs, Calder, the 
former Louise James af Bos­
ton, becomes fond of some­
thing and they keep It. There 
arc four or five large stabiles 
in front of his studio and three 
mobiles.
A few people had made 
sculptures with moving parts 
before Calder, but nobody be­
fore had made motion the prl- 
. ninry Importance, Art critic 
John Canaday thinks the Cal­
der mobiles and all their link 
tatloi|s and the cheer that per­
vades his wmk may have held 
back hla recognition as a seri­
ous artist.
Recognition hns come, 
though. Collectors buy Colder 
briskly and nt high prices. 
This yenr the National Instl- 
tuta of Arts and Sciences gnvn 
its gold medal awards to Cal­
der and e o in pose r Elliott 
Carter.
Calder was born In Lawn­
town, Pa,, the son of a Fculp- 
tor and n painter. ,
As « young man, Colder 
worked os o boiler stoker end 
a stock clerk in a lumber 
camp. Working on a ranch In 
Oracle, Arlz., he formed his 
own brand, n C bisecting a 
capital A. with which he signs 
his wojks. 1
feated in the cast. But what- 
■cvcr explanation Is given, the 
army can' only have lost the 
political prestige it once held 
in the western wing, and 
whoever is made the scape­
goat for the defeat, military 
dictatorship in the country 
i could not have been more 
thoroughly tarnished.
But after the West Pakls- 
। tanis hnve got over the Initial 
shock of the loss of East Ben­
gal, they mny discover life be­
coming a lot more easy for 
them without the Bengalis. 
For one thing, they may dis­
cover that not having to take 
care of 70 million Bengalln, 
most of them illiterate and 
undernourished, Is going to 
simplify their economic prob-.
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Jan, 13, 1972 . .
The population of the 
Saar,, severed from Ger­
many in post-war recon­
struction, held Its promised 
plebiscite 37 years ago to­
day—In 1935—and voted by 
90 per, cent to rejoin Ger­
many, then Hiller’s ■ Thhd 
Reich. It was the dictator's 
first real Indication from n'p 
unbiased source that he wan 
giving the German people 
what they wanted, He an­
nounced the reintroduction 
of army conscription, nt the 
aamc time tiring 
France he did not wnnt 1o( 
retake Alsace and Ixtmilne, / 
nnd tx'gnn arranging for die \ 
, reoccupation of |he Rhine­
land. demilitarized undoi* 
Pm Treaty of Versailles In 
1910.
1033—The U .S ,S ,R, an­
nounced n purge of Jewish 
doctora, 1




Was Joseph Howe 
Great Statesman?
By BOB BOWMAN
Looking back on Canadian po­
litical history, the worthiness of 
Joseph Howe to be regarded as
asked by a friend why hi had
turned his back on Confcdcra/ 
lion, and he is said to have re­
plied In effect: "If you had got 
together a, circus, how would
io assess, ur couisc ii imgm n,nfvi
depend on the definition of 
"statesman," Bob E <1 w n r d s, 
publisher of the Calgary Eye- 
Opener, defined a statesman as 
“a dead politician and there 
should be more of them."
When Howe was premier of 
Nova Scotia in 18(11, lie moved a 
resolution In the legislature that 
efforts should he made to unite 
the British North American col­
onies, which were Canada, New 
1 Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince
came and Rtorxl by the door and
collected the shillings?"
In I860; Howe did another tur- * 
, nnbout: He joined Prime Minis­
ter Macdonald's government ns 
secretary of state. Ills o)d Lib­
eral friends would not be seen 
on the sama side of the street 
with him.,
OTHER JAN. 13 EVENTS
1825—Uppet* Canada legisla­
ture set price of bread.
Edward Island nnd Newfound- , 18J7—Large part' of Saint
land. The resolution was passed John, N.H., was destroyed by 
by the legislature, hut Howe <H<I 
no'hlng more to implement It.
Two years later Howe got out < 
of politics mid became fisheries 
commissioner for the British 
government, In 1801. Premier 
Tupper of Nqvb Scotia Invited 
Howe io be a delegate to the । 
Charlottetown* conference Hint 
made the original plans for Con- , 
federation, but Howe declined 
the Invitation. , Be could also 
have attended the Quebec con; 
Jerenec later In Hur year, but
did not make any effort to he 
I hero, 1
Il was on Jan. 13, 1805. that 
Howe icvcalcd his nue colors. 
He began a series of daily al- 
licks on Confederation in aril- 
cics publlahcd by The Morning 
Chronicle of Halifax. He called 
Confederation "botheration,’’
Inricnd, he proposed that Ihc 
British North American colonics 
.. . .. .- , ■ , .. . should have sentn in the Brlildi
Fouler died in New York 1 l’arltamont and that colonials 
(ilv. 1 ....
iHi.’l British fihl.ii l>|<,<;k-
nded Chesapeake Bay.
hliould also lu« allowed Io aerve 
in the Biduili civil nervlra,
IH38--W, L, Mackenzie aban­
doned his Iuihc on Navy Island.
1851-First sod turned nt 
Ihx for Nova Scoilii railway,
1917—Privy council in Britain 
agi'ccd Hint Supreme Court of 
Canada should be final court of 
appeal,
1005—Ocean Falls, 11,C,, w 
hit by nn avalanche and seven 
were killed.
BIBLE BRIEF
"Thiii if thou fthfllt coufrai* 1 
with thy mouth the Lord Jchuh,' 
mid fihnll hi llcvc hi thine hcuri 
Unit God hath round him from 
the dead, thou ohnH he navcil.” 
Iloinniifl 16:9.
The mi me upli it 1 (lint ruined 
up Christ from tho dead h1no 
liftH os'from de.tlh iqid denpiilr. 
Believe in your heart und he 
Uieiil iiboul Ilie vletnry die j{lv-
"L'i Ihc rc^lccincd, of tlio
There is a »tory that he was ....Loid ray m»."
I
V ■
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PEOPLE'S FOOD MARKET
WIN AN EXCITING PRIZE | 11 f If V If E V f ft M T E C T WIN AN EXCITING PRIZE 
FROM OUR TREASURE TROVE LUVI\ I IlLl Will Wl FROM OUR TREASURE TROVE
Roast Beef. Canada Good, 
Canada Choice ...... ..........
Roast. Canada Good, f Ddron Ol Deer Canada Choice ......
BEEF ROUND STEAK 
BEEF ROUND RD AST 
BEEF RUMP ROAST
?.. Ib. 1.39 Cottage Rolls
EBreaded. Quick and Easy, 
nsn dllulw 1% lb. pack .........
“Maple Leaf’ Ranch Style.
Sweet Pickled. Oven Ready .. lb. v7V Boiling Fowl
.1.39
Minute Steak “ 3.39 Oysters B
na I • Fresh. Gov’t Inspected. Prairie ftft
Pork Picnics ^^..^"...ft.39cGrain-fed Pork. Whole or Shank Portion ..... . ... ...  lb.
.C. Fresh
Sliced Side. “Maple Leaf*
Dd Wil No. 1 Ranch Style . . ........ .....
ea 89C 
79 c 8 oz. ctn. f / V 
i ib. pkg. 69c
BATHROOM TISSUE 79c
SURF DETERGENTS^ 1.19
DOG FOOD 15m. tin. (Limited) 10 - *1.00
INSTANT COFFEE Sr 1.49
MARGARINE .. 4 89c
CHEESE SLICES "t. ^ad”' 





^DISHWASHER DETERGENT ^'^ure 2 pkgS 59c
FACIAL TISSUE Pack 2 ... 69c
PAPER TOWELS ■Assorted Colors ... 2 roll pack 59c
DREAM WHIP Dessert Topping .... 4 oz. pkg. 2 for 99c
• JELLO JELLY POWDERS 10J.00
CRISCO OIL . . . . . . . . . .     38 oz. bottle 1.09
GLAD BAGS . . . . . . . . . 39c
GARBAGE BAGS “Outdoor” Size .... 10s pack 2 ( 99c 
■' . _ _ _ _ _ _ - -  ;_ _ _ _ _ —_
LUCKY KEY WINNERS
Mrs. Jean Pallisler 
Shasta Trailer Court 
Mrs. P. Hirtle 
Lynwood Cresc.
Mrs. N. Dion 
Winfield 
. Mrs. M. Bcgcr 
Fnrrls Rd.
DAT A TACC ■Norlands 
I UIAI UEd or Netted Gem 






Cooked Meats X”.« 3 ■ 89c
QzillCSflA Pork Breakfast. RQaJCIUdayC “Maple Leaf’ ........... ... 1 Ib. tray pack J7U
Ground Beef 63c 5 3.15










TOMATO OR VEGETABLE SOUP
“Aylmer’s”..... ........................................... .
SODAS Salted or Plain. McCormick's
CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP




ORANGE CRYSTALS 3*4 oz. envelopes
CAKE MIXES Celebration Deluxe Pack 
fAI/E AAIV Angel Food. “Little Dipper” 
VAI\E iVlIA New Instant Mix...... ..........







. 4 pkgs 1.00
.. 5 lb. pack 69C 
, 24 oz. pack 59c
5 pack 69C 
.3 pkgs. 1.00 
. .  2 for 89c
.12s pack, ea.49c
SECRET Anti-pcrspirant Deodorant.... . 6 oz. spray tin 99c
CREST TOOTHPASTE ..... f-y 99c
SHAMPOO Head & Shoulders, Lotion........reg. size 99c
SCOPE MOUTHWASH .... 12 oz. bottle 99c
ORANGES 70r
5 lb. cello bag .................................... /VC
Anni EC t°caT5 Varieties
AliLO Washed & *|A f a a
Polished .... Your Choice .... IU lbs, I.UU
IQ for $1 00
48s size  ■ ® @ Wr w
DATATACC ’‘California”
rU IAI Ut J .Fresh Dug. 70 _
5 Ib. cello .......     /VC
BROCOLLI g«'.. Spra,5 00,





. - . feature # # w
*1 AQ
120s pack ■•“ "
7V k Tp^'^IoOO - 7ft oz.pkg. ® ■•vw
AMAZE (Enzyme Power) ................
LIQUID DETERGENT Sunlight
23 oz. pack 79C
24 oz. pack 59c
FEATURED IN OUR IN-STORE BAKERY
CAKE DONUTS &oz=n 
FRUIT BREAD
HOT BREAD White or Brown
49c 
loaves 2 for 69c 
loaves 6 for 1.00
"YORK CANNED FOOD SALE"
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE Unsweetened
TOMATOES Whole Peeled, York ..
ORANGE JUICE 
PINEAPPLE JUICE 
APPLE JUICE CS... ...
... 48 oz. tins 2te99c 
. 28 oz. tins 3 for1.00
48 oz. tins
PEAS, CORN Cream Style Fancy
DEAMC Cut Green or Wax, Fa>«-’y.
DCAliJ 14 oz. tins ................................Your Choice
"FROZEN FOOD FEATURES"
POTATOES '“rr”n.’.-....
FISH AND CHIPS York .
DC A C “Bonnie Brook” 
r CAJ 2 b. cello pack........ ....
2 Ib. cello pack 4 (or 1.00 
..........  20 oz. pack 49C
DAT DICE ,,ccl» Chicken and Turkey. 
rUI I IC J “Banquet” ........
DI77A ‘‘Minil Dell” Pepperoni,
I IZXrl Salami, Bacon & Deluxe. 12-in. 18 oz.
. . . 2 pkg,. 79c
R oz. 4 pkgs. 1.00
STRAWBERRIES l5 »z 
ICE CREAM X m.......
------------ 1. .....—...... . ............... —
ea.1.09
2 pkg., 79c 
...each 1.99
| * f v,.- , V ■
Open Monday to Saturday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m»
CORNER OF BERNARD AND GLENMORE - PHONE 762-3349
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.
<■ > p
'v ! • '
HITHER and YON
Lodge, No. 36, and members of
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREEK
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Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Was- 
man of Merritt, Brenda and 
baby Brian, who was bom on 
Dec. 28, were weekend visitors' 
with Mr. and Mrs. Andy Ram­
bold and Mr„ and Mrs. Joe 
Wasman of Kelowna. They trav­
elled from Merritt to Kelowna 
with Mr. and Mrs. Harry San­
ders and family to watch Ron 
and Jerry Sanders race in the 
snowmobile races.
Members of the Kelowna Rid­
ing Club are looking forward to 
the annual pancake supper at 
the clubhouse on Sunday at 4 
p.m. Entertainment will follow 
the'supper- to round out the 
happy social event.
The joint installation cere­
monies of the Kelowna Rebekah
lie. The colorful and impressive 
ceremony which will be held 
at the Kelowna Centennial 
hall will be followed by a dance 
and lunch.
Arnold Allen, district agricul­
turist from Vernon will be on 
hand on Friday night at the 
Kelowna Riding Club to discuss 
the formation of a 4-H club in 
connection with horses.
' Back from Weyburn, Sask., 
are Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Toovey 
of Toovey Road, who were 
guests with their son-in-law and 
daughter, Mr, and Mrs. Jim 
Rose. Twana Lynne, a new 
sister for Teresa and Darren 
Rose, was the New Year’s 




1 cup granulated sugar
2 cups boiling water
1 stick cinnamon, 2 inches 
long
1 tablespoon fresh lemon 
juice
6 medium baking apples
In a medium saucepan, com­
bine first four ingredients. Stir 
to dissolve. Cover and bring to 
a boil for one to two minutes. 
Wash, pare and, core apples. 
Place three apples in the boiling 
syrup and cook for eight to 12 
minutes or until apples are
tender. Using a slotted ipooMp. 
place cooked apples into serving^ .
dishes. Add remaining three ap* 
plcs and cdok as above. Ta 
serve, spoon syrup over apples.
THROW AWAY AGE (3?
At 16 miUlon tons a year, 
Ontario's refuse problem has 
reached crisis proportions re­
ports the Canadian Consumer, 
official publication of the Con­
sumers’ Association of Canada. 
North American tonnage of solid, 
waste has doubled since 1920. 
Engineers estimate it will 
double again in 20 years. CAC 
headquarters is at 100 Glouces­
ter Street, Ottawa.
EXPLAINING THE blue- is Chief Noll Derriksan. The 
prints for an Okanagan Arts plans, well into the initial
others interested
and Crafts Cultural centre to planning stage, will encom-
provide classroom space as centre, _____ ...._____
well as display and sales arts and crafts will be
m 
ac-
IjUUfCwf uO, ulCHlUCld UI _ .
Orchard City Oddfellows Lodge Toovey were on hand for the
No, 59 will be open to the pub- special occasion.. /
the ay
Thurs., 7:3 0 p.m
SPECIALS
(PERSONAL SHOPPING ONLY)
Carol Yochim, Westbank In- pass outdoor space into the 
dian band council’s secretary, complex, which hopefully will
CHIEF N. C. DERRIKSAN
. areas. Although Indians will ceptcd, he says, 
have priority in .he proposed (Courier Photo)
First I n d i a n C h ief In The Provinee
Starts Term On School Board Tonight
By MART GREER
History will be made tonight 
when the board of School Dis­
trict No. 23, Central Okanagan 
holds its inaugural meeting. 
When Chief Noll Derriksan of 
the Westbank Indian Band tak­
es oath of office representing 
the Westbank area, he will be 
the first Indian Chief to hold 
such an office in this province. 
A second Chief who contested 
the civic elections at Vancouver 
Island was defeated.
Being a first, however, is not 
unusual for the young Indian 
Chief; he is also the first In­
dian Chief to become a mem­
ber of the Kelowna and Dis­
trict Arts Council and the first 
Indian to become a member of 
the Okanagan Neurological As­
sociation. He is also a member 
of the Kelowna Little Theatre 
and when he was elected Chief 
of the Westbank Band council 
four years ago, at 27 years, he 
was the youngest Indian Chief 
in British Columbia.
Bom in the Kelowna General 
hospital, he is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Ted Derrickson of 
Boucherie Road. His grand­
father Edward ‘Mickey’ Der­
rickson is still ah active man
ard of housing. Last year the 
power project was completed 
with all 26 homes on the re­
serve now on electrical service. 
This was a four year project, 
since many homes are isolated 
and more than a mile apart.
WATER SERVICES
Complete water* services with 
indoor plumbing is well under­
way. The band has provided 
wells, so that every home has 
a good water supply. Last year 
one home received complete 
plumbing in both bathroom and 
kitchen and this year (71-72) 
four have been completed.
In conjunction with this pro­
ject, Chief Derriksan is consid­
ering the formation of a hous­
ing authority so that the indi­
vidual Indian may build new
Not only do they need to up­
grade their education for em­
ployment reasons but for their 
own everyday lives. He points 
out that the affairs of the band 
itself are becoming more so­
phisticated and complex and 
that the individual members 
need better skills of under­
standing and comprehension in 
order to understand their 
rights, their opportunities , and 
their responsibilities as mem­
Price Of Children's Books
No Guide On Merit Of Contents
The old adage, “You can’t 
judge a book by its cover,” still 
holds true, particularly when
Ladies' Knit Shirts
The latest styling with front zipper placket 
a and zipper cuffs. O AQ
Wine, navy and brown. fcs“v
at 84 years.
, Members of the Coleville In­
dians, a semi-plains tribe of 
the Omak-Grand Coulee area, 
the Derricksons came to the 
Valley many years ago. Noll 
Derriksan attended Westbank 
schools and since leaving school 
he has been engaged in a num­
ber of jobs, mostly in the log­
ging industry and in many 
areas.
His first job of skidding logs 
with a horse in the Beaverdell 
area he remembers well. He 
also logged at Carnu and the 
North Thompson, Princeton and 
Coalmount areas. Following a 
year in an apple processing 
plant at Tonasket, Wash., he 
returned to work in a local ply­
wood ' plant before starting on 
his own.
BACK HOME
Back at Westbank he built 
. his own home and became in­
terested in band affairs, Sub­
sequently he was elected to the 
band council and served as 
secretary under Chief Norman 
Lindley. The last four of his 
eight years on band, council, 
, has been as chief and as ad­
ministrator, since it was at that 
time that the Indian Act amenci-
homes. There are 26 homes at 
present, with a population of 
134 on the reserve. Thirty-six 
band members live off the re­
serve. ■ . .
By using the subsidy for 
home building that is available, 
along with the revenues of the 
land, they could carry out a 
plan for a larger development 
of 10 or 12 new homes all at 
once, with the band itself as 
the borrower. Individuals who 
qualified could repay the coun­
cil on a long term contract. 
They would also be encouraged 
to select layouts suitable to 
their individual likes and needs, 
so that there would be indivi­
duality. This, he feels, would 
be a step towards the respon­
sibility the Indian must be pre­
pared to assume. Some, he 
points out, are content to live 
in sub-standard housing on a 
minimal income or welfare. He 
says Indians have to quit feel- 
ing sorry for themselves.
The housing project, of 
course, depends on the employ­
ment of the individual. He en­
courages them to obtain em­
ployment or to develop a self 
sustaining enterprise, such as 
vineyards or keeping cattle 
and so on.
Employment is a problem, 
not only because of the lack of 
jobs but in many cases the in­
centive to seek jobs is lacking, 
he says.
; UPGRADING
The ambitious young Chief 
, admits however' that all has
bets of the band and the com­
munity.
COMMITTEE
A recreation committee was' 
formed not too long ago, com­
prised of Mrs. Alex Eli, David 
Michelle, Harold Derrikson and 
Barbar Eli, with Norman Lind­
ley of the band council as liai­
son officer between council 
and the committee.
The committee will not only 
plan recreation for all age 
groups and a variety of inter­
ests but will be required to keep 
accurate records of their dis­
bursements and also plan a 
realistic budget for the year. 
This is one reason why more of 
the band members should take 
the upgrading, he said, so they 
may serve on such committees 
as this.
Sports has been the main 
form of recreation for many 
years, With a boys’ basketball 
and softball team, a girls’ soft- 
ball team and more recently a 
boys’ hockey team, all funded 
by the band. Peter Joe coach­
ed the Indian baseball team 
most successfully for 10 years 
and Fred Marcelley,' a non-In- 
dian also coached for several 
years. The team disintegrated 
and then Henry Jack started 
it up again. The past two years 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Clough 
have coached the teams. The 
boys’ team did a lot of work
on the grounds, bleachers and 
put in a water system.
Keenly interested in a variety 
of pursuits himself, he hopes to 
stimulate more interest in 
creative activities. One of his 
pet plans is an arts and crafts 
cultural centre, where there 
will be rooms for classes, dis­
plays, demonstrations and mar­
keting for a variety of crafts 
and arts. On a recent trip to 
Ottawa he 1 earned that the Cen­
tral Marketing Service at Ot­
tawa will accept all articles of 
top quality.
A skilled potter , Chief Derrik­
san has a kiln and one of the 
best potter’s wheels in the 
Valley and some of his sketches 
which he has copyrighted are 
used on a series of hast! notes. 
International Journal of Sem­
antics, more commonly known 
as INC. which is produced by 
Berkley University of Califor­
nia reproduced designs by Chief 
Derriksan in their last two 
issues.
He is interested in drama and 
does some writing when he has 
time. To keep fit he enjoys 
basketball and badminton;
discussing children’s books.
Over the last few years, the 
children’s book trade has be­
come big business. Each year 
the market is flooded with pub­
lications on every conceivable 
subject. And with rising costs 
in almost everything we need 
and want, books are no excep­
tion.
Unfortunately, the price of a 
book is not' necessarily an in­
dication of its merit. Attractive 
format, good bidding and ex­
pensive color printing may ex­
plain the high cost of a certain 
book, but the cost is no guide to 
its intrinsic value.
There are many qualities to 
look for in a child's book. Is it 
well written, in a clear and 
readable style? Does the plot 
have vitality and adventure? 
Does it really have something 
to say? Is it a story to capture 
and sustain a child’s imagina­
tion? If it is a book on science, 
is it scientifically sound and 
factual? Writers for today’s 
juvenile market are not afraid 
to tackle the very real problems 
that occur in the lives of many 
; children, including divorce, 
• fear, pain and death, which 
' they explore' with delicacy and
your public library or you can 
write directly to the Consum­
ers’ Association of Canada in 
Ottawa.
Special lists are also avail­
able from the Winnipeg Public 
Library, free of charge, all you 
have to do is request them. . 
One list ’ covers books for pre­
school age up to Grade 6, en­
titled, “This Time Buy a Book 
to Read Aloud.” Other lists are 
available covering a variety of 
interests such as current af­
fairs, sports, science and crafts 
for all ages. When writing, sug-. 
gest the interest area and ap­
proximate ages of the young­
sters. Address your request for 
lists to Mrs. Helen Robertson, 
Children’s Book Consultant, 
Winnipeg Public Library, 380 
William Avenue; Winnipeg R3A 
OJ1 Manitoba. Copies of the 
Canadian Consumer can be ob­
tained from CAC, 100 Glouces­
ter St., Ottawa, K2P OA4.
Men's Socks
Men's kroy wool and nylon stretch QQa 
socks. Mid-length. Stretch sizes IQ-12. Ovv
Boys' Runners
An assortment of boys' quality canvas 
runners. Boot styling available QQf* 
in sizes 7-8. Only vvia
Baby Pants
Velvet soft vinyl plastic, 4 fi QQf* 
pair in pack. S-M-L-XL. fc pkgs, ww v
A NEW YOU
some fencing, skiing and of 
course swimming' in the sum­
mer. ' "
He recently turned down an 
offer to work for the Indian
ed to allow bands to administer 
their own funds.
Business of the band, which 
handles leasing for the mem­
bers and the band’s own acre­
age of more than 200 acres; has 
expanded to a point where an 
office and a secretary was 
needed. Last year a trailer- 
office was established on Shan­
non Lake Road and Carol Yo- 
chiiti was engaged as secretary 
and Girl Friday,
Revenue Is derived from 
leasing, stumpage fees, min­
eral rights, gravel and top soil 
sales.
Chief Dcrrlksan's main ob- 
jcctlvc is to upgrade the stand-
not been progress. Not too long 
ago, he arranged for two up­
grading courses, one in the 
Grades 1 to 5 level and another 
in the Grades 6 to 12 level. 
Teachers, classroom space and 
all were arranged through Syd 
Gowland, director of the Adult 
Education Department with 
School District No. 23. Twelve 
of his people had signed up to 
attend, but when the opening 
date came for the classes no 
one showed up,
However he has learned that 
bb|ng a good executive some­
times means delegating duties 
to n committee and this he 
plans to do, as he firmly be­
lieves that all members of the 
reserve need a better educa­
tion.
Now Is The Time 
For A Fresh Start
By EMILY WILKENS
A fresh '72 calendar calls for 
a fresh start on a beauty, health 
and self-improvement program.
If you weren’t able to accom­
plish all the personal changes 
you had planned last year, for-
iget It. As Chanel used to say: 
“Life is a toboggan. Don’t look 
back, look ahead and enjoy the 
ride.”
Beauty-wise, It is important to 
plan the route. Chart your 
course in advance with a series 
of definite, reachable goals. 
Don’t embark on a vague 
dream of traveling the Road to
Affairs branch as'an arts and 
crafts buyer, because he did 
not want to terminate his posi­
tion without training an admin­
istrator to take his place.
Besides he is obviously too 
full of plans for the future of 
the band to leave for some 
time.
The next step he sees for the 
band is to engage a profession­
al planner for the orderly dev­
elopment of the whole reserve.
UP AND OUTWARD
He is looking forward to his 
new position on the school 
board and the fact that he was 
elected by the ‘white’ commun­
ity gives him confidence. He 
hopes that other Indians will 
take a greater interest in 
community affairs. With keen 
ideas on the Indian's role in the 
community as a citizen and his 
relationship in the reserve and 
outside of the reserve, Chief 
Derrlksan is also looking for­
ward to , the panel on The In­
dian Today—An Emerging 
Force, sponsored by the Adult 
Education committee at the 
Kelowna Secondary School on 
Feb, 17. He is one of five pan­
elists.
compassion.
Many people i are not aware 
of a recent development in 
children’s books, the introduc­
tion of “paperbacks,” with the 
same words and illustrations 
as those found in the hard cov­
er, more expensive originals.
With all the reading material 
available on the market, choos­
ing wisely may seem an im­
possible task for a busy parent. 
Very often you will probably 
buy the old favorites you loved 
as a child, but sometimes you 
may need help. Children’s lib­
rarians, who spend their time 
reading and assessing child­
ren’s literature, can advise you.
Mrs. Helen Robertson, a spec­
ialist in children's’ books has 
written an absorbing article for 
the Consumers’ Association of 
Canada in the September/Octo- 
ber issue of the Canadian Con­
sumer. It lists books that are of 
interest to children and deals 
with the part r iblic libraries 
can play in stimulating your 
child to read. The French edi­
tion, Le Consommateur Cana- 
dicn, has a special article in 
French. Both of these publica­
tions should be available at
SAUSAGE STUFFED APPLES
6 large baking apples
Va pound sausage meat 
’/s cup fresh bread crumbs
•. ’/i teaspoon salt 
teaspoon ground pepper
2 tablespoons sausage fat
Wash apples and cut off tops 
of stem end. Pare about one 
inch of peel from the top of 
each. Remove cores and scoop 
out enough pulp to make a one- 
inch cavity, being careful not to 
ciit through apple completely. 
Save pulp. Brown sausage meat 
in skillet. Drain meat and. re­
serve fat. C o m b i n e bread 
crumbs, salt, pepper and 
chopped apple pulp. Moisten 
with sausage fat. Spoon into ap­
ples. Place in a. baking dish, 
and pour in half-inch boiling 
water. Cover pan and bake in 
350-degrees-F. oven 30 minutes. 
Remove cover and continue 
baking 45 minutes or until ap­
ples are tender.
Boys' Sport Shirts
Polyester and cotton in assorted 
styles and colors, sizes 10-16.
Foaming Bath Oil




Dish Drainer and Rack
Of durable plastic, approx. 19"xl3" drain
board. 13%xl 2/2 
drainer. Spec. 69C
Sheets
Floral cotton sheets. Single bed size only.
Limited quantities. 1 QQ
39"x75", 70"xl00". Ea. ■>051
Open Thursday and Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
CITATION
Kitchen Cabinets and Vanities in the Tradition
Kelowna Art Exhibit Society
Plans Award 23 Show
The regular monthly meeting publication
of the Kelowna Art Exhibit,
Society wan held at the home of
artists.
to alert all district
After ao ci s ncio min n   delicious luncheon 
।Mrs. Henry Smith with a goodly served by Mrs. Smith, the 
members held a brisk work-bee
Beauty the way Dorothy 
skipped over the yellow brick 
road In The Land of Oz. j
Analyse yourself and decide 
not only what should be 
changed but, most Important, 
what can be improved. Then 
choose a direction for self-im­
provement that appeals to you,
It is helpful to keep your 
perspective on the long-range 
results. It may not seem signifi­
cant to apply hand lotion three 
times a day» but If you remem­
ber that during the course of a 
year you will have given your­
self more than 1,000 beauty 
treatments your day-by-day ef­
forts will gain Importance.
He is also enthusiastic about 
a conference on education at 
Winnipeg at the end of Feb- 
ruary, sponsored by the educa­
tion branch of the Department 
of Indian Affairs, where he will 
pursue the matter of his cul­





(Highway 97 North, 
Winfield, Telephone 766-2170) 
RETAIL— Quality fresh and 
cured meats.
FREEZER BEEF - Custom 
meat processing.
HOURS: O:00a.m.-r 6:00 p.m. 
Mon,, - Sat.
attendance. The activities of 
the past four months wore re* to address and mall invitations Io all members of the Art Ex- 
vlewcd and L. B, Rauda ,gave\Mbit'Society for the film pre­
sentation to be held Jan. 12 in 
the film board room office in 
the federal building.
a detailed financial report. 
Plans were made for the
“AWARD 23” Art Show for din- 
Irld students, and committees 
will be working on this most 
Worthwhile project immediat­
ely.
Mrs. C. E. Munslow gave her
report on Palette Club activi­
ties and outlined , future pro-' 
jccta, Mrs. R. E. Hare report­
ed the Children’ll Print Library 
, had bl active participants and 
that many new prints will be 
added to the library in Jan­
uary. Details of the "Artist’s 
Probe" as requested by the 
Western Office of the National 
Callery of Canada were discus­
sed end a letter submitted for
C. L. KELLERMAN
UPHOLSTERY
Specializing in household 
furnishing repair and recov­
ering. Serving Kelowna and 
District for over 20 years,
“Free Eellmates In 
Your Home*'
No, J Windsor Square 
(off Rpall Rd.) 1C3-7135
START THE NEW 
YEAR OFF RIGHT 
See the export stylists at
HOUSE BEAUTY 
COIFFURES




Orchard Park Shopping 
Centre
763-7100
“FOR,THE NEW lZ)OK 
THAT. TURNS HEADS" »
CLEARANCE
on our Entire Stock.
162 Rutland Rd., Rutland 76r5*6330
saLe 11
SAVE UP TO 
50% more
EVERYTHING MUST BE SOLD
By Jiinuary 31




Grande Bolero ,The elegance and distinction of Spanish stylingIs artfully captured In Grande Bolero . . an
exciting blending of.q.deep grained CiiHlillliin 
Oak fiiiluh with brans antique fittingH. This 
traditional Mediterranean design enhances the A I natural beauty of elm, the finest of hardwoods
Vail I /•% | | \_iir IM Hllt* ,nn*5<?s C,nntlc Bolero the first cabinetry
, choice of discriminating lioinemakcrs,
For further information mid qtiofullons cull 
MATTHEW DOIINT OR ED RANKIN
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 Ellis St I’lionc 762-2016
<i
RUTLAND BUILDERS SUPPLY
13Q Relgo Rd. Phone 765*5134
A
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divide And Conquer 
Is Teen Strategy
Famous Names In Mens Ties’
Getting Into Mass Market
Dear Ann Landers: I hav- 
never seen this problem in yo- 
column. Will you please de; 
with it? It’s becoming a seriou 
threat to many middle-age mai 
riages. I refer to the senna1 con 
duct of teen-age children.
The daughter of a close friend 
Age 17) was entertaining he: 
jjfoyfriend in her parents’ bed 
room several weeks ago and I 
do mean entertaining. The folk* 
came home unexpectedly and a 
scene followed. The mother was 
furious and made it plain that 
■he was shocked, disappointed 
•nd outraged. The father took 
the daughter’s side—said sex 
was normal and natural, and so 
Ion* as she didn't get pregnant 
be saw nothing wrong with it. 
Tfie argument didn’t end there. 
They fought about this for two 
months and finally the mother 
filed for divorce.
‘ Another case involves my 
cousin. The reverse happened. 
Their 18-year-old son told his 
parents he wanted them to 
^^llow his 17-year-old girl friend 
JMmmove Into their house. Her 
fflMsnts had thrown her out (for 
WHHons he did not care to dis* 
•’■BBss) and he had a nice big
We witnessed one scene 1’11 
,*ver forget. A mother and 
ither were swimming in a 
tallow river with their three 
mall children and the family 
og. They were short one life 
acket, so1 the oldest kid, about 
il, didn’t get a jacket. The mutt 
tad one. however.
That same family spent the 
night in the motel room next to 
>urs and the mutt howled till < 
a.m. My hat is off to all hotel 
and motel managers who say: 
“No Dogs Allowed.”—Barbour­
ville, Ky.
Dear Barb: Make that two 
hats. Thanka for writing.
Dear Ann Landers: I read 
with interest the letters from 
wives whose husbands talk too 
much—or not at all.
By ANN LAUGHLIN
, MONTREAL <CP) — About 
that tie that found its way 
under your Christmas tree 
again last year.
Chances are the latest edi­
tion had a noted designer’s 
label on it but a moderate 
price tag, which let your ben­
efactor indulge in a bit of 
snob appeal.
“Top names are getting into 
the tie line to finish off total 
looks they have created with 
shirts and suits,” says 
Charles Lazarus, vice-presi­
dent of Park Lane Neckware 
Co. which handles Hardy 
Amies of England and Lanvin
of Paris along with its own lie 
collections.
•’But that isn’t pushing the 
quality tie-buyer up into the 
$15 range,” he says.
Mr. Lazarus says famous 
signatures and label names 
are aiming at the mass mar­
ket to broaden recognition 
while preserving reputation, 
thus giving the public good 
value in fabric and design in 
the average $5 to $7 range.
What about those wash- 
and-wear instructions on your 
piece de resistance?
“M o s t average-price ties 
now are polyester which is 
supposedly fully washable,”
says Mr. Lazarus. “But I 
would read washing instruc­
tions very carefully and even 
then it’s not fool-proof. Lin­
ings and outer fabric often 
have different shrink rates 
which can ruin a Ue as It 
dries.”
The dry cleaners?
“The problem there is that 
with the great variety of tie 
shapes, cleaners don’t have 
pressing forms to match all. 
ties. They use the Wrong form 
or a pants press and after a 
few such beaUngs a tie loses } 
body and starts to look like { 
pressed pants.” I




' ONLY AT' ' 
SUPER-VALU
My husband is a constant yak- 
ker. His mouth runs Incessantly. 
My ears are tattered and torn 
from listening to him reminisce, 
rave, berate, compliment, be­
moan, build up, tear down—talk 
talk talk talk talk talk. He has 
vocal cords like inner tubes. 1! 
wonder where he gets all the}
bedroom, so why not? (
, The father said: “Over my 
dead body." The mother said: , 
"Yes. We’ll take her in. It 
would be the ‘Christian’ thinj to 
do." Three weeks later the 
lather moved out. Last week he 
Aled for a legal separation. 
?fhere are two younger children 
Involved, and I view this as a 
tragedy.
Isn't life difficult enough these 
days without kids creating addi* 
tional heartache for their par­
ents? Please, Ann, tell you 
X e a d e r s how this problem 
should be dealt with. Thank 
you.—Saddened By It AU
L Dear Sad: Children learn 
fearly the technique of "divide 
and conquer." A teen-ager who 
'could have created such a 
}wedge between his parents is no 
novice. He’s had plenty of prac­
tice. Parents should stand 
united, especially on matters of 
/morality and discipline. If they 
cannot agree they should seek 
counselling and permit a third 
party to decide which way. to go 
land then both should go in that 
direction.
Your letter gives me an op­
portunity to say something else 
to parents whose teen-agers 
come up with such "requests.” 
jKids don’t always want every­
thing they ask for. Sometimes 
they are relieved when the an­
swer is no.
Dear Ann Landers: Several of 
my friends were discussing the 
letter from the mother who said 
she was getting a great deal 
more pleasure out of her poo­
dles than her two married chil­
dren. My friends were sur­
prised. I wasn’t. I know what 
.goes on with pets in this country 
•and it’s disgraceful.
East summer we travelled a 
lot. One day when the maid 
/came in to make up our beds 
the bathroom door was closed. 
She asked, "Is there a dog in 
there?” When I said "No" she 
heaved a sigh of relief and told 
us that she had been bitten by 
dogs and scratched by cats— 
pets of hotel , guests who had 
shut them up in the bathroom 
and neglected to tell her that 
they were there. She also de­
scribed what these animals did 
to the rugs, bedspreads and fur* 
mlturc. It was disgusting,
air. But you are right, Ann—un- 
derstandmg.does make it beara­
ble. Such people have a deep 
psychological need to verbalize 
their feelings. I didn’t think my 
husband was aware of his prob­
lem until one day he said: “I 
must drive you crazy, with all | 
my talking. I don’t know what ' 
I'd do if I didn’t have you to 
listen to me.”
At that moment I thanked 
God that I hadn't told him to I 
“shut up” a 100 times in the last I 
20 years. Believe me, I would I 
have dearly loved to have done I 
so. I
Oh yes, he still drives me up I 
the wall at times, but I know he I 
needs me to be his audience, I 
and I'm glad I have the pa-I 
tience to listen. Maybe my let-1 
ter will help some other wife I 
who is married to the same I 
kind of man. Thanks for listen-1 
ing to me, A n n R e * u 1 a r I 
Reader I
Dear Reg: Thank you for] 
sharing a rare bit of wisdom. ||
Dear Ann Landers: I’m sure I 
when you open this envelope I 
you will think I’m a nut. Well, I 
on this subject I plead guilty. I 
You will find attached to this I 
letter 305 pictures clipped from I 
various newspapers. Please I 
note that in each of these pic-1 
tures a woman is wearing her I 
corsage upside down. I
What on earth is wrong with | 
people that they don’t know I 
there is a right and a wrong I 
way to wear a corsage? The I 
right way is with the stem at I 
the bottom under the flower. A I 
flower should look up at you. In I 
other words, a woman should I 
wear a flower the way it grows. I
Please, Ann Landers, will you | 
help educate the women of I 







Dresses - Sportswear - Coats 
Suits - Sweaters - Skirts
Regular Merchandise Up to 50% Off
'/4 TO '/2 OFF SPORTSWEAR
Dqar Loon: Here’s your letter 
—and now a word from your 
sponsor. Women of America, 
have you been wearing your 
corsages with the stems up? 
Well, stop it! Please. You are 
giving a lady in Louisville ul­
cers. And I hope you’ll pass the 
word. If you see someone whose 
corsage is on upside down—tell 
her. She’ll appreciate it, I think.
SWINGING PARTNERS
By KJI.
The Westsyde Squares hosted 
the first party in '72 in the 
Westbank Community Hall, 
Saturday evening with about 15 
■ squares , enjoying the fabulous 
calling of Ray Fredrickson. 
Dancers attending the party 
.fcame from Princeton, Pentic- 
■ ton.Vernon, Winfield, West- 
ibank, Kelowna and one couple 
from Saskatchewan. , 
! Jah. 15 we have two parties 
in-the Valley to choose from. 
The Twirlers will host a party 
in the Community Hall, Win- 
. field, with Art Ziclger of Al- 
'berta as caller.
The same evening a March 
of Dimes dance will be held 
mln the Legion Htill, Penticton, 
with Chuck Inglis as caller, all 
beginners welcome. Please 
bring a sack lunch. The host 
.dub, the Wheel-N-Stars,
Jan. 22 the Frontier Twirlers 
will host a party in the Com­
munity Hall, Oliver, with John 
{Hutchinson as caller, 
■ The same evening the Star-
dusters in Vernon will host a l 
party in the West Vernon J 
school, with John Moller of I 
Penticton as caller. >1
Jan. 29 the Circle “K" will II 
host a party in the Centennial II 
Hall, Rutland, with Al Simon II 







Bent — Lense — Purchase
0
Business Equipment Ltd. 








On Behalf of the 
Kelowna Regatta Committee
White Stag, Jantzen, Dalkeith, all famous makes. Slims, sweaters, blouses, S 
jackets, skirts, knit tops! A lovely assortment of fabrics, colors and styles. S
'/4 TO '/2 OFF DRESSES
Daylime casual youthful misses’ and mature dresses. Fashionable, imports, 
wool crepes, Venetian wools and polyester. You’ll recognize these famous 
names: Margo, Josef, Serge Real and others. Sizes 8 - 20, 16% to 22%.
!4 tO '/2 Off JUNIOR FASHIONS
Young fashions for sizes 5 to 15. A great variety of styles designed by 1 
Canada's top makers of junior fashions in the most popular colors. I
'/4 tO '/2 Off WINTER COATS and PANT COATS
This is what you’ve been waiting for. Our final winter clearance of winter 
coats. A variety of styles arid colors to choose from. Assorted wools and 
blends. Sizes 8 to 20. । |
PANT SUITS








to clear up (o 
50% OFF
DID YOU KNOW?
— that we at Super-Valu are on a penny pinching program. That if you arc 
interested in quality merchandise that saves you a few pennies here — a few 
pennies there — that your savings will add up to dollars on your monthly food 
bill. Pile the kids In the car and try us this weekend. You’ll easily see what we 
mean. It’s only at Super-Valu — Downtown and Orchard Park.
59c..lb.
Pork Butt Roast
Ill Gov’t Inspected. Choice, Grain-fed. 
| | “Penny Pinchin’ Price”.......
Round Steak 
ll 
| or Roast. New Zealand Beef.
| “Penny Pinchin’ Price” .......... . 89c
■miwiiiiii miiiiiiiiiin!innr
California Seedless.




Full 16 oz. loaf. Plenty of Raisins. 
“Penny Pinchin’ Price” . ...................... ..... - 29c
HiiiiniiiiiiiMiiii
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Margarine
Mom',-
“iPenny Pinchin’ Price”. 79c3 lb. pkg. < JF %
Ml. . IIIIIIIIIHIIIIB





No Exchange* or Refunds , . . lust Remarkable Value*
\ 481 Bernard Ave.
KELOWNA








Prices effective ’ill 9 Tonight,— ’ill 9 Frl. night — ’til 6 Sal. 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.'.'.
foOW 2 FINE FOOD MARKETS — DOWNTOWN — ORCHARD PARK
SUPER-VALU
DOWNTOWN and ORCHARD PARK





It's fairly simple to deduce the motives of the World Hockey 
League in leaking out announcements, of signing of NHL-cai- 
ibre players. *
It’s as that famous philosopher Leo Durocher once said, 
**I don't care what they say about me in the papers, as long as 
they spell the name right.” '
It's a simple matter of getting the WHA name across to 
the public as often as possible, and what better way than to 
say one of the teams has had contract negotiations with Bobby 
Hull of the Chicago Black Hawks, or that rookie sensation 
goalie Ken Dryden of the Montreal Canadiens has already 
put his name down on the dotted line?'
Then people (who make up fans, which pay for a newly- 
created going concern) will talk. The more they talk, the more 
ctirtoiis they will become. Then it is a simple matter to entice 
them to find out more about what they are curious about.
So the NHL has already come in handy for the WHA, as a 
source of publicity. There s a lot of money backing the new lea­
gue so that some players from the NHL are bound to give it a
To counter this, the NHL has years of responsibility, al­
though this has been tarnished lately by even yet more expan­
sion. In addition to the 14 teams already in the NHL, two more 
teams will be added. Put this alongside the 12 teams proposed 
by the WHA and there are 28 professional hockey teams of 
supposedly equal calibre.
That many teams is putting a strain on the number of play­
ers good enough to turn pro. Remember the good old days when 
there was only six teams in the NHL, and it was easy to name 
off the top players on each team?
Curiosity impells me to go to the readers to find out their 
thoughts on, first the proposed expansion of the NHL and 
second on the formation of the WHA.
Those interested in forwarding their beliefs can do so by 
writing down your opinion and sending it to Ross Phelps, Kel­
owna Daily Courier.
There’s a lot of interest in the upcoming Super Bowl be­
tween Dallas Cowboys and Miami Dolphins, or at least there 
is by the volume of sports reports that come from the two 
teams. An average day since the semi-finals were played and 
the two finalists decided has resulted in a minimum of two new 
stories about the teams and individual players.
The volume of stories outstrips that of the Canadian Foot 
ball League reports prior to the Grey Cup classic. It’s getting 
so that I’m thinking of the players on Dallas and Miami on a 
first-name basis.
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An item in the Vancouver 
Province, passed on by John 
Woodworth of Mount Baldy, 
shows the need for an airport 
extension.
Concerning a matter of Whist­
ler Mountain wooing Japanese 
skiers, of which there are 2,400 
expected, this season—more than 
twice the number coming from 
Eastern Canada.
Whistler doesn’t have an air-
no new snow on a three and a 
half foot base, with a zero tem­
perature. The skies are clear 
and both lifts are operating, 
with the road in good winter 
condition.
Silver Star (Vernon) reported 
a record number of holiday 
skiers, with 15,000 flooding the 
slopes. The busiest day was 
Dec. 29, when 3,400 skiers used 
the facilities.
The Central B.C. Alpine Team
Employing A Choreographer
A Natural For Dance Couple
LONDON, Ont. (CP) — Judy 
Currah and Keith Caughell de­
cided that the natural thing for 
dancing partners was to employ 
a choreographer to set out the 
-dance routine—even if it was on 
ice.
The strategy, lifted from sen­
ior dance skaters, reaped divi­
dends for the St. Thomas, Ont., 
couple Wednesday when they 
captured the Junior dance com­
petition at tiie Canadian figure- 
skating championships.
The highlight of today’s com­
petition . is the senior women’s 
attempt at four of the six com­
pulsory figures that count for 
half of the senior women’s title. 
Free skating makes up the 
other 50 per cent.
Karen Magnussen of North 
Vancouver, B.C. will be seeking 
her fourth national title and her 
third consecutive crown.
Caughell said that as far as 
he knew only one other couple 
in the junior dance used a cho­
reographer to lay out their 
dance routine.
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) — 
Kamloops Rockets built up a 
4-0 lead by the two-minute mark 
of the third period and then 
hung on fora 4-3 victory over 
Kelowna Buckaroos in British 
Columbia Junior Hockey action 
Wednesday.
Timber Peck scored two goals 
for the Rockets, with Don Ashby 
and Jack Patterson adding 
single goals.
Murray Hansen scored two 
goals for the Buckaroos, and 
Dave Okrainec added the other 
marker.
Kamloops took 10 of the 19 
penalties. Each team took a 
major penalty tor fighting.
Ian McCrimmon made 42 
saves for Kelowna, while Garth 
Malarchuk kicked out 29 drives 
in the Kamloops net.
“Usually just senior dancers 
use a choreographer,” Miss 
Currah said. “But we wanted to 
win the gold medal because this 
was our last year in junior com­
petition so we thought a chore­
ographer might help.”
In the two other final events 
Wednesday, the brother and sis­
ter team of Nicole and Pierre 
Nadeau of Montreal took the 
novice dance title ahead of Su­
zanne Lamoureux and Paul 
Whiston of Windsor, Ont., and 
Mary Perry and Allan Coombe 
of North Vancouver, B.C.
Judy Bowden of Toronto 
edged out Kim Alletson of Ot­
tawa for the novice women’s 
championship. Patricia Woods 
of Coquitlam, B.C. was third.
In the junior women’s compul­
sory figures, Kathy Ostapchuk 
of Toronto held a healthy lead 
over Deborah-Lynn Paul of Ed­
monton while in the junior 
men’s compulsory figures, Skip 
Groff of Vancouver took a slight 
lead over Sandy Moore of To­
ronto.
Canadian Football Remains Same 
Off-Beat Proposals Voted Down
' MIAMI (CP) — At least for 
the new year, Canadian football 
is going to continue to look like 
Canadian football.
Two proposals by Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats of the Eastern Con­
ference — which would have 
given the Canadian game more 
the appearance of the United 
States game—were voted down 
by the rules committee of the 
Canadian Football. League, 
gathered in annual meeting.
The Tiger-Cats wanted four 
downs instead of the present 
three and for teams to have the 
option of passing or running for 
a two - point conversion. At 
present, a touchdown may be 
converted only by place-kick-
Ing.
Both suggestions were de­




(Reuter) — George Best—the 
playboy of British soccer—has 
been ordered by his club, Man­
chester United, to abandon his 
Klnyboy image and move from 
Is $91,000 mansion to a board­
ing house.
port convenient, and lists theiri. ; AirJn®needs as more accommodations ^d a> ra®“.®p
to snatch the Japanese skiersfrom Binff I of Jim Carson of Williams Lake.
Whereas Kelowna and the Ok- ^.Jam con®h[s 9f skiera 
anagan area, has an airport and B,C” to
more than enough ski resorts to 1^ S^^nt?nPnrTafPm‘inar 
take the number of Japanese Low
skiers, and Easterners, that ?“^-°'?a S“°«
„ ..u I vehicles will be held Jan. lo& and 19. Participants wifi in­
way if there was a chance. Llnri„ arpa onPrator<5 lift suner- Those headed to Whistler frnm’n.A
_,.u 4-r. tvmbn M I visors and mech&mcs from thewould have to make a two-hour Ip . wPqt ski Areas Associ- bus trip to hotels in the ski ~.^ada west bi£1 Area® ASS0C1 
area, then bus every day to the 8___ :______ ■ ■ _________ ;___
MONTREAL (CP) — Sclec- ; 
tors didn’t look beyond New 1 
York Rangers, Montreal Cana­
diens and Boston Bruins to pick । 
the 12-man nucleus of the East i 
Division team which will oppose : 
the West Division squad in the 
National Hockey League’s 25th 
annual all-star game, Jan. 25, at 
Bloomington, Minn.
The Rangers, division leaders 
at the half-way mark of the 78- 
game schedule, placed five 
members on the team, selected 
by a poll of East Division mem­
bers of the Professional Hockey 
Writers’ Association and an­
nounced by the league today.
The Bruins, second to New 
York at the mid-way point, 
placed three men bn the team, 
including the only unanimous 
choice—defenceman Bobby Orr 
—while the Canadiens, cur-
jury, while Mahovlich is bat­
tling the flu and tonsilitis.
Al MacNeil, general manag­
er-coach of Nova Scotia Voya- 
geurs of the American Hockey 
League, will select an additional 
seven players before he roaches 
le East squad. MacNeil earned 
the right to coach the East 
when he guided the Canadiens 
to the Stanley Cup last May. He 
will be opposed by Billy Reay of 
Chicago, whose Black Hawks, 
lost to the Canadiens in the Cup 
final.
at least one representative in 
the game.
Power and experience are the 
underlying strength in the East 
selections; The 10 dcfencmen
The only restriction placed on 
MacNeil and Reay in that , their 
selections of additional seven 
players for each team is that 
each of the seven teams in the 
respective divisions must have
and forwards chosen have ac­
counted for 195 foals, 297 assists 
and 492 points. This compare®, 
to the total 116 goals, 162 assim» 
and 278 points collected by the 
10 defencemen and forwards ox 
the West Division all-stars, an­
nounced Tuesday.
The only player on the East 
squad without previous all-star 
experience is Dryden, who is 
still considered a rookie and 
who won the Conn Smythe Tro­
phy last spring as the outstand­




Tuesday Mixed, Jan. Il- 
High single, women, Amy 
Schleppe 270, men, Colin Faz­
an 304; High triple, women, 
Annabelle Ferguson 723, men, 
Colin Fazan 780; Team high 
single, Willows 1159; Team high 
triple, Willows 3296; High av­
erage, women, Dot Ueda 228,
slopes. If Kelowna had a longer
runway and instrument facilit- JP EV g 
ies the skiers could spread to PPlM IIAlfllirv 
the Okanagan hotels and visit I VW IrVIVIlIv 
a different resort every day.
The Vancouver Ski Team is F If
holding a second training camp fAI* if AVPCIPIIKC 
at Mount Baldy in preparation I VI WVJUmVUIJ 
for the Pontiac Cup races at ■
Apex Alpine at Penticton Friday By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
and Saturday. Nova Scotia Voyageurs are on
Philippe Pelh®• Megeye, a winnlng course at Halifax 
France, the head instructor for porum and have t,een detOured 
the team, was enthused about | only six times this season.
the reception the team got dur- They gained their 14th home 
ing their first training stay at I jce victory in 20 games Wednes- 
Mount Baldy. day by trimming Rochester
“I was quite surprised by the Americans 5-2 before 2,384 fans.
rently third, had four players 
selected.
Voting was based on five 
points for a first-place ballot, 
three for a second and one for a 
third. The team, with vote totals 
bracketed:
Goal—Ken Dryden, Montreal 
(99); Gilles Villemure, New 
York (50). Defence—Bobby Orr, 
Boston 005); Brad Park, New, 
York (99); J.C. Tremblay, 
Montreal (61); Dallas Smith, 
Boston (26). Centre—Phil Es­
posito, Boston (97); Jean Ra­
telie, New York (61). Left wing
—Vic Hadfield, New York (95) 
Frank Mahovlich, M o n t r e a 1
(55). Right wing—Rod Gilbert, 
New York, (99); Yvan Cour­
noyer, Montreal (45).
Two of the four Canadiens 
picked—goalie Dryden and Ma­
hovlich—currently are out of ac­
tion, but both are expected back 
by the all-star break. Dryden is 
recuperating from a back in-
reception they gave us. Usually The result put them within eight 
the resort operators don’t go points of the Eastern Division 
out of their , way too much to leaders, Boston Braves.
help us because we tie up Richmond Robins kept their
men, Nob Yamaoka 240; “300’’ 1 
club, Colin Fazan 304, Ernie 
Rosner 302, Bill Boniface 302; 
Team standings, Makeups 43’, 
Western Discount Optical 41, 
Cosmonauts 39, Willows 38, 
Bumpers 38.
Lawn Bowlers, Jan. 10—High 
single, women, Verda Colborne 
238, men, Mike Martel 299; 
High triple, women, Lorrien 
Carter 566, men, Mike Martel 
717; Team high single, Cracker 
Jacks 1085; Team high triple, 
Cracker Jacks 2996; High aver­
age, women, Lorrien Carter 
189, men, Steve Mlazgar 200; 
Team standings, Foxes 80%, 
Cracker Jacks 72%, Rangers 70, 
Luckys 60, Five Pins 59, Com­
ets 47%.
Major Mixed, Jan. 10—High 
single, women, Helen Emery 
329, men, Doug Ross 368; High 
triple, women, Shirley Fowler 
763, men, Joe Welder 857; 
Team high single, World Wide 
Travel 1389; Team high triple, 
World Wide Travel 3632; High 
average, women, Lorraine 
Schuck 234, men, Rico Guidi 
259; “300” club, Doug Ross 
368, Rick Goyette 338, Rico
A proposal by British Colum­
bia Lions of the Western Confer­
ence-seeking limited blocking 
on punt returns—was defeated 
with spirited discussion.
■ There was not much support 
for a Toronto Argonauts pro­
posal. The EFC club wanted a 
bump-and-run provision written 
into the rules to allow defenders 
to make contact with eligible 
receivers before the ball left the 
passer’s hand.
But the meeting, held an­
nually in conjunction with the 
American Football Coaches’ 
convention, was not entirely ne­
gative.
MUST WEAR HELMET
From now on, a new rule 
says, it is compulsory for a 
player to wear his helmet when 
the ball is put in play. Last 
Labor Day in Hamilton, Bobby 
Taylor took off his helmet as he 
trotted toward the sideline and 
set up a sleeper play.
The rules committee has re­
moved restrictions on communi­
cation between coach and play­
ers on the field, making it legal 
for the coach to send in plays— 
which they had been doing any­
way.
। A rule that came in last year 
, was modified this year.
i Under the old rule, a kicked 
! bail which hit tho goalpost was 
. dead if it bounced back onto the
Best was ordered to tamo his 
Image as punishment for mis­
sing n week’s training, Man­
chester United fans now arc 
wondering how the order will 
nffect their Idol’s highly pub­
licized private Jifc.
Some cynics claim that Best 
will “have to do his courting In 
the front parlor for the rest of 
the season.”
Best’s 19-year-old current 
glrl-frlentj, beauty queen Caro­
lyn Moore, is worried, Carolyn, 
the latest in a long line of pub­
licized Best girl-friends, said: 
•’I suppose having to leave his 
house will restrict his courting. 
It’s somethlnk we’ll have to talk 
about.”
fleld of play, but alive, if it 
plunked into the end zone.
Now, it's dead no matter how 
the ball bounces—except in the 
case of a field goal scored 
under such circumstances.
And the committee removed 
from the rule book the law that 
said each end zone quist have 
diagonal lines, spaced two fee't 
apart.









Athletes Will Be Gathered 
For Banquet Of Champions
slopes that could be used for winning streak alive, hammer­
paying customers but that was- ing. Providence Reds 7-2 at 
n’t the case at Mount Baldy.” Richmond, Va., and Cleveland
At Big White, a Christmas Barons came from behind to 
problem was solved and now a triumph 3-1 over Hershey 
n e w Thikol snowpacker is Bears, leaders in the west, at 
smoothing the slopes' for the Hershey.
avid skiers. Doug Robinson, Larry Robin-
The packer, purchased one|son> Kerry Ketter, Germain 
week ago, is proving to be an Gagnon and Rey Comeau scored 
asset at it can surmount the f°r, Nova Scotia, Danny. Seguin 
steepest slopes. and Doug Brindley provided the
The new Doppelmeyr chairlift v „t • uis going over big with the pat-1 .^acBeish
rons, and further eliminates lift! sPlu^e<l f°r l°ur ^ Rich- 
lines mond’s conquest of Providence.
^^ He scored three of these withinLast Mountain resort reports 12 minutes of second period> 
' Defenceman Larry Hale and 
Frank Spring accounted for the rrazier-uanieis I Robins’ other goals, with Hale 
I getting two. Neil Nicholson and
Bout Not Lifted- ■nmTste^ai i^‘heiieds-
Guidi 338, Joe Welder 330, Hel­
en Emery 329, Bert Griffin 320, 
Linda Ueda 319, Shirley Fowler 
312, Mits Koga 309; Team 
standings, Mils Koga 70%, Don 
Chmilar 49, White and Peters 
47%, World Wide Travel 46, 
D.M.J. Construction 41.
Jan. 10—High single, women, 
Maggie Cormack 278, men, 
Rondeau Warner 301; High 
triple, women, Maggie Cor­
mack 695, men, Howard May­
nard 705; Team high single, 
Mic Macs 1154; Team high 
triple, Odd Balls 3188; High av­
erage, women, Jennie Farrend 
196, men, Jim Duncan 195; 
“300" club, Rondeau Warner 
301; Team standings, Odd Balls 
93, Spoilers 86, Jugglers 80, 
Apollos 60, Me Macs 68, Happy 
Gang 67, Expos 66, Larks 60, 
Luckies 59%, All Fun 54%, Jdk- 
ers 50, Beavers 39%, Cliffhan­
gers 25, No. 15 21%.
VALLEY LANES ,
Jan. 6—High single, women, 
Joyce Hnyaslii 281, men, Joe 
Lischka 344; High triple, wo­
men, Joyce Hayashi 705, men, 
Don Favell -797; Team high 
single, Peats Construction. 1265; 
Team high triple, Rutland 
Sports Centro 3376; High aver­
age, women, Eva Jakubowski 
207, men, Lou Matsuda 250; 
“300” club, Joe Lischka 344, 
Cal Smillie 331, Don Favell 310, 
Jack Murphy 308; Team stand­
ings, Rutland Welding 659%, 
Arena Motors 606, Fhikers 
582%.
LAS VEGAS, Nex. (AP) — 
Joe Frazier is such a heavy fa­
vorite to retain his world heavy­
weight championship Saturday 
that Las Vegas bookmakers 
aren’t taking any bets on the 
fight. I
The fight with challenger 
Terry Daniels isn’t posted in 
race and sports books here.
“Yva might be able to bet 
something on Daniels, but the 
odds would be so great that no 
one would do it,’’ one bookie 
said.




Kelowna’s Glen Campbell 
placed 10th for compulsory fig­
ures out of a field of 117 in 
novice men’s figure skating 
championships in London Ont­
ario Tuesday.
Campbell placed second in 
B.C. championships but was the 
top coastal representative, as 
the other two competitors fin­
ished far down the list in the 
Canadian championship. Camp­
bell could improve his standing 
in the free skate event to be 
held Friday.
MEXICAN FEUD
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Au­
thorities report that two feuding 
families in Guerrero state— 
where wrangles can persist for 
generations—staged a 14-hour 
gun battle over a land dispute, 
killing three combatants, and se­
riously wounding seven others.
Appoinimenl
WILL PAINT NIXON
CIIADDS FORD, Pa. (AP) - 
Artist Andrew Wyeth said Mon­
day he has been selected to 
paint the official portrait oi 
President Nixon. Wyeth, one of 
the foremost U.S. realist 









Jay Hunter Electrio Ltd,
Ratelie Sets Pace 
Espo Still Second
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Jean Ratelle of Netf York 
Rangers scored two goals and 
added an assist Wednesday, 
night to keep him in first place 
in the National Hockey League 
scoring race.
Ratelie’s three-point effort in 
the Rangers 5-5 tie with Chicago 
Black Hawks gave him a total 
of 74 points, two ahead of Phil 
Esposito of Boston Bruins.
The leaders:
Kelowna’s top athletes will । 
gather Saturday night for the : 
annual Banquet of Champions 
at the Capri Motor Hotel.
The eVent will mark the 
chosing of the recipients for the 
Augie Ciancone Award, for the 
outstanding boy or girl in the 
School District for athletic abil­
ity, contribution to the com­
munity and school, deportment 
and sportsmanship.
The Bob Giordano Memorial 
Trophy is presented annually 
to a citizen of Kelowna who has 
made an outstanding contribu­
tion to the development of or­
ganized athletics.
Athletes who have qualified 
for the banquet by holding a 
B.C. or better championship 
topped their field in gymnas­
tics, track and field, swim­
ming, diving, water and snow 
skiing, trampoline, badminton 
and curling.
Five athletes topped their 
fields in provincial track and 
field competitions. Pat Ponich 
is the provincial midget girls 
400 metre champion, Colleen 
Murphy is the bantam girls 
shot put and discus champion, 
Mark Zimmer is midget boys 
discus champion and Brenda 
Calvin is midget girls discus 
champion.
In water skiing there is
GA Pts.
Ratelle, NY 28 46 74
Esposito, B 34 38 72
Hadfield, NY 28 33 61
Orr, B 19 42 61
Gilbert, NY 28 32 60
R. Hull, C 29 25 54













REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Nancy Greene beat off 
French challengers to win 
the downhill race of the 
Swiss international ski 
championship five years 
ago today—in 1967. She 
made it down the 2,350- 
metre course in two min­
utes, 5.32 seconds. The vic­
tory put her in a command­
ing lead for the world skiing 
championship.
Bank Qf Montreal
The First Canadian Bank
At the Bank of Montreal, we want 
to help you make the best possible 
use of your ski dollars. So we asked 
our expert, Nancy Greene, to write 
a book about all the sneaky ways a 
smart skier can save money. It's 
yours, together with our special ski 
package, when you open your ski 
account.
Need a ski loan? Just ask at The 
Ski Bank. We want you to get your 
money's worth.
George Athans Jr., who ] 
member of the Canadian _
tional team and won the world » 
water skiing championship. His |
brother, Greg, topped his field ।
in snow skiing, as he won a 
gold medal in the Canada Win­
ter Games.
Two other water sports saw I 
gold medals being won by Kafi 
owna athletes. Sheryl Ramsen 
won a gold medal in the B.C. 
summer swimming champion­
ship while Colin Campbell won 
a gold in the open B.C. summer 
diving championship.
Cam; bell was also a member 
of the B.C. trampoline team 
competing in the 1971 Canadian 
championships and is the only 
athlete to be mentioned twice.
Another track and field sthr 
is Brock Aynsley, a member 
of the Canadian track and 
field club representing Canada 
in the 1971 Pah American Gam­
es.
Jody Welder won mention by 
winning a gold medal in the 
free exercise event in the B.C. 
age group gymnastic champion­
ship.
Tickets for the banquet can 
be obtained at City Hall, re­
creation department.
You don't buy.. J
You Invest in an
Antique





Nancy tellsyou how 
to get your money's worth.
Our Special ski package
Open a ski account and receive Nancy is just full of terrific ideas 
all kinds pf useful Information — on how to have great holidays with- 
a colourful poster, our ski news­
letter, and Nancy Greene's interost-
'ere the smart money goes
out bending your budget too much.
e  In her book you'll find thoughts 
ing account of whore to look for about ski weeks and charter flights,
Take a long look at skis
Because Nancy Greene has been 
skiing since she was three, she 
knows something about choosing 
skis. If you want to get the most for &
■ ■ - ----------- --------------------------------- your money, read what she has to
bargains, howto choose equipment, places where your dollars stretch say about selecting skis, metal vs. 
.. ...... and where they don't. Read it be-, fiberglass, and swap shops. It's an 
fore you make plans. education in itself I
and many other ways of getting the 




Jacobsen Pontiac - Buick 
Ltx\., are pleased to announce 
the appointment of Mr. 
George McMasters as new 
and used) car sales consultant.
Mr. McMasters comes to 
Jacobsen Pontiac with 10 
years experience with GMC 
and looks forward to helping 
you with all your car‘and 
truck requirements.
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WBKiH&B By Coaches FRre"chTski Star
i
As Ties In NHL Prevalent
Beats Teammate
Phil Roberto





By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The usual hard knocks were
cellar, blamed a-penalty call by 
referee Ron Wicks for the 1-1 tie. A 11(7 U3U<11 ud*U Alivkivo vav __ . v . .
evident in the National Hockey Toronto Maple Leafs earned
I League Wednesday night but 
most of them came from 
coaches irate at what they con­
sidered poor calls by the ref­
erees.
The Criticism no doubt was 
prortipted by the stalemates in 
three of .the four NHL games
against the Kings, 
“It was a cheap call by
HOCKEY BRAWL ENDS AT HEADQUARTERS
quarters in a paddy wagon 
following a hockey game at 
the Philadelphia Spectrum
that was delayed 30 minutes 
due to a fight between St. 
Louis Blues team members 
and fans. Coach Arbour, Ro-
berto, Thomson and 
Arbour (not shown) 
charged with assoult 
police officer!;
played. 
Emile Francis, New York
Ranger coach, criticized the 
work of referee Lloyd Gilmore 
and linesmen Neil Armstrong 
and Jim Christison after Chi­
cago Black Hawks rallied to tic 
his team' 5-5.
“They must have missed at 
least three offside calls against 
the Hawks,” Francis said after 
the game. “Dennis Hull was at 
least five feet offside on his goal 
in the first period and both Jim 
Pappin and Pit Martin got in 
alone against (Ed) Giacomin in 
offsides in the last period. . . J’
Red Kelly, whose Pittsburgh
Wicks,” Glover said.
In the other game, California 
Golden Seals upset Minnesota 
North Stars, shutting them out 
2-0.." •■■ ■ ”■ ■
Francis was more concerned 
with the work of the game offi­
cials than with his team’s poor 
defensive play. The Rangers 
had a 4-2 lead, against the Black 
Hawks going into the third pe­
riod, but Bobby Hull and 
brother Dennis scored within 
three minutes of each other 
early in the period to give Chi-
whether I was going to shoot 
from where 1 was or not. But 
when I looked around I couldn't 
find any of our guys in position 
to take a pass so I just let fly.
Jean Ratelle, the league’s 
leading scorer, scored two goals 
for the Rangers, who still re­
main one point ahead, of the 
Bruins in the East.
The Bruins were held to their 




McLain May Rejoin Tigers 
Despite Former Difficulties
DETROIT (AP) — Even 
after all the problems . he 
caused.them and. after all the 
relief at seeing him leave for 
Washington Senators, Denny 
McLain may pitch for Detroit 
Tigers again.
Tiger g.e n e r a 1 manager 
James Campbell said Monday 
he would be willing to take 
back the problem child who 
pitched Detroit to a pennant 
in 1968, but only if the price is 
right.
"The important thing is to 
win and I think Denny can 
s ill pitch,” said Campbell.
•i "I’d like to haVe him back, 
Tbut I’m not going-to give up 
any of our front-line ballplay­
ers for him.”
McLain, twice a recipient of 
the Cy Young Award and a 
former 31-game winner, has 
fallen a long way since he left 
Detroit after being suspended 
three times in 1970—once by 
commissioner Bowie Kuhn for 
gambling, connections. ,
He became the losingest 
pitcher in baseball last year, 
posting a 10-22 record for the 
Senators, now Texas Rangers, 
t Despite McLain’s disruptive, 
i influence on the Tigers while 
in Detroit, Campbell said
manager Billy Martin
other key Tigers would favor
and
the deal.
' “Billy said he could handle 
him,” Campbell said. The 
Tiger general manager also 
discussed the matter with star 
pitcher Mickey Lolich, who 
had no. love lost for McLain, 
and catcher Bill Freehan, 
whose book disclosed the re­
sentment McLain generated 
among the Tigers.
The Tigers are searching 
for a fourth starter, and have 
let it be known that they 
would give up a key hitter for 
a strong, arm. But McLain 
would only be worth, young or 
marginal players, Campbell 
indicated.
The possibility of McLain’s 
, return to Detroit is heightened 
by the reported disfavor in 
which he is held by Rangers’ 
manager Ted . W ill i a m s. 
Owner Bob Short has been of- 
xfering McLain for trade since 
the end of the season, and has 
talked to Campbell about such 
a trade.
However, . Short : wants a 
front-line ballplayer for the 
pitcher,, and Campbell indi­
cated the deal Was not near 
consummation.
Frazier Spends Birthday 
Training, Throwing Barbs
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Joe 
Frazier celebrated his 28th 1 
birthclay Wednesday by training I 
for his fighf, with Terry Daniels : 
and by throwing,some verbiage 
at his “old” adversary, Muham­
mad Ali.
“He's ' getting old," Frazier 
said of All who will he 30 next 
Monday, “He’s becoming an old 
fool.” ’,
„ Daniels,,an unranked and lit- 
tie-known fighter who is a for­
mer Southern Methodist Univer­
sity football playor, will be the 
man after F r a z I e r's world 
heavyweight title S a t u r d a y 
night. But il was Ali that sports 
writers, most of them here for 
the Super Bowl football game 
Sunday, wanted most to talk 
about,
And Frazier, obviously ran-
HOCKEY ROUNDUP
National
Los Angeles 1 Toronto 1
New York 5 Chicago 5
Boston 2 Pittsburgh 2 :
California.2 Minnesota 0
American
Nova Scotia 5 Rochester 2
Cleveland 3 Hershey 1
Richmond 7 Providence 2 
Western 
Salt Lake 5 San Diego 1 
Portland 7 Denver 4 
Seattle 2 Phoenix 1
Central
Omaha 4 Kansas City 2
Eastern
St. Petersburg 4 Greensboro 3
Syracuse 11 New Jersey 0
> Johnstown 5 Long Island 2 
International •.
Flint 8 Columbus 3
Fort Wayne 3 Des Moines 2 
Canadian Central
' Kenora 10 Dryden 4
Prairie
. Yorkton 7 Saskatoon 6
Quebec Junior'
Trois-Rivieres 5 Verdun 4
Southern Ontario Junior
Detroit 7 St.'Thomas 3 
Saskatchewan Junior 
Saskatoon 10 Wilcox 3 
Western Canada 
New Westminster 6 Victoria 3
Burnaby Team 
Wins laurels
kled by All's public claims that 
he really boat Frazier . last 
March, was willing to oblige.
On the subject of a rematch, 
which Ali has said he wants so 
he can avenge his only defeat 
and retire, Frazier said:
"I don't have to fight him 
again. I feci Clay (All's also 
known as Cassius Clay) is 
gonna' have to respect more 
than ho has. Because.' r don't 
need him."
KNOCKS CONDITION
The champion also knocked 
All's physical condition. "Iio's 
been fal the last few fights i'22() 
poiinds-plus),"I'm 20!) now and 
will go into the ring about 207. 
Fin ready,.”, , /
While Frazier: has been over- 
shudowed by the Super Bowl be­
tween Dallas and Miami, Dan­
iels has practically been lost,
It is Frazier who Inis been,at­
tracting the, hard-core' fight fans
TORONTO (CP) - The South 
' Burnaby team, captained by ' 
Karna Shea, led British Colum­
bia Io vlptory in a three-way I 
playoff Wednesday, winning the । 
Canadian, women’s 5-pm bowl­
ing championship. ’
Other members on the win­
ning team were Byv Kcttlowell. 
I'M Doucgtic, Deanna Drayton 
and blnnne Phillips. .
The B,C. roprosonlnllvc rolled 
.1,130 to defeat (he .Indy Dtival 
1 team from Prince Albert, Sask,, 
” by three pins.
The team skippered by Grace 
Hall nf West,Bill, icpicseiping, 
eastern Ontario, Hnh lied a dh-( 
tant third in the playoff with a’ 
score of' l.ooti. . .
Saskatchewan lost their op-l 
> perluntty tn win the playoff 
when Judy Duval left n lo-eount
rhe
o,tbnu witli her final ball.
ClMpd. Dec. 19 
to Jan ?
Mountain fthi.lnwn tM-MU
Penguins tied Boston Bruins 2-2, 
stepped on the ice in the first 
period to protest what he consi­
dered a questionable call by ref­
eree Bob Sloan.' He drew a 
bench penalty.
And in Toronto, Fred Glover, 
whose Los Angeles Kings have 
been fighting all season to es­
cape the NHL’s West Division
c a go a 4-4 fie. ; r.
Rod Gilbert scored his 28th 
goal of the season to put New 
York back in the lead but Jerry 
Korab scored from 70 feet out 
late in the period to give the 
Black Hawks the tie.
HITS GOALIE’S GLOVE ;
Korab, who was deep in his 
own zone, had taken a pass 
from Keith Magnuson and 
dashed up the ice. As he ap­
proached the New York blue 
line, he let go a hard shot that 
struck Giacomin's left glove and 
deflected into the net.
“1 really don’t know what the 
puck did on the way in," Korab 
said. “I really didn't know
goaltending of Jim Rutherford. 
The Penguin goalie faced 28 
shots, 19 in the last two periods.
He held the high-scoring line 
of Wayne Cashman, Phil Espos­
ito and Ken Hodge scoreless al­
though Esposito did set up Ed 
Westfall for the tying goal.
SCHINKEL SCORES 2
Ken Schinkel did all the scor­
ing for the Penguins, strength­
ened by the return of veteran 
Tim Horton who played a strong
BADGASTEIN, Austria (API 
— Britt Lafforgue of France 
won the international Silver Jug 
women’s slalom race today. The 
event counts toward the World 
Cup of skiing.
Miss Lafforgue zig-zagged 
down the two runs in 37.90 and 
36.66 seconds for a total time ot 
one minute 13.96 seconds.
World Cup leader Francoise 
Macchi of France was second in 
1:41.11 and defending champion 
Annemarie Proell of Austria, 
winner of the downhill Wednes­
day, was third in 1:14.22.
Miss Macchi’s times were 
36.47 and 37.64, which meant she 
was able to increase her cup 
lead to 176 points.
Miss Proell had 37.14 and 
37.08. Her cup points now total 
153, 23 points behind Miss Mac­
chi.
Canada Considers Proposal 
To Oust Taiwan From Games
NHL SCORERS
Los Angeles 1 Toronto 1
Los Angeles-Howell; To­
ronto-Henderson.
Boston 2 Pittsburgh 2
Boston—Bucyk, Westfall;.
Pittsburgh—Schinkel 2.
New York 5 Chicago 5
New York—Ratelie 2, Ikac- 
zuk 2, Gilbert; Chicago—D. 
Hull 2, Martin, R. Hull, 
Korab.
California 2 Minnesota 0
California—Vadnais, Boldi- 
rev.
MONTREAL (CP) — The Ca­
nadian Amateur Sports Federa­
tion : will d6al at its annual 
meeting in Ottawa this weekend, 
with a Chinese request for help 
in having Taiwan ousted from 
the Olympics.
John Hunnius, CASF presi­
dent, said Wednesday the infor­
mal request from Chinese 
sports officials will be contained 
in his report to the federation 
meeting starting Friday. Any 
action or motion on the matter 
will be taken there.
He quoted one Chinese official 
as saying:
“As long as the Olympic asso­
ciation and other organizations 
associated with the association 
maintain a two-China policy. 




Kelly's encounter with referee; 
Sloan came after the official! 
had given Bryan Hextali a! 
game misconduct penalty for 
entering a fight in progress. 
Kelly claimed the fight had 
ended when Hcxtall arrived on 
the scene. When it was all over,; 
the referee gave the main par-i 
ticipants, John McKenzie ofi 
Boston and Dave Burrows of 
Pittsburgh, minors for rough­
ing, not fighting.
Glover lashed out at Wicks 
because defenceman Doug Bar­
rie was given a penalty with 
less than six minutes remaining 
in the game. With the man ad­
vantage. Paul Henderson scored 
for the Leafs after a Los Ange­
les player, trying to cover the 
net, guided the puck into his 
own net with his stick.
Glover said 'the Toronto fans 
in the stand called the penalty 
against the Kings.
. “If he thought that play de- 
i served a penalty, he should 
. have called 10 before that,” he 




Mon.-Frl. 11:30 a.m.*l:30 p.m.
Includes:
5 courses, salad and 
dinner roll, coffee or
tea.
Only 1.95
If Taiwan is dusted, the 
will be clear for mainland 
ticipation in the games.
way 
par­
The C h i n e s e request 
made While Hunnius and Dick
was
Best Records
Gaul, both of Montreal, were in 
China for an eight-day visit to 
arrange for exchange programs 
between the two 'countries for 
four sports teams in the next 
nine months.
They returned Tuesday after 
visiting. Peking, Shanghai and 
Canton. HUnniiis said the 
Chinese officials are “adamant” 
they will not enter the Olympics 
so long as Taiwan remains a 
member of the International 
Olympic Committee.
made a specific request fori 
“moral support” but “we ex­
plained that as the CASF was 
really not under our direct influ­
ence all we could do is report 
the request to our member­
ship.”
The Canadian Olympic Asso­
ciation, which would be re­
quited to approach the IOC on 
the Chinese matter, is a CASF 
member and will attend the 
weekend meeting.
While in China, Hunnius and 
Gaul, a director of the CASF 
and president of the Canadian 
Federation of Amateur Aquatic 
Sports, arranged for Canadian 
badminton and basketball 
teams to visit China.
In return, a Chinese table ten­
nis team will visit Canada in 
April and between 15 and 20 
Chinese divers and swimmers 
will come here in June or Sep­
tember.
। team to take a penalty.' 
the Chinese | ~~ - -
I LOTUS











. / ■ w L T F A Pt
New York 27 6 7 183 91'61
Boston 27 '7 fi 159 89 60
Montreal 23 10 7 153 109 53
Toronto 19 13 10 121 111 48
Detroit 17 18 7 131 132 41
Buffalo 8 24 10 113 163,26
Vancouver 10 24 5 94 138 25
West Division
Chicago 28 8 5 139 76 61
Minnesota 22 13 6 106 84 50
California 13 22 9 130 174 35
St, Louis 13 22 7 120 145 33
Phila, 12 21 7 96 128 31
Pittsburgh. 11 23 8 103 131 30
Los Angeles 11 30 2 93 170 24
Results Wednesday 
Pittsburgh 2 Boston 2 
Toronto 1 Los Angeles 1 
Chicago 5 New York 5 
California 2 Minnesota 0
Gaines Tonight 
Pittsburgh at Montreal 
New York at Buffalo 
Los Angeles at Boston
and the curldds to workouts In 
the penthouse—nctualjy, a store- 
room—on- the roof of a lintel In 
(|><: Frenelr Quarter. ,
After Frazier leaves, Daniels 
works out In relative peace 4l)d 
quite. I ,
Daniels must rank with the 
biggest underdogs In the history 
of heavyweight championships 
lights. Against Frazier's record 
pf 27 victories in as many pin 
fights, Daniels' has compiled; 28 
victories. ■ four losses and' in 
draw. Three of the losses, (trie 
of them by knockout, were In­
cluded in his 10 lighis hist year.
The' fight Is the 'first heavy­
weight title bout In New Orleans 
since Jim t'oibell knocked out 
John L. .Sullivan Sept. 7, 1892,
D. J
S '
Six Teams Planning 
Goodwill Matches
TOKYO (AP> — Defending 
Olympic c h a ni p i o n Russia, 
Japan, and four other countries 
will take part In a series t of 
goodwill lee hockey matches 
here before and after the 11th 
Winter Olympics Feb. 3-13 In 
Sapporo, northern Japan, the 
Japan ■ fee Hockey Federation 
reported today.
Besides the Soviet Unloirqnd 
Japar Czechoslovakia, Switzer­
land, Poland and the United
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Wednesday night was the kind 
of night National Basketball As­
sociation commissioner Waller 
Kennedy dreams about: , 
Four games on the NBA 
schedule—two. were decided by 
one point, two were decided by 
two points.
What's more, the three teams 
with the best records in the 
NBA—Los Angeles Lakers, Mil­
waukee Bucks and Chicago 
Bulls—all were beaten, adding 
some support to the old claim 
that on any given night . . .
The Lakers, 39-3 on the season 
prior to Sunday, lost for the sec­
ond, time in three games When 
Tom Van Arsdalc sank a 15-foot 
jumper with just one second 
showing on the clock to give 
Cincinnati Royals a 108-107 deci­
sion,
The Bucks, who ended Los 
Angelas’ record 33-gamc win­
ning skein ■ Sunday, lost tneir 
second in a row when Lou Hud­
son poured in 20 points :n the 
second half to lift Atlanta 
Hawks to a 104-102 victory .over 
Milwaukee.
, And the Bulls, trying to gain 
ground on Milwaukee in the 
NBA’s Midwest. Division race, 
were thwarted when John Nel­
son tipped in a shot by JoJo 
White with three seconds left, 
then added a free throw’ to 
give Boston Celtics a 113-112 de­
cision over Chicago.
In the other NBA game. Bob 
Kauffman sank a ,pair of free 
throws with two seconds left to 





four-day Tokyo series, offielpl'i 
said.
ROSES-BY-POST PLAN >
LONDON illeutcr) — Roses 
Will be popping up all over Ix»n- 
don before long, If a new post 
office scheme Is successful. Six 
rose-vending machines, which 
dispense ready-to-post roses In 
pre-paid packages, are to ba In­
st nllcd al post offices through­






13 .90INCLUDES —FRAMES —LENSES ' —CASE
■fa Tinted and Safety Lonses and fancier frames 













Tinted . lenses, safety 
lenses and fa n e y 
frames at slightly 
higher prices , •. , and 




See our Brand New 
"AQUA LENSES" 
*79.50
BRING YOUR OPTICAL PRESCRIPTION TO US
Body Builders
Our trained crew can make 
your . car Idok like new. 
Smoothing out dents, custom 
repainting our specialty.
KERR AUTO BODY SHOP ,ra
1110 SI, Paul, Kelowna JW-2300.
.. , , ... . .
GORDON WALTERS
Jacobsen Pontiac - Buick 
Ltd. are pleas'd io announce 
the appointment of Mr. 
Gordon Walters as aerviec 
manager.
Mr, Walters comes , to 
Jacobsen Pontine with 
years ot experience In the 
service field Ulie Iasi 16 
yAavs as a GMC service man­
ager) and look* lorwmil Io 






1471 Pandosy St., Kelowna
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THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF COURIER WANT ADS IS READY TO HELP YOU BUY, SELL or SWAP
FOR ASSISTANCE PHONE OUR CLASSIFIED “HOT UNE* — 763-3228.
Kelowna and District
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL
15. HOUSES FOR RENT,
FULLY MODERN MOUSE, FOUB BID- 
rooms, er three and family num. AvaU- 




Bus. 763-4343 1561 Pandosy St
Res. 763-7776 Kelowna. B.C
P. F. STEEVES, A.A.C.I.
Accredited Appraiser 
Canadian Institute 
Real Estate Appraiser 
and Consultant
Certified Municipal Assessor 








Phone orders collect 
Business—545-1311 
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330 
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD.




Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134
T, Th, S, tf
PHOTOGRAPHY _______ __
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT 
and Commercial Photography. 
Developing, Printing and En­
larging.
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO 
Dial 762-2883
2820 Pandosy St., Corner 
Pandosy and West Ave.
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1. TWO BED- 
room house, elose la. Electric' boat 
Adult*. Ne pete. (13* per month. Tele­
phone 7(24*07. 137
IN THE OTY. THREE BEDROOM Du­
plex. two bathrooms. *173 par month. 
Telephone 7C-3599. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL RASE- 
ment duplex ea craak. *1M monthly. 
Ceti 745-7185, evenings 7*3-7451. tf
NEW THREE BEDROOM LAKESHORE 
horns. Reasensbte rant to. right party. 
Telephone 762-7*15. tf
FOR RENT - NEW TWO BEDROOM 
townhouse, close la. Telephone 7*2-411*
U. APTS. FOR RINt
AVAILABLE nOOCDUTELY. NEW 
private tuny eeutataod. furuta|o4 baeb- 
elee unite. TWeHwuu Ta4**T. 13*
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED MOTEL 
unit. utUttim pate. Ttlephaaa TIS4M. 
____________ ■ : ' ' U
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT AFART- 
meat for real. Triepkoae 704374.
- - 13*. 1W. 13*
2V. PROPERTY FOR SALE
or 7(2-271(. 13*
SPANISH STYLE TWO BEDROOM Du­
plex. just completed. In Rutland. Tele- 
phono 763450*.  137
16. APTS. FOR RENT
VACUUM CLEANERS
PLAZA MOTEL-OFF BEASON RATES. 
Om btoek fraas. *eha*l aad iMMlai 
ceatr*. T. TV. *. ti




North American Van Lines Ltd. 
Local Long Distance Moving 
"We Guarantee Satisfaction” 
1120 ELLIS ST. 762-2020 
T. Th. S. tf
ELECTROLUX 
(Canada) Ltd. 
SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012




350 Dell Road, Rutland 
Sales — 765-9248 
Service — 763-3270
1. BIRTHS
A RECORD IN PRINT - YOUR 
Child’s Birth Notics in The Kelowna 
Daily Courier provides a permanent 
record for you to keep. These notices 
are as low as *2.50. A pleasant Ad-Writer 
will assist you In wording <,n appro­
priate notice. Just dial 763-3228. ask 
for an Ad-Writer.
2. DEATHS
FORSTER — Mr. Herbert Forster of 
Winfield, B.C., passed away at Kelowna 
on January 10, 1972. at the age of 60 
years. He is survived by his loving 
wife. Anne of Winfield, also one son, 
Werner of Winfield. Funeral services for 
the late Herbert Forster will be held 
from the Garden Chapel, 1134 Bernard 
Avenue on Friday, January 14, 1972 at 
2:00 p.m. with the Rev. H. A. Traub 
officiating. Interment will foUow in the 
Kelowna Cemetery. THE GARDEN 
CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS are 
entrusted with funeral arrangemr
Telephone 762-3040, 136
HUDSON — Mr. Elmer Joseph Hudson 
of the Mayfair Apartments, passed 
away on January 10, 1972. Funeral ser­
vices will be held from the Garden 
Chapel, 1134 Bernard Avenue on Friday, 
Jan. 14th at 11 a.m. Mr. John Fletchel 
officiating. Interment will foUow in the 
Kelowna Cemetery. THE GARDEN 
CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS have 
been entrusted with funeral arrange-
mepts. Telephone 762-3040.
LOMBARDY PARK APTS.
Offers you the largest one bed­
room suites in Kelowna. AU 
services included. No children, 
no pets. For the ultimate in 
apartment living,
Phone Manager, 762-3688, 
or 763-6847.
M, W, Th, F, S, tf
TRAILER* FOR RENT. ADULTS, NO 
pete. Shot. Capri area. TeleybcM 7*3-
S3**. ' . I : tf
ONE AND TWO BEDBOOM SUITEs'
Nu children, se pete. Telephone 704123.
__________ ■
CAPRI VULA — ONE BEDROOM 
suite far mat. No tkiMna. at pet*> 
Telephone 704114. ' tf
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rate*. Chlldgta welcome. TclQkeae 70- 
2»X ' • ; ' tf
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX UNIT IN 
Rutland. Sandeck, largo yard. Near 
school*. *12$.' Tflohoo 7C42M. tf
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom suite*, no children or
pets. Trispksa* 7M424L tf
tf
tf
THE CHATEAU-NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
occupancy. Adult building, complete with 
shag rugs, draperies, air conditioning, 
rangea and refrigerators, fm laundry 
facilities, and sauna baths.. Cisse to 
downtown and park. Telophase Man­
ager, 762-3423. er Argus Industries Ltd.. 
763-2763.  tf
.WESTVIEW APARTMENTB-ATTRAC- 
tive new one bedroom suites, shag car­
peting throughout, appliances, large pri­
vate patios, ten minutes from Kelowna. 
*110 per month. Two bedruam suite 
with < panoramic view of lake 'also, avail-
abl*. Telephon* 76*3*75. ti
SEE OUR KNOX MANOR ONE BED- 
room apartments. Lovely, spacious and 
warm — drapes, .TV cable, brdadloom, 
colored stove and refrigerator. Elevator 
and free washing facilities. Friendly 
atmosphere. 1*55 Pandosy Street. Tele-
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at MacKenzie Manor fiveplex, 
MacKenzie Road, Rutland. Two baths, 
2Vi bedrooms, spacious living, some 
children welcome, water and garbage 
collection free. $145 per month. No pets. 
Telephone 763-3012 or 763-3472, tt
THREE BEDROOM, TWO YEAR OLD 
home. In Hollywood Dell subdivision, 
Rutland. Rent, $165.00 per month. For 
more information, contact Mrs. Olive 
Ross, days 763-4932 or evenings 762- 
3556. Lund and Warren Realty Ltd.,
446 Bernard Avenue. tt
NEW TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX 
suite in Rutland; ■ close to schooL full 
basement, carpeted living room and 
bedroom, private patio, paved driveway, 
many extras. No pets. Telephone 1S3-
5013. tt
2416 ABBOTT STREET, THREE BED- 
room fully furnished house, available 
from February 15th, 1972, to June 15th, 
1972. S165-5175 per month. No dogs. Two 
children accepted. Call Lupton Agencies
Ltd., 762-4400. 134, 136, 13*
136
SHELESKI — Mrs. Anna Sheleski of 
Revelstoke passed away on January 11th 
. at the age of 87 years. Requiem Mass 
will be celebrated in St. Francis Roman 
Catholic Church (Revelstoke) on Friday, 
January 14th at 11 a.m. Interment will 
follow tn the Mountain View Cemetery. 
Mrs. Sheleski is survived hy l son, 
Mike of Port Moody and I daughter. 
Mary of Oliver. B.C. THE GARDEN 
CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS have 
been entrusted with funeral arrange-
ments. Telephone 762-3040. 136
B.C. HEART FOUNDATION - DEEP 
' satisfaction comes from remembering 
departed family, friends and associates 
with a memorial gift to the Heart 
Foundation. Kelowna Unit. P.O. Boz
188 tf
5. IN MEMORIAM
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
lery new address- 1790 Hollywood Rd 
(end! Rutland. Telephone 763-6494. tf
8. COMING EVENTS
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOMS CLOSE TO VOCATIONAL 
School, for girls oily. Kitchen, bath 
included. Telephone 763-7*73'or call at 
1336 La*ner Road. , 13*
TWO SLEEPING ROONS FOR RENT. 
Ltnens provided. Close to .Orchard Park 
Shopping Centra. Tdgptoaa 762-0069.
FURNISHED HOUSEKEEPING BOOM 
available immediately. Only male per- 
albaar heed apply. 453 Lawrence Avenue.
, ■ tf
LARGE SLEEPING ROOM WITH KIT- 
chen facilities,' cI6*o to .''hospital. Tele- 
phoae 763-5334.' ■ ' ~ tf
BEDROOM' WITH KITCHEN FACAI- 
ties for'Working gentleman. Telephone
763-542*. 140
SLEEPING BOOM. WORKING. GIRL
oily. T*l*phon* 763-614*. tt
1>. KOdM ANP BOAIIO
phone 762-791*. MI ROOM AND BOARD' FOR WORKING
WINDSOR MANOR — ONE BEDROOM ?*««■• ; fretor abrialnm.; Available 
suites now available for ■ occupancy. I ‘Avoaue. Tale-
Sound proof adult building.. Shag car>>| >h°ns 7624124. ■ ... - tf
peting, drapes, air conditioning, recrea- xicE WELL FURNISHED ROOM AND 
refriferator. Ciosj to oqwawwi« • Tae* I wf Haf ceatleM&Bo Telnfceao 70-
phone Manaw 7<2>234|. ? tf| sim
FURNISHED, WELL HEATED, ONE I noojg AND BOABD AVAILABLE. 
^kOrac.™tedOreJSleteL fotM G«rtl*ta*Or*fen?L43tf EtbStetrt.
wttK. larpttiMp ccmpittteiy tumisnai i __ . • ■
kitchen, cable viaion, telephone. No I■ ■ ' ' w
children, no pets. Canamara Beach BOOM. BOARD AND'- CABE FOB 
MoteL 3754 Lakeshore Bead. Telephone I senior eitiztas in, private home. Trie- 
763-4717, tf phono 7634*74. . tf
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, NEW COMFORTABLE BOARD AND BOOM 
wall to wall carpet, stove and: refrigera-1 and care -for retired gentlemen or 
tor. Free parking, laundry and cable I couples. Telephone 7gZ-054». ; 137
television. *141 plus utilities. Apply I ■ । , ...... . ... . .Suite 104, Syesmoro Apartments, Wtt I ROOM AND BOABD'. AVAILABLE, 940
Pandosy. tf| Stockwell Ave. Trisphone.768-S750. 137
ONE AND TWO BEDBOOM , FULLY I BOOM AND BOABD FOB WOBKING 
furnished with kitchenette*. Avaiiable I gentleman. Triopheno 768-0229.' tf
weekly and monthly, rates. Close tor'"""—   .............!—
shopping.centre. Vocational School, bus,|aa U/AhlTRH
etc. Cinnamon's Lakeshore Resort, 89241 AWWVI. ” An I KI*
Abbott Street. .Telephone 7624*34. tf
ROOM AND BOARD WANTED FOR
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, I single, retired man. Telephone 762-4480. 
Rutland. One .or two adults only. Large I . - 137
living room and kitchen, bathroom with! ..... ...
shower, washer and dryer hookup, pri-|__ 
vate entrance. All. utiUties included. *120120. WANTED TO RENT 
monthly. Telephone 765.8569. tfl' .. "' ; '
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, CAR- 
pet living room and bedrooms, bath and 
half, refrigerator and stove, carport, 
storage shed. Give us a call, 764-4408 
or 765-5527 — and you could be our 
first tenants. tf
MODERN THREE BEDROOM HOME. 
Choice location, close to schools and 
shopping, 1528 Pinehurst Crescent. Avail­
able immediately. $165 per month. Ref­
erences required. Telephone 762-4301. 
- 141
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
sixplex in Rutland on Briarwood Road. 
Close to school and shopping centre. 
ChUdren welcome. No pets. Telephone
764-4001. tf
THE ODDFELLOWS AND BEBEK- 
aha are having a Joint Installation Jan­
uary 15. 1972, open to the public, after 
which there will be a luncheon and 
dance at a charge of $2.00. Centennial 
hall, starting At 8:00 p.m. Dodd'a Or­
chestra will be playing. Tickets avail- 
. able from members. 137
THlF^^^PAItA'ri'! ^SWINGEHS--WILL 
hold a meeting. White Elephant sale, 
and dance on Saturday, January 15th at 
9;00 p.m. in the Women's Institute Hall, 
740 Lawrence Avenue. Please bring 
something to bn auctioned off. . 138
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
MODERN, FURNISHED, TWO BED- 
room lakcshore cottage. *130 per month, 
utlities included. No pets. Boucherie 
Beacb Resort, Westbank. Telephone 
768-5769. . tf
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, THREE 
bedroom duplex. Elm St., Kelowna, 
*155. Larry Road, Rutland, *145. WaU 
to waU carpet, stove. Telephone 763- 
3737 or 763-3990. tf
TWO OR THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX 
in Rutland, full basement, with or with­
out refrigerator and stove. Children wel­
come. Close to schools'. Available Jan- 
uary 29th, Telephone 765-7891. tf
LARGE THHEE BEDROOM DUPLEX 
with full basement and carport, drape*, 
Some children accepted, no pets. Im­
mediate occupancy. Telephone 765-5395.
PROPANE BOTTLE FILLING DELI- 
very Service (Mobile Unit) Office local- 
' ed In the heart of tho growing trailer 
imluntry. Delivery area - Oyama to 
Peachland at present time. Partial 
. Work week with good returns. Ideal 
second businesk — advise working 
management1. Unlimited potential. Fin­
ancial statements available to proven 
Interested parties. $26,000.60 will handle. 
For further Information, please telephone 
7M-717H alter 6 p.m. or write to Box 
2144, Rutland, II.C, _____ tf
JORDAN’S RUGS - TO VIEW SAM 
plea from Canada’a largest carpet aeh 
eclion, telephone Keith McDougald, 
764-4603 Expert Installation service. U 
KRUEGER llEAITNt ~SUl’I’I.li:S~U'l')' 
Furnaces, eavestroughlng, shCct metal 
work, 1083 Glenmore St, Telephone 763- 
am __ , __ 1 tt
PIANO INSTRIICTION IN YOUinioME, 
for adult begloncra. Daytime appoint­
ments only. Telephone 762'0722. i;m 
. FOR’tIIE FINEST IN"PAINTING, DAN- 
lei Murphy, 763'4916. 146
l.KUITEIl REPAIRS. ALL MAKES AND 
model*.' Telephone 763'3244. 136
127~PERSONALS^
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O Box 687. Kelqwna. B.C. Telephons 
763-5M7 or 762-0893, In Winfield 766-2107 
lx there • drinking problem in youi 
home? Contaci Al-Anon at 7(1449* 01 
763-47t(. ___________ .__________it
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE 
medically approved method. Illthly 
qualified operator with many yeara ex 
twrlence. For further informational lela 
phone Helen Gray, 763431*.______ " n
JOIN-THE BENO BCAA SUN~FUN 
Tour. Buses leave Penticton January 
33. Complete peckage. *80, Call 4M-7016. 
BCAA Travel Agency. 3)1 Marlin 
Hired. Penticton, B.C, . tfr - t-ii mir - r -- T- — -* v,
CERAMIC CLASSES I STARIINQ 
January 1$, Small riasses. Telephone 
TMirn. Th, F. I«
3 BEDROOM HOME 
Rutland location, 1 blk. to shopping centre. 
Double carport, patio,(fireplace, Rot water 
heat, large ree room, many extra*, good 
financing, MLS. Art MacKenxie 2-6656.
VIEW ACREAGE
Terrific view and lightly treed Excellent 
for weekend retreat or building alto. 
$9,900.00 F.P., good terms. MLS. Harvey 
Pomrenke 2-0742.
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 
t rental units consisting of 4 cottages and 
3 suites all furnished) plus one 4 bdrm, un­
furnished suite. Located on Wood Lake. 
Shows excellent return with minimum of 
supervision. $87,500.00 with terms. MLS. 
Hugh Tait 24160.
OWNER. MOVING
Must sell this nearly new 3 bdrm, home, 
large well developed kitchen. Full basement 
with extra bdrm. Fully fenced yard. Only 
$22,900.00. Bren Witt 3-6300. MLS.
CLOSE IN — 3 BEDROOM
Price of $21,900 is a real bargain for this 
large older home containing 3.bdrms, 17x15 
living rbom plus separate 10x11 dining 
room. FuU basement, modern kitchen, good 
garage located 3 blocks south of Harvey 
Ave. George Trimble 2-0687. MLS.
. ONCE A LIFE OPPORTUNITY
5. LEVEL LOTS fronting on paved highway, 
good weU, older but good building, store 
front with 2 bdrm, living quarters in . rear. 
■ Ideal spot for a rock and hobby shop. All 
for $5,700.00. MLS. Bob Robinson 3-5161.
21. PROPERTY FOR 5AI.I
DISPLAY HOME 
CRESTVIEW HOMES
Open from 2-6 p.m. every 
Tues., Thurs., Fri. and Sun. 
from 2 - 5 p.m. Sat. Follow : 
Black Mtn. Rd. to Hollywood
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd, 
turn right on Dundee.




WALKING DISTANCE TO CITY | . SSE?
centre and Capri. Upper unit of up and!
down duplex. Two bedrooms, wall to 1 arfS^^rSraMv
wall carpets and sundeck. . AvailableFebruary 1st. Telephone Harry Mad- «* * aSEr L?
docks. 765-621* or 765-5155. N‘
■ . , । Vancouver. 9. Thank you. - 13*
TWO BEDROOM . FOURPLEX SUITE I mritRYrAftV 1 FintNIffllFD ONF 
with refrigerator and stove, close to BYJ^BuABY1, FURJUHIED ONE 
Four Seasons Motel. *140 per. month. 5 R.t
AvaUable immediately. Telephone 764- ^; P^yaJb’ witMn ten miIe« of Kel- 
—9. ... 1 owna. Box A 5*1. The Kelowna Dally7123‘ _____ __  Courier. . 13*
FURNISHED .1*WO BEDROOM FOUR-1 qy, wt-KT nw • t st asf n*.
plex unit, fully modern, carpet in living
room. Lovely view of Wood Like.' No I JJ*®dlateIy, three or four bedroom home, 
—_ m, mnnih nin« hvHrA Tiktanhnne I Glenmore' iron.. References supplied. 76M971” “ 1 • : ■ -13* I Telephone 762-O9M. 140
FOURPLEX SUITES FOB RENT IN I THREE _ BEDROOM 'HOUSE,-' FULL 
Rutland, WaU to wan carpeting, ■ re- .’VS
frigeratora and stoves. Children. and J*Ld* f TeI<!p,,one J™
pets welcome. Immediate occupancy. I “wr *=30 p.m. 13*
Telephone 765-7066. ; . tf REQUIRED: OLDER TYPE TWO OR
CLOSE IN. DELUXE TWO BEDROOM I‘hr,c*b*dr^ra J,“”*
suite, 1,200 aqtfare feet living area. I Telephone Peachland,, 767-24**, 13*
Ample storage, utility room and much I WANTED — CABIN OB HOUSE
”lore' ^v.\U^We lrt' Tel« “ country living. Telephone 76M212;
phone 762-0534 nr 768-4*9*. tf | 138
WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM I THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. IN CITY, 
unfurnished apartmrmt. ksrge plcture I R,f<rtaces lf required. Telephone 762. 
window—beautiful view ef Wood Lake. I gm im
Wall to wall carpet throughout. 785-653*. --------------------- J------ --------------
, ‘ __________ tf|
CENTURY MANOR. SPACIOUS ONe|^L PROPERTY FOR SALE 
bedroom suite available ■ January 1. 
Stove, refrigerator, drapes, broadloom; 
cable television. 1*5* Pandosy St. Tele­
phone 763-36*5. tf
HOBSON ROAD, DELUXE THREE 
bedroom lakeshore home, furnished, two 
baths. Available February 1, *250 per 
month. Telephone 764-7107. 146
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, WALL 
to wall carpeting, drape*, refrigera­
tor, stove, cable television, washing 
facilities. Telephon* 762-268* ar after 
3:00 763-2065. tfl
NEW SPANISH TWO BEDROOM Du­
plex suite with refrigerator and stove 
In Rutland. Available immediately. *145. 
Telephone 763-5578. 144
LOVELY AND SPACIOUS TWO BED- 
room aulto In Rutland. Available Jan­
uary 15th. Refrigerator, Move, heat and! 
water included — only *133 per month. 1 
Telephona 764-712* or 763-6744. tf |NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME, NEAR 
shopping and bus in Rutland. Carport 
and storage. Telephone Midvalley 
Realty. 765-5157. 140
COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED 
on* and two bedroom unit*, eloie to 1 
Vocational School, college and (hopping 
centre. Reuonabln rate*. Sonny Beach 
Resort, telephona 762-35(7. ■ .. tf |NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL basement, carpet In living room. *130 per 
month. Adults—no pet*. Available now. 
763'4888. 2184 Woodlawn, tf FURNISHED BACHELOR SUITE, IM- mediate possession. Drapes, cabl* virion, 1 
refrigerator,, atov*. Columbia Manor,I 
1919 Pandosy Street. Triephon* 761-*284.1NEW DUPLEX, THREE BEDROOMS and laundry room, main floor. Full 
basement and carport. Available im­
mediately. *163. Telephone 765-7036. tf BACHELOR APARTMENT FOR R^NT, 
furnished. Lady only, Two blocks from 
port office. <70 por month. Tri«ph6na 
762-2100 briers 9100 p.m.) 7(2-3123 alter 
SlOO fr.m.
WESTBANK, SPACIOUS TWO BED- 
room duplex, wall to wall carpeting, car­
port. Laundry room. Children welcome. 
Telephone 768'5875. tf
TWO BEDROOM DELUXE FOURPLEX 
unit, ahag carpel, feature walls, patio, 
No pets, (143 per month Telephone 763- 
0080, , tf
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE 
in new house. Wall to wall carpet. *130 
monthly including utilities. Triephon* 765- 
(627. . tf|
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE YOU RENT. 
On largo lot near the golf count. 1773 
Haug Avenue, For more details tele- 
phono Johnston Realty, 762-2846. tf
THREE ROOM FUnNIBtfED BASE- 
ment suite. Married couple. No children, 1 
no pets. Abstainers preferred. Telephone 
7(3-3403. tf|
TWO PEDROOM SELF-CONTAINED 
lakcshore cottage at Casa Loma Village 
Resort, No children or pel*. Telephone 
763-2291. tf
LARGE WARM FULLY FURNISHED 
on* bedroom, kitchen unit. Cable TV, 
electric heat. Weekly and monthly rates.
Ponderosa Motel, 7(3-0313, ■ tf |
SPACIOUS DUPLEX. TWO BEDROOMS, 
fireplace, quiet area, well laid out, *143 
per month. Telephona MldvaUey Realty 
Ltd., 765-3157. tf
TWO BEDROOM • SUITE IN NEW 
feurplexi wall to wall earpet. Immediate 
occupancy. Triephon* 743-9071. after (iOO 
P.m. tf |
THREE BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL 
house at' f)10 Holbrook Road, Rutland. 
*173 per month, Immediate occupancy, 
Telephone 763'7821. 139
TWO BEDROOM SUITE WITH REtRIG- 
•rater and atov*. Clos* to Four Sea­
son* MoteL (140 per month; Telephon* 
764-727* or 7(34240. . W|
3 THREE BEDROOM GLENMORE 
■ home with basement. Available -Im- 
. mediately. (156 per month, Telephone 
t 763'6566, tf
FURNISHED THREE BEDROOM 
apartment downtown. Available January 
llth. Telephone 7(3-3040 between n seen 
and 8 p.m,
J DUPLEX FOR RENT. SUITABLE FOR 
. couple or email family, 1123 per month. 
. Telephone 7614314 days, or 743'4103 
■ evenings. tl
NEW TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN,BIX- 
plex. Unfurnished, carpets, Cloe* to 
downtown Rutland shopping area. Tele­
phone 70-02(3 ec'742-0401. tf
LARGE ATTRACTIVE UNFURNISHED 
two bedroom duplex, in* Chandler near 
Shops Capri? Available now. Tslephons 
7*4-7326. tf
13. LOST AND FOUND
H'iUM) _ <M^l¥^TRICK'*'R(i>AD.
1971 B.C. Ii«ller lircno nn, mm si- 
,. Uihe<l to till light. 763 Uto exenlng*. 
\ ' 136
FOUND ON MITCHELL ROAD, RUT- 
land, cream color spaniel puppy < fe­
male!. Telephone BpCA. TOI-TIM or TM-
.. wn. IN
, FOUND IN THE Non THEM) MF KEI- 
nwna,\mal* golden kh iim Tclei'hone 
bn A,' Ul lin «x IM
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM Du­
plex. *130 per month. Avallabia February 
UI. Telephone Lynn, 742-2*00 day* or 
W1W evening*. tf
TWOdmw^^ 
way, Carport with utility room. AvaU­
able Immrtllalely, *IM per month. Tele­
phone 7M3**4, tf
(------ - ------------------- ---------------- ------ , mm».«ai'ni
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. FUU. 
baeement. Carport. Rutland, »1M par 
month. Telephone 7M-IU3 dayai (D- 
417* aveninaa, if
home, full baeemenL Lakevlsw Bright*. 
Will leaea. Telephone 742-4741. 140
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE. iJtKK- 
view Hclihla. (Ill, Triephoao 7U34U1.
____ 14*
IMO BEDROOM HOt!5K »OR RENT.
Telephone 7M43J4.
Apple Valley realty ™
1451 Pandosy St. •** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY Office Ph. 3-4144
CALL A WILSON MAN
YOU’LL FEEL "ON TOP OF THE WORLD" in more ways 
than one when you see this beautiful brand new unique floor 
plan home with a panoramic view of the city and lake. 
Nestled in the pines and well priced at $33,000. Let me show 
it to you. Call Jean Acres at 24146 days or 3-2927 evenings. 
MLS. •
EXECUTIVE LAKESHORE. One of the finest lakeshore view 
homes in the Mission. 4 nice bedrooms, *11 on one floor, 
large living room and dining area overlooking the lake. 
Triple plumbing and carpeted throughout. Surrounded by a 
solid brick outer wall. Call Jack Klassen at 2-3146 days or 2- 
3015 evenings. EXCL.
TERRIFIC BUY - 7’i% MORTGAGE. This 3% year old 
home, newly decorated, has three bedrooms, two fireplaces, 
rumpus room, glass sliding doors to sundeck, separate dining 
area and. carport. Full price $24,900, Call Mel Russell at 2- 
3146 days or 3-2243 evenings. MLS.. ' ;.
NEAR ORCHARD PARK SHOPPING. Quality home con­
sisting of 4 bedrooms, double plumbing, 2 .fireplaces, huge 
covered sundeck, cozy rec. room and all double windows. On 
a good sized country, landscaped lot. Asking only $25,900 with 
good terms. Call Harry Rist at 4-7221. MLS.




New 3 br. home in Springvalley 
Sub. Fireplace up and down, 
top quality flooring and build­
ing material. This home is 
priced at $25,500 with $25Q0 
down with B.C. 2nd mortgage?
MUST BE SEEN 
Telephone 765-7902 
■ tf.
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
BERNARD AVENUE — conveniently located 4 yr. old 3jf 
brm. family home featuring shag carpeting, pretty kitchens 
4 pee. vanity bathroom, plus 4th brm. and 3 pee. vanity^ 
bathroom downstairs. Asking $28,950 (MLS). Please call Olivia 
Worsfold 24030, evgs. 24895.
BEAUTIFUL LAKEVIEW HTS. — TERRIFIC - brand new 
full basement home with 3 Ige. brms., 2 floor to ceiling fire­
places, pretty kitchen, top quality carpeting, dble. window's, 
covered sundeck above carport, paved driveway, aluminum 
siding, partly landscaped PLUS an unsurpassed view of the 
Lake at the LOW PRICE OF $28,950. (MLS). Call Olivia r j! 
Worsfold at 24030, or evgs. 24895.
ENJOY COUNTRY LIVING YET BE CLOSE IN. Only 
minutes from Orchard Park Shopping Centre, this 3 brm. 
home with, large LR, nice large kitchen with family room, 
utility, 2 F.P., full basement with rec. room and 2 pee. bath. 
Lot is & of an acre with lovely pines. Asking $23,800 (MLS), 
Phone Ed Scholl 2-5030, evgs. 2-0719.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION on this 2 brm. home on South- 
side. Asking $14,000 BUT OPEN TO OFFERS! Call Luella 
Currie 24030, evgs. 8-5628. (MLS).
Evgs. Cliff Wilson 2-2958
TWO. DOWNTOWN OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
REALTY
543 Bernard Avenue 
7624146 Hoover REALTY426 Bernard Avenue 762-5030
collinson Qallery
OF HOMES
SOUTH SIDE — Well built attractive 2 BR home with 
revenue suite; spacious LR, fully carpeted; lovely kitchen 
with dining area; immaculate. For more details, call Betty 
Elian 3-3486 or 2-5544. MLS.
LOVELY 3 BR HOME
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY — in this new, 1300 sq. ft. house 
with double carport, paved'driveway and 3 bedrooms upstairs 
and 2 bedrooms down, and a large rec room. Over % of an, 
acre of view property in South. Kelowna. Call Mike Martel at 
762-3713 days or 762-0990 eves. MLS.
On Abbott St.; approx. 1700 sq. > 
main floor; high, dry basement. / *ft. of luxury living on the ,
fully developed, with 2 extra BRs, has many extras, such 
as inter com, and is only 5 yrs. old; ideal for the larger 
family that wants that extra elbow room, yet close to 
shops and the lake. Call Jack Sasseville 3-5257 or 24544. 
Exclusive.
SMALL HOLDINGS: 
1 and 2 acre view lota , in 
Lakeview Heights. Gas, Hy­
dro and • domestic- water. 
Ideal for the person who 
wishes' some seclusion ■ or 
wishes to keep horses.. Con­
tact your favorite MLSRenl- 
tor. ■
GOLFVIEW ROAD:
A dandy, family, honie near­
ing completion, 4 bedrooms 
upstairs with’ ,2 , coihpl^te,; 
bathrooms...Spacious living 
'room. Dining room .j and' kit-1 
chen with eating area. Fire­
place, carpeted. Full base-
ment. Largo recreation room. 
Gas heating^ double carport.. 
Full price:' $39,000.00. Mort- 
gage ^JOW.OO atj)%payphle 
$215.26 monthly. Be the 1st to 
enjoy thi$ .new home.,, Phone 
now and seq if you Ukai it; 
Excl
■ We Special!?,tin ■




*' 2650 Pandosy. Street
Phone 2-0437 ■
HOT! HOT! BUY!
1. DESIRABLE Glenmore 
Area.
2. LARGE 110x110 fenced 
and landscaped lot
: (trees)
3. TWO driveways, carport 
garage and workshop
,4. COVERED sundeck with 
sliding glass doors
5. PLASTER interior by 
Orsi & Sons
6. EXTRA insulation, 
DOUBLE floor and roof
7. DEVELOPED basement 
or SUITE
8. LOW taxes and heating 
9. ONLY $24,600 for all 
THIS!
Call Frank Ashmead at 765- 
5155 days or 765-6702 eves. 
MLS.
30 . ACRES CHOICE DE­
VELOPMENT PROPERTY— 
just 5 miles from Kelowna. 
24 acres under cultivation — 
excellent .soil for vineyard or 
possible subdivision. To view 
this, fine property call Bud 
Dahey at 765-5155 days or 
765-6959 eves. MLS.
3 BEDROOM, IMMEDIATE 
POSSESSION - Excellent 
location In Glenmore, with­
in ^walking distance to both 
elementary and high schools; 
close to golf course on a 
quiet- street; nicely land­
scaped. Two bedroonu up 
wjth dining room and living 
room carpeted wall to wall. 
Built-in range and oven, up 
and down fireplace, full base­
ment with large bedroom 
ahd rec room completed. 
$8,000 down will handle. A 
good buy in a good area. Call 
Andy Runzer at 7624713 day* 
or 764-4027 eves. EXCL.
IDEAL FOR RETIREMENT 
— in this 2 bedroom home 
with. wall to wall carpeting, 
fireplace and no steps and' 
the lot is all landscaped, with 
. a paved driveway and car­
port. A well constructed 
home in a new subdivision. 
Call Gordon Marwick at 
762-3713 days or 783-2771 
eves. MLS.
CREEK RUNS THROUGH 
PROPERTY - acre with 
3 bedroom home, over 1200 
sq. ft. with carpeting 
throughout, gold brick fire­
place, sunporch and carport- 
included in the price is 
Frldgidalre refrigerator and 
stove in Harvest Gold. Home 
is l’/i years old and is situ­
ated on a cul-de-sac in Mis­
sion area. MLS. Call Roy 
Paul at 762-3713 days or 765- 
8909 eves. MLS.
WALK TO THE SANDY 
BEACH- This 2 year old, 3 
bedroom home is just 1 block 
from the beach.' Beautiful 
pine treed lot, double drive­
way, Owner wll.1. consider 
car, pick-up or lot as part 
payment. Priced to sell at 
$23,64)0 so act now. Call Clare 
Angus at. 762-3713 days or 
‘792-4807 eves. MLS:
COUNTRY BOY AT HEART? 
Ydu’ll love this nearly new 
3 bedroom house set on beau­
tiful view lot overlooking 
Kalamalka Like — and just 
’,-i hour drive from Kelowna. 
See deer and pheasant from 
your living room window, 
Take a short walk through 
the trees to the beach. If 
this is your kind of living call 
Mary Ashe at 762-3713 days 
or 763-4652 eves. MLS.
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY — on railway trackage; just 
under 2 acres; ideal industrial development property. Ask­
ing price $25,500. MLS.
WAREHOUSE — in the industrial area of the City; 6000 
sq. ft. on railway trackage; owner open to offers and 
reasonable terms. Call George Silvester 2-3516 or 2-5544. 
MLS., .
ABSENT OWNER MUST SELL -1500 sq. ft. in the beau­
tiful Mission area; all your living on one floor on the 
softest rug you ever walked on, throughout the whole 
house; 3 large BRs; ensuite plumbing; large treed lot. 
Phone Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089 or 2-5544. Excl.
EXECUTIVE FAMILY HOME - 2500 sq. ft. of secluded 
living; in Okanagan Mission; 2 yrs. old; 5 bedrooms, 
master with ensuite plumbing; fully landscaped; carport; 
beautiful trees. Call Mike Chepesuik 4-7264 or 2-5544. MLS.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C.
Ruth Young 3-6758
Peachland Branch 767-2202 or Bert or Mae Leboe 767-2525 
Penny Callies 767-2655
Call Classified Ads Direct 763-3228
ATTENTION BUILDERS:
Plan your spring building now. 15 NHA approved lots lo­
cated on Graham Road, Rutland, (LC. Priced at $4,500.00 
with terms available. Exclusive.
DOWNTOWN COMMERCIAL BUILDING:
Excellently leased. Prime Bernard location. 145,000 with 
terms. Exclusive.
Chris Forbes ... 
Bob Lennie-----






?o?B™,LN aJ?te 5h*Tc.xl BK WIVATE *ALEi AVAILABLE “iM- 
1 mediately, older remodelled city heme 
1 with two bodreoma a* Md om to partly.
phone T*H$OT. ___________ __!!! hmiahod bawmoat. ladudeu large teSi
FURNISHED ONB AND TWO BED- IM* lot. frtlt troop, gang*, carpottag, 
room ualta, MlfoMtalMd. choo to I dlrhwaeher and mahy dIMlnetlee tea- 
Vocational School and Cotlego. Winter I turn. Full price uow opty «1*JM« with 
rain. Golden Saade Bnort, »3M Watt *4,000 down to a mertgaze of M4M* 
Road. Telephone 7C-$m. tf per moath, P.I.T, TeUphoho 7*4-71117.
i». tn. m
TWO BEDROOM SUITE FOR BENT IN ------------------------ . ....... .....
naw fowplMt. Kitchen, dialog sad Hv« I TREED GLENMORE AREA. THREE 
lag room. Full atorago. TblaphonaI bedroom alx-moath-ald'hoMo. .Shag car- 
7K-447O. 13*1 pat In living ream, dials* room, han
— a a d, Stairway. Flwlscss. partially BASEMENT SUITE FOR BENT. BW" I finished lewdr tefM. ratia" shaded by 
and area. Refrigarato, stma. utUUlaa lr,M (4r Mwlm.r rriyary aad 
Includad, Tatophoaa 7U-434I, tfl Hkymhat., with »>)• down. 
SUTHERLAND MANOR. ONE AND I ***-*)”■ »*
riswtag MU fsurplsk. <*1^ u M aypracutaA. Imw 4Wu »«r
______________—.Imaat. VnU price UIJM*,, Talaphane
FURNISHED ONB BEDROOM HOUSE-1 days. Msatfay Ihmgh Fridev. 7« S“l’ 
hamrtag sail. TWeptaM 7TOT&. tfl arsalnga 7M4IN, T. Th, «U tf
Blanche Waiinop 
Wilf Rutherford 
Ken Mitchell ... 
Hava Deinstedt .
7624083 Sylvia Roberts
7634343 Fred Kyle ... 






FOR THE AGGRESSIVE MECHANIC:
Tills body shop business Is up for grabs. Includes 2 bay 
door* — all equipment Included. Price of $35,500,00 and it 
ha* a three bedroom new home with 'A baths and shag 
rugs. You can't lose investing In this, Inquire for further 
details and terms.
Harry Maddocks ... 765-6218 
MORTGAGES AND APPRAISALS - Darryl Ruff- 764-7536
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 7624713
RUTLAND - Shoppen* Village, 7654155
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTOR
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902”
364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
John Bilyk .........  763-3666 Darrpl Tarves ... 763-2488
George Martin ... 703-7766 Lloyd Dafoe ..... 762-3887
Carl Briese.........  763-2257
COZY 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
LAKESHORE PROPERTY 
on Abbott St., In city. $400 per 
frontage ft, We will build to your 
plana and specifications.
V 768-5634
 Th, F, 140
J. LEN NEAVE, R.I. (B.C.) 
Gaddes Realty Ltd. 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISER 
CONSULTANT
547 Bernard Ave. \
Buff. 2-3227 Evos. 54272
Hi.. F, 8. tf
IN JOP RICH VALLEY
Fireplace, carpet In L.R. and 2 bedrooms, full basemen^. 
Situated on «,i acre treed lot Ip peaceful country aettlng. 
Full price $17,500. $14,500 first mortgage over 20 years. 
Try your down payment. If you are now renting, why not 
conalder buying this home? It la within your budget.
lUKDUCED TO *1»4<». IDEAL. ONE 
bedreem nrtlwneat heme. New Cm*, 
weed kitchen ceblsets. riak and piumb- 
iag. new carpel throaghent. Immadlete 
•cccpMey- Wepbeae TB-41**. tf
MUST SELL, ONE YEAR OLD THREE 
bedream home. 1400 aqaar* *«*L m 
basement, Wa|i to wall carpet, deluxe 
finishing. raroerL garage and 'suadttk. 
TaletkMa TMHDM, , tf
Contact Claude or Don Dion at 765-5152
\ ' IM .
♦
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243 BERNARD AVE. — KELOWNA 
BLK. MTN. RD.. RUTLAND MAIN ST., WESTBANK
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A LARGER HOME, this 
one ha* 1248 sq. ft., 3 large bedrooms, 2 are carpeted. 
Spacious living room with fireplace. Full basement; 
fenced back yard. Owner will take land or large trailer 
in on TRADE. Call Bill KneUer 5-5811 or 5-5111. MLS.
.. COUNTRY LIVING with all city conveniences. 1.10 acres, 
. high density plantings of grapes — equal to 2 acres. Neat 
JRcosy home, all new floor coverings throughout. Priced 
right. Call Fritz Wirtz at 3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS.
.TIME TO RETIRE!! If so we have the ideal home. 3 bed­
rooms, garage, covered patio, beautifully landscaped with 
shade trees. Close to downtown Kelowna. For details, call 
Stew Ford at 2-3455 or 5-5111. MLS.
■ NEW LISTING — Near new two bedroom home, w/w 
■throughout. Exceptionally large rec room in full base­
ment. Built-In oven and counter top stove. Owner may 
. consider trade. Call Stella Gunderson at 3-2887 or 5-5111. 
rJSXCL.. ■ •
IS YOUR FAMILY GROWING? This may be THE HOME 
for you. Three large bedrooms. Good size living room 
and dining room. W/W throughout. Finished rec room in 
„ full basement. Two fireplaces. Sundeck. Extra large lot.
For details, call Fritz Wirtz at 3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS.
’ WESTBANK, TWO ACRES, NO BUILDINGS — Older 
' anple trees. Ample water, good road. Asking $11,900. Try 
Kur offer. CaU Dick Steele, 768-5480. (MLS).
!>OM FOR THE CHILDREN — Four bans, and within 
sy walking distance to elementary and high school is 
this sunny, near new, Westbank home, with basement, 
view sundeck. Call Dick Steele 768-5480. (MLS).
WINFIELD - ULTRA MODERNISTIC - 5 year old, 5 
I bedroom home in close-in, beautiful view location on large 
’ lot, 18 ft. open beam ceiling in LR, wrought Iron railing 
around walk way to bedrooms, ensuite bath, fireplace, 
, patio doors, range, drapes, new carpet in dining area, 
vkitchen and halls. If you are looking for something (Vf- 
7 ferent this is it. Full price $27,000 with $5,000 dowm Please 
' caB H. Riddell at 7624919 or res. 765-8054. MLS.
NEAR HOSPITAL. Lovely older 2 bedroom, 2 bath home, 
coxy living room with stone fireplace, large dining room, 
nice kitchen, large lOO’xlOO’ comer lot nicely treed. Low, 
low down payment. Call Bill Hunter 34343 or 44847. EXCL.
LOTS FOR SALE. Now is the time to get your lot so that 
you can start to build as soon as the snow goes. We have 
an excellent selection of building lots in all areas of-Kel­
owna and district. Prices from $2,800 to $9,500 with terms. 
For. details call Hugh Mervyn at 34343 or 24872. EXCL.
FAMILY HOME WITH 7% MORTGAGE. This attractive 
home is close to schools and church. Spacious 1400 sq. ft. 
with 3 bedrooms and large family kitchen. Lovely fire­
place, Basement could easily be made into a suite. Only 
$128 per month P.T.T. Vendor will take terms or trades 




1561 Pandosy St. . LTD. 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE — 
7.73 acres in rapidly ex­
panding Industrial area, 
north of Reid’? corner. 192 
foot frontage can be rezoned 
to light industry or commer­
cial. Only> $29,000.00. For 
more details call Sam Pear­
son evenings at 762-7607. 
MLS.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. 
This older type home of good 
solid construction located in 
a charming setting on Abbott 






public beach only Ai 
away. 4 bedrooms, kit­
dining room, living 
and, utility room. Full 
only $21,500.00 with
24. mOFIRTY FOR UHT
PRIME COMMERCIAL SPACE
For Rent in Northgate Plaza.
Fronting on Hwy S7N (next to 
Cash and Carry). Suitable for 
large retail outlet or office 
space, etc. • • • -
JABS CONSTRUCTION LTD.
1975 Harvey Ave.
2-0928; Eves. 44548,' 2-3465, 
44737
LARGE LOT — Next to 
Spring Valley subdivision, 
with 100’ frontage. A good 
buv at $48,00.00 with terms. 
EXCL.
HOBBY FARMERS — ARE 
YOU LOOKING FOR 
ACREAGE?? We have 5 
acres presently in hay — 
ideal for pasture or de­
velopment. Build prestige 
home and have acreage for 
privacy. Full price $22,- 
500.00 with terms. MLS.
NEW 2 BR. HOME - No 
steps — close to shopping 
' and bus? Ideal for retire­
ment or starter home. Low 
down payment with gov’t
130-143
DELUXE OFFICE SPACE 
at 1135 SUTHERLAND AVE.
Air-conditioned, -carpets, drapes. 
Approximately 500 square feet 
divided into 3 very usable 
offices. $181 per month. Call Mel
Russel, 763-2243.
WAREHOUSE FOR RENT,
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES 1
PROPANE BOTTLE FILUNG SERVICE 
<MobU* Unit). Office lecaud to the 
heart «t Urn' growing trailer tndutry. 
Delivery erta—Oyama t« Peaehlaad at 
present time. Parti*! werk week with 
good returns. Ideal eecrad buslae** — 
advise working management. Unlimited 
potential Financial statements avail- 
able to pravea interested Mrtte*. *2*.- 
WO will handle. For further inform*- 
lion, pleas* telephone 7*5-717* attar 6 
p.m. or write to Bex 2144. Rutland. B.C.
' . . ■ • > : tf
SMALLWOOD LOGGING CONTRACTOR 
required: for Penticton—Okanagan Falls 
area. Production 200.000—400.000 CF/ 
Month. Stump to mill—off highway haul. 
Rubber tired skidder* preferred. Perm­
anent job. Contact Ron Pond. North­




square feet plus office. Highway 97 
North by Reid’s Corner. Telephone 765-
1463 days; 763-417# eveninnjs. U
CENTRAL DOWNTOWN OFFICE 
•pact. Reaaonablo rent. Apply 763-2688.
or after 5:00p.m. 762-2926. . tf
RETAIL SPACE - IMMEDIATE OCCU- 
pancy. Highway 17 North, telephone
763-2732. tf
32-WANTED TO BUY 
WILL SELL'OR SWAP EIOKT TRACK 
ttpedtck with two *»Mk«n far, Super 
• »«vt* camera an* pratactee. (*r will 
buy outright). Tttephe** TC-7641. u*
A ........ . ........ . ■ .....
33. SCHOOLS AND 
VOCATIONS
HIGH BCBOOL AT KONE. CANADA'S 
teadial oehooL Fra* brachnra. Natteaal 
CnUeifo *4* *ob«M BL. Vuranvor m- 
Oil u
A GOOD PAYING PART TIME OR 
full Um* job with a small Investment 
No door to door tale*. Reply to Box 
A497, Th* Kelowna Daily Courier. its
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
GUARANTEED MORTGAGES YIELD 
investors' MT<- Call Dan?) Rott or 
Glen Attree at Collinson Mortgage and
Investment* Ltd,. 762-3711 tf
34. HELP WANTED. MALE
PRIME OFFICE OR STORE SPACE ON 
Bernard Avenu*. Approximately 1,000 
squat* feet. ' Telephone 763-7900. < 136
FOR RENT - 1,300 SQUARE FEET. 
Commercial. Immediate po*»ei»lon. Tele-
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
APPLES. POLISHED - MclNTOSH. 
Spartan. Delicious, from cold storage. 
Pleas* bring your own container*. Okan- 
ngnn Packer* Co-op, 1351 Ellis St.
•T, Th. 8. tl
phone. 763-2396. . 139
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
DEVELOPING KIT AND RECONDb 
tioned Volkswsgen gss heater. Telephone 
763-5825 niter 4:00 p.m. weekdays. 141
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
WOSK'S LTD.
Guaranteed Used Goods
NEAT, CLEAN - ALMOST NEW
980 WILSON AVENUE
1 This 3-bedroom, 1T/2 bath home is well located — close to 
/ Schools and shopping. Excellent mortgage $14,600.00 — 
' 9Ti%, $157.00 per month, includes taxes. -Bright, cheerful 
■ kitchen with dining area — dishwasher included. Owner 
.moving and will consider trade of Tz-ton truck or panel 
van as part down payment/ Full Price $22,600.00. MLS. 
Call Betty Beech.
- LUPTON AGENCIES LTD.
existing mortgage of $10,- 
489.00 at 7% interest and 
payments of only $135.00 p.m. 
P and I. For appointments 
to view please call Ken Al­
paugh evenings at 762-6558. 
MLS.
MIDVALLEY REALTY
165 Hwy. 33, Rutland '
PHONE 765-5157
Evenings:
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
’ Betty Beech 764-7314
t Roger Cottle ___ 763-2889
Don McConachie . 768-5995
Mike Jennings 765-6304 -














T, Th, S tf
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
“Trading Dollars Unlimited"
, REVENUE COMMERCIAL
Centrally located near 4 Stop in Rutland. 40 ft. store front­
age plus 4 BEDROOM living quarters. Very attractive 
building with many extras too numerous to mention. Price 
$60,000, $25,000 1st mortgage payable at $300 per month at 
. 6% interest. Revenue for shop $250 per month. Call Elaine
Johnson 765-8352.
t BARGAIN SEEKERS Very neat 2 BEDROOM home 
approx. 980 sq. ft. 3 yrs. old close to all facilities in Rut­
land. Large landscaped lot. Owner anxious to sell. Clear 
■ title. Price $15,500. Terms can be arranged. Call Elaine 
' Johnson 765-8352.
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
536 Bernard Avc. , Phone 763-7900
ZONED RURAL FOK REST HOME 
; Juniper Road, Rutland. 4,395.6 square feet of living area, 
' Home is under construction. First level Is nearly <;om- 
i plctod and occupied by the Vendor, May be built a* a re.1t 
< home to accommodate 25 people. Vendor will look at trades 
| as part down payment. For more information,. call Mrs, 
! Gerri Krlsa, days, 34932, or evenings, 34387, MLS.
BUILDING LOTS IN SOUTH SIDE PARK 
Hwd have a good selection of lots In this attractive, siib- 
Rmlvlslon, Just south of the City. Close to Gyro Park, Rotary 
Beach, new school site nnd transportation on Lakeshore 
’ Roa<|. Priced to sell at $4,800 and $5,000.00. Name your 
‘ own terms. Call Austin Warifen, days, 34932 or evenings, 
: 2-4838. MLS.
■ Mrs. Olive Ross 762-3556
Erik Lund 762-3486
HUND and WARREN REALTY LTD. i
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
Bill Haskett 






Norm Yaeger . 







270 Bernard Ave. 
Phone 762-2739
: BE THE FIRST.TO MOVE INTO THIS 
i new two bedroom duplex. Carpet living 
room and bedrooms, bath and a half, 
carport, storage shed, refrigerator and 
stove. Priced . to sell. Telephone 764-
Orchard City
OWNER HAS MOVED: Come 
and see this 4 bedroom home 
on a large lot. There are fire­
places up and down, plus a 
huge sundeck. Home has a 
built-in range, sliding glass 
doors to second sundeck, and , 
a rosewood feature wall in 
living room, and master Bed­
room. Vendors are asking" 
Ohly $26,90$ and are open to 
offers. Call Alan Elliot at the 
office Sir. evenings, call 763- 
7283: mlsT’;"
'3 ACRES IN .MISSION; With 
one year old 6 bedroom, < 
high quality family home. 
Wall to wall carpet through­
out, Fully finished basement. 
2 fireplaces, hot water heat. 
Large Sundeck and carport. 
Ideal for horse lover. Clear 
title. Call Einar Domeij at 









573 Bernard Avenue 
762-3414
4408 . or 765-5527. «
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOME IN 
Rutland on Moyer Road. Full basement, 
carport, dining area with sliding doors 
leading to sundeck, large living room 
and carpet throughout. For more details.
or to view telephone 768-5860. 137
NEW, THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASE- 
ment home on Moyer Road, across from 
Edith Gay Park. Large lot, carport, gas 
heat and carpet throughout. Telephone
768-5860. 137
BY OWNER - LARGE RESIDENTIAL 
building lots on -McClure Road, Oka­
nagan Mission. Only a, few left, very 
-reasonable, low down payment. Tele-
phone 762-4599, 763-2965.. tf
PRIVATE. $16,500, THREE BEDROOM 
home on double lot.- Suitable for duplex, 
near Bernard :Avenue. New kitchen and 
rugs, fruit trees. Cash or terms. .Tele­
phone 763-3584'or 1475 . Graham Street.
- • 136
LOTS IN MOUNT VIEW ^SUBDIVISION 
Starting ’at Taw: -Fmij*'ier‘vicedr>aVed 
roads, minutes to town. We’. also build 
two bedroom-homes from *17,900, and up 
—three bedrooms from *18,500—complete
with lot. 763-3639. tt
FINISH E D. AIR CONDITIONED 
office space for lease, 1636 Pandosy 
Street. Upstairs, 550 square feet dr 1,200 
square feet.' Ground floor, ■ 1,800 square 
feet. Telephone 762-5434. tf
SIX MONTH OLD THREE BEDROOM, 
full basement home. Down payment *3.- 
300 with NHA mortgage of *168. Tele-
phone 765-8169. 139
BY OWNER - MODERN TWO BED.
room home located on Benchview Road
in Rutland. Priced to sell. 
Information, call 762-4264.
8—REFRIGERATORS 
—from 29.95 and up
RANGES
Frigidaire 30” 


































—from 5.00 and up
TVs
Portables, Consoles and 3 
Ways----- from 29.95 and up
Some Mechanic Specials
—at 5.00
REPOSSESSED — 5 pc. Bed­
room Suite with Box and 
Mattress All for 159.95
2 Pc. SOFA and CHAIR — 
Hi-back style, top fabric, 
wooden arms. Reg. 329.95.
Now only -------- ——199.95
SOFA and CHAIR — 
top condition ——149.95 
LOUNGE and CHAIR 1 39.95
SOFA and CHAIR .... 24.95
5 pc. CHROME SUITE 39.95
AT WOSK’S CAPRI STORE OR AT 




1—Used 7 pcs. Dinette Suite ------
1—Used 3 Pcs. Chesterfield Suite -----
1—Used Living Room Chair - --------
1—Used Corvette 23” TV
1—Used Westinghouse 3 Way Comb. ■--
1—Used RCA 23” TV.
1—-U^ed Piano Accordion ---------------
1—Used Chord Organ ...........
1—Used Comfort Wood Heater
1—Used Oil Heater _













FOR QUICK SALE, REDUCED FROM 
$25,600 to $23,600 duplex; two and three 




NEW TWO BEDROOM HOUSE; FULL 
basement, carport, sundeck, up and 
down fireplace. Telephone 764-4986, after 
5:00 p.m.'
APPROXIMATELY ONE ACRE OF 
land with, a two bedroom cedar home, 
close to achool. Telephone 765-7447. 138
BEAUTIFUL VIEW LOT, APPRAISED 
value $5,500. Sacrifice price, *4,800, Tele­
phone 765-6141. 136
WEEKEND SPECIALS
New twin beds; new 7-pce. 
breakfast suite; 2-pce. chester­
field—$49; used China cabinet, 
$49; queen size bed, $69.95; com­
bination refrigerator and elec­
tric range, $75; used beds and 
many small articles. See our 
hew bedroom suites, hide-a-
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX WITH
For full good location and view, Excellent in- 
139 * vestment. Telephone 765-6141,136
22. PROPERTY WANTED




VIEW HOMES, , • 1 : \ 
in
HOLLYWOOD DELL
Available Immediately. 2 nnd 
3 br. $1300.00 down If you 
qualify. Buy now and »uve,
ENNS&QUIRING
CONSTRUCTION LTD
Days nr Evenings 
763-5578 or 763-5577 
f'1' 144
BY K)NT« ACTOR - NEARLY COM. 
pitted to* bedroom bom*. carper*, Hr*- 
plact. *h*i rttntla. feature wall. p<w< 
t» xhoppiM. acher* an* »«w recreation 
.umplex- Lew C«wa p»m»nt. I.oh
MUST SELL. THHEK BEDROOM EX. 
trullv* home in Lakeiitw Height*. I7M 
xqu.r* fe«t, firtplae*, carpet* .through- 
mil, •pnltencei. rustom <lr«pei *n<l ex- 
tr.ii. rabin*. tendaciped, Cl<>ie 
to ichool *nd *lore. Telethon* jw-
____Th, F, M, II 
NO iXJWN PAYMENT TO QUAUF1ED 
rar«hM*r, Two bmtrMM M4«t*I horn* 
m Iho Gl*ar»*« lligMaM* nMIrlxlnn. 
W«U *!tu»t*d with a. good vl«w of Iha 
lako. TM* homa he* many Mirer lire 
feeturea. W* Invite yixi to cell lor mor* 
Information. Telephon* 764 4761, Blair 
I'anxlrurilua Lid.____________________ <>
CONTRACTOnst LOTS FOR WALE. 
Iwo or Ihre* logtlher. Okan*«*n *!>•' 
ei«n. By nwntr. Telephone 76I-44I*.
' T. Th. S, IM
»ohVAt*riMiii^
bedroom duplex. Feeluree laundry loom 
on main floor, carport and l*rg* bate-
mtnt. Telephone tf
MmvR IMM<V<<I<HI Ud. TelephoM Tel-
P R1 V A T K BALE. COMFORTABLK 
home, dm* tn. Wall to wall rafpet, 
llrtplace with MatUator. two twdroom* 
and den, Iwo bedroom* in foil b*t«- 
m*ut Me at TO Leeu Avene*., . T TfoF, 8, tl
TliREK BEDROOM HOUSE. FURNIKH- 
rd. On. blnxk <<«wn xhooiMM Only (7,10*
It Heath***. TftapbOM 7M-141V. IM
Collinson
Commercial and Investment Properties 
Collinson Commercial Department, a division of Collinson 
Mortgage & Investments Ltd., specializing in selling apart­
ment blocks, motels and commercial properties. We 
require additional properties fo-round out our selection. 
We have telex service between our associate, offices in 
Vancouver, Edmonton and Calgary, where the buyers 
start frorh; also offices hi Kclowmr, Penticton, Vernon and 
Rutland. It costs you, the seller, no more for this service 
we offer, if you have any COMMERCIAL OR INVEST­
MENT PROPERTIES you want sold please call Jack 




536 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C. - 763-7000
1CI DIVISION
WANTED — Listings on 
Motels, Hotels, Apts., all 
commercial and industrial 
properties. Many clients 
through our vast network of 
offices, Contact Bill Gibbons,
783-7000. HO
SAWLEY REALTY & 




24, PROPERTY FOR RENT
NOW RENTING
IN WINDSOR SQUARE 
Ennt, off Spall Rd.
Small commercial spaces in 
sparkling new building, AU 
ground floqr with ample 
parking, Suitable for offices, 




2-0928; Eves. 44548, 2-3465, 
44737
across from Mountain Shadows, 
765-6181 136
HUNTERS SPECIALS:7 7x6~SCHULTZ 
and Lanen high powered rifle, com­
plete with Buriinell 4 power ecope, 
shoulder atrap, cuitom bullet belt, gun 
case, 3 boxes ammo, Real power house. 
Model 1100 Remington 12 gauge Shot­
gun, automatic, Ilk* neW. Model 12 
Winchester pump 13 gaug* Shotgun, this 
I* th* older model and must b* aeen. 
Best over made. ’Model 61 Winchester 22 
pump, acope mounted, older model, good 
grous* gun. Telephone 762-4840. ,137
HEAD 360 SKIS. 100 CM . TYROL1A 
step-in harness, Duo Taper nkl poles, 50 
Inches, La Trappeur bifckle ski boots, 
lady'* ala* SH (street shoe size 8), *100 
complete. Talephon* 762-5153 after 2 
p,m, . 136
HOLIDAYS SOIL YOUIl 'ilUGTlaiiBY 
solve* th* problem. January special — 
your carpet shampooed for only *4.95, 
CaU 763.0248, Kirby Vacuum Company, 
for appointment,_____________ 151
PIANO, TELEVISION, DINETTE; 
stove, vacuum cleaner, beds, dresser, 
lawn mower, baby items, numerous 
household articles, Telephone 762-6348 or
702-7459 after 5:00 p.m. 136
TWO PIECE CHESTERFIELD. GOOD
condition. Telephone 7(13-7.747, 137
763-0442 
If
WANTED To, BUY. - 
OLDER BUNGAl^W. Mission 
nren preferred. DR, iwq bdrms, 
inrge Jot. Private deal. ,
Box A-495, 
; The Kelowna Dally Couiitr 
\ _ 
rilAVE-'A 'cUBTOMER WITH cAsil 
who I* looking for a houne the South 
aide within two ■ block* of the beach.
130-143
WAIIEIIUUSE SPACE FOB HUNT - 
Apprn«lm«tely HOT »qu»re Itel t>l dr*', 
unlicntrd warehnuae apace, for rent In 
Ihe 400 block Bernard Avenue, Avail- 
able February let, 1971. Contact Lund 
and Warren Realty Ltd,, 4U Bernard 
Avenue. Kelowna, B.C., 76>4M>. tl 
ilFFICir SPACE FOK RKNT KECoNii 
Floor lleriiHtd Avenue IwalMi. Air c«n. 
adloncd, reinodclleil, approximately T.u 
a<|ii:ii«> l<rt connIMing of two room*; 
light and heat Included. MO per month.
Telephone 7M-3O13. 136
450 SQUARE FOOT OFFICE,. INCLUI^ 
ex hmII lb null carpel, air rondlilonln*, 
Ushi ami heat. 8110 per month. It'll
Pandoxy, 762.2.168. 1.11
IQR RENT, I.IVU TO MOO SQUARE 
(eel commercial warehoua* apace. Ga*, 
ton Avenue. Taltpbona Al at 7*3-312$ 
it
II you have such * propcily plcaxo call 
Mary A*M »t Collinson Mortgage 





NOW CALI. COIIRIhll 
CLASfliriKU am Dinner rosna
To place your memgo 
1‘HONR 
Cornier Classified Dept. 
763-3228
ONE SALESMAN 





able to work on all makes and 
models of automob;’cs.
Apply in persoa at 
1575 WATER STREET 
13$ 
THE BRITtSB COLUMBIA SUMAN 
rights act prohibits any advertise* 
ment that discriminates against any 
person of any class ol persona be­
cause «f race, religion, color, as- 
tionality. ancestry, place e! origin or 
against anyoae because o! ago be­
tween 4* and a yean unless th* dis­
crimination is justified by n bon* fid* 
requirement (or th* worh involved.
35. HtLP WANTED, 
FEMALE
WOULDN’T IT BE NICE 
TO DO SOMETHING?
Everyone should. And being an 
Avon Representative Is ideal. 
Take care of your family when 
you have to, sell Avon products 
In your spare time. You’U find 
you get more out of life as an 
Avon Representative. CaU now: 
762-7198 or 762-5065
13$ 
WANTED IMMBDIATELY? APP*KN^ 
tic* hairdresser for auUUng. 6t*ady *m- 
pl*ym*nt. Ttitpkoa* 7«2-**M. Ill
WANTED - BABYSITTER FOR Oc­
casional w«*ku*s, «veatM*. Td«>kM« 
763.4673 ktt*r «:M ».m. 137
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
BY LOCAL CONSTRUCTION FIRM, 
receptionist, typlit; bookkeeping experi­
ence preferrod. Stat* experitnee, age, 
references and ealary expected to Box 
A493, The Kelowna Dally Courier. 136 
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE LADY FOR 
evening ahlft in etor*. Reference* neces­
sary. Pleasant environment. Reply In 




PERMANENT POSITION. TWO LADIES 
ter husband an* wife) must be free to 
travel throughout B.C. Have driver'* He- 
ease. Telephone survey werk. Applicants 
must be "sate*, minded”. Salary and 
bonus to *a».M per w**k each. Give 
age and teltphan* number. Bea A **<> 
The Kelowna Dally Courier. 137 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY - EX- < 
plritnced hearing aid eale* represent*- 
tlv*. For information writ* *97 Suthar* 
land Avenue, Kelowna. B.C._______ u*
EARN »1.<5 TO *4.00 PER HOUR. 
Telephone 542-2942 (Kamloops) from • 
to * p.m. or apply Kelowna Daily 
Courier, Box A-tt*. tf
EXPERIENCED GRAPE AND APPLE 
pruners wanted in Okanagan Mission. 
Apply Sherbourae Ranch, or telephone 
764-4257. 13$
SALES PERSONNEL REQUIRED FOR 
Kelowna area. No investmeat. *1.73 t* 
*3.5* per hour, plus benellts, Bex A40*. 
The Kelowns Dally Courier. . tf
STUDENTS NEEDED TO DISTRIBUTE 
conservation magazine. Excellent earn-
inis. Telephone 763-6434.
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 70-3X31




















PORTABLE KENMORE ZIGZAG SEW- 
ing machine; blind hemmtr. buttonholer, 
decorative atitches. New violin, excel­
lent condition, good tonal quality, new
bow. Telephone 762-3518. 136
BEAUTYREST MATTRESS SET, 54 
inch, extra long, extra, iirm, with pro­
vincial fruitwood head and foot board. 
$150. Telephone 764-7222, mealtime. 139
FIVE PIECE CHESTERFIELD. GREEN 
upholstery, includes two end tables snd 
one coffee table. Good condition, Tele-
phone 765.6759. 136
ELECTROHOME AIR CONDITIONER, 
used one month, $150. New electric gui­
tar, $35. Hockey equipment, 1-13 years.
$10. Telephone 763-7864. 138
FULL LENGTH BLACK PERSIAN 
lamb coat, large, *100. Mixmseter, *25, 
Both in good condition. Talephone 762-
6057. »fter 6:00 p.m. 138
COMBINATION STEREO-TELE VISION 
in excellent condition, *160. Telephone
765:7572. 137
1970 PHILCO 19 INCH BLACK AND 
white portable television. Telephone
763-5741. 134, 136. 137
29A. MUSICAL
instruments
147 LESLIE AMP - EXCELLENT OP- 
eritln* condition, Owner moving—mum 
Mil. Asking *500. Call 763-IMO. 1:19
32. WANTED TO BUY
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
Items.
J
Phone us first at 762-5509 




34. HELP WANTED, MALE
SIMPSONS-SEARS LTD
Requires a Contractor
for the Installation of,
aluminum doors and windows.
The only requirement of our coninittor is Ihc (pinlity 
workmanship of their employees, For further demih 
conliiet: \ ,
personnel oi i kt
SIMPSONS-SEARS LTD.
ORCHARD PARK, KELOWNA
. OR PHONE 763-5844
na
—Taylor, Woods, Ziprick and Collison Roads.
Peachland
—Antler Beach Trailer Court.
Lakeview Heights
—Stuart, McKay, Rumney and Winnipeg Roads. 
Contact
The Circulation Dept.
The Kelowna Daily Courier
Phone 7624445
Carriers must be between the ages 11 to 15 years.
37. SALESMEN AND AGENTS
INVESTIGATE
REAL ESTATE AS A CAREER
with
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
We take pride in the belief that service is the 
reason for .the outstanding success of our com­
pany. If you feel that you can identify with our 
concept...
“SUCCESS THROUGH SERVICE"
.. . we invite you to learn the benefits given the 
public and the advantages enjoyed by our staff.
NEW APPLICANTS
Two Days to Go!
Your applications for the next Real Estate Course 
must be made immediately!
Licensed Real Estate Salesmen
You Have Been Wondering About
—“WE TRADE HOMES"
-INTEREST-FREE LOANS
-NATIONAL REAL ESTATE SERVICE
-OUR OWN PRINT SHOP, ETC.
Licensed Salesmen and New Applicants are invited to 
drop in for a personal chat with Bill Niesscn, Sales 
Manager, Your confidence will be respected.




SNOW BHOVELUORa - TWO YOUNG 
men avaUsble tor shovelling snew from 
reof*. sidewalk* or driveways. Hsve 
own trsntporisllon and shovels. Kelowna, 
Rutland and Weitbenk area*. Telephone 
763-3763. . »W
FULL TIME OFFICE CLERICAL 
pMltlon wanted for fomsle. Have «*• 
prrlonrn In psyabte an* r»c,lv«bl* so- 
tniintx, trial bslsnre, psyroll, vtxh, 
correspondence, polling an* some lyp.
Ina, Telephone 763-5603, 111
30. EMPLOY. WANTBP
EXPERIENCED COUPLE DEStftK 
motel managemtnt in Kelowna tree.
a
 Box A4M, no Kelewna Deilr 
ir,________________ . 14*
EXPERIENCED CARPENTERS, UTAar 
Immediahly. Framing, remodelling. 
Ilnlehlag, drywell. Fr*« eeilmat**, Tela- 
phone 7U 577I. tf
L'ARPENIKY W<«k7 «»»’ IttiuMH, 1 
cabinet., flnhhlng work, tfa, Teleplwmo
KNOW REMOVAL. RtXIFA tT.F.AREI) 
thorn** and apartment**, driveway* 
plowed, aldtwalk* clean**, For lr*e 
e.llmeta telaphna* 7M-14I3J after 5 B.m.l 
76M4W* 13*
painting - iNii:nion aniTf7xtkr’ 
lor. Good werkmanahlp at raaaesable 
rate*. Free estimate*. Tetephen* 7*3- 
*>** anytime. tf
riNIAHINfl CARFENTKn Wfl.L M 
odd IoIm, alteraUen*. wmplet* interior 
finishing ol new houee*. Telephone 7t1- 
MM.______________________  __ _lf
ri'RNIIUBE REPAIRS ANTI REHN- 
ixhlnr. Small rrpe'r. < an h* done In j'«‘« I 
ham*, Hennies Jeat.a. Telephone 7*7>| 
3414, RR 1, faaihlas*. 1X1
SNOW CLEARING — ROOF* AND 
aldowalk*. ICxpemncod, T«l«phun*
*142. _ ___ 111
MOlFhiKMfw'AI^^^
phone 7H 00» or T*$-*>*$. _ 141
ROOF »NOW REMOVAL ttUSTRONK 
703W«. 
HAVE TOUR ROWhCI.EAHM> <* 
snow. Tew**** 7*3KM. IM
MORE CLASSIFIED
ON PAGE 12
38. EMPLOY. WANTED ,
WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME. DAYS. 
MBA Prior Road, Rutland. Telephone 
765-8K6. 's ■: '■ . 136
49. LEGAU & TENDERS
DEPARTMENT 
, OF TRANSPORT, •
KITCHENS BUILT IN NEW OR OLDER 
bom**. Fer estim*te tetepboo* 76M364.
136
OTTAWA ONTARIO
DISTRICT PAGE LA Heels
WOULD CARETAKE FURNISHED 
muo cIom to cil/ centre. Tefepboa* 743- 
4605, evening*. • 13*
TENDERS
SEALED TENDERS, addressed 
to the undersigned, 10th floor,
Rytbr-1, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
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wi, _______ — Tower C, Place de, Ville, Ottawa*
snow removal - two years ex- Ontario, marked • "Tender for
perigee to roof cleatoag. Telephone lease of breakwater — West-
MATURE ■ WOMAN WILL BABY SIT 
to owa home. Telephone 763-7107. tf
40. PETS on<* LIVESTOCK
FREE - STRICTLY FOR TOE BIRDS! 
Free bag* oi sand and bread crumb 
mix for feeding wild bird*, available at 
the M-T Bakery-Thrift Shop, Hardy 
Street. Highway fl North.
Th. 14J
TWO WELL BROKE HIDING HORSES. 
StM each. Two (addles and bridle*. Abo 
one two year old filly. half quarter 
horse and one two year old gelding, 
part thoroughbred. Telephone 768-5362. 
138
UNREGISTERED PUREBRED DOBER- 
m*nn Pinscher for sale, male. Almost 
six month* old. Excellent dog, but must 
aelL-Eara cropped, ha* bad shots. Asking 
»15O. 762-8648. after 4:00 p.m. 136
PART COCKER SPANIEL PUTS FOR 
sale, three female*, two male*, tix 
week* old. Will be (mail dog*. Tele­
phone 765-8759. 13*
•PUPS TO GIVE AWAY. SMALL, 
brown* and black*, both *exe*. Tele- 
phone 76W59 after 3:00 p.m. 136
FOR SALE — GERMAN SHEPHERD 
pup*, and billy goat. Telephone 768-5471. 
136
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
bank” will be received up to 
3 p.m. EST January 21,1972 for 
leasing the Government Break­
water Wharf at Westbank, B.C. 
The lease shall be for a term pot 
exceeding 3 years, commencing 
on a date to be determined by 
this Department upon such 
terms and conditions as may be 
agreed upon under the provi­
sions of Section 16 of the Har­
bours and Piers Act.
To be considered tenders must 
be for an amount not less than 
$1.00 per year plus 15^c of the 
gross revenue derived from the 
use and management of the 
facilities.
Further information may be ob­
tained from the District Man­
ager, Marine Services, Dept, of 
Transport, Box 1180, Victoria, 
B.C.
The highest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted.
R. J. D. Brown 




1967 ROVER TC2000. A VERY CLEAN, 
wild car with repair* up to *330.00 in­
vested into it (valve grind, transmission, 
■tarter, point*, etc.) papers to prove. 
ExtrM Loclude air conditioning* tour 
bucket*, adjustable steering wheel, tach, 
retiming seat*, fog lights and many 
more! Closest offer to *1,600.00. Tele­
phone 763-334* after 4:30 p.m. 136
JAGUAR. 1956 MARK 7 MODEL M, 
snow Ures, wood and leather interior, 
sunroof. Very good condition. Trade lor 
Mercedes 220, 1960-62, or Volkswagen. 
Telephone 762-5037, Kary. 137
1969 MERCURY CYCLONE, LOADED. 
Can be financed. Will consider older 
trade. Carleton Mobile Homes Ltd., 
Highway 97 North ■ at McCurdy Road. 
Telephone 765-7753. 137
WELD CARED FOR 1969 OLDS CUT- 
lass Supreme 350. Automatic transmis­
sion, power’ steering, power brakes, 
radio. 82,500 firm. Telephone 765-7877. 
136
1968 FIREBIRD, 400 CUBIC INCH, 
four speed, roller equipped, 475 h.p. For 
further information. telephone 763-3146 
and ask for John. _______ 140
CHEVY n NOVA. SIX CYLINDER, 
automatic, four door, 1968, blue, radio. 
. Excellent condition. 81250 or nearest
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
GEORGE G. REISWIG, De­
ceased, late of Winfield, in the 
Province of British Columbia, 
are hereby required to send 
them to the undersigned Execu­
tors at Suite 4,3109-32nd Avenue, 
in the City of Vernon, in the 
Province of British Columbia, 
before the 18th day off February, 
A.D. 1972, after which date the 
Executors, will distribute the 
said estate among the parties en­
titled thereto, having regard 
only to the claims that have 
been received.
. DELMER LEWIS REISWIG 
RUSSELL REISWIG.
. Executors
DAVIDSON AND COMPANY 
Solicitors
WINFIELD (Special) — The 
Winfield, Oyama and Okanagan 
Centre Chamber of- Commerce 
held a public meeting on Wed­
nesday night at 8 in the Centen­
nial room of the Winfield Mem­
orial Halt
President, Gus Reich opened 
the meeting by asking the ap­
proximately 50 members and 
interested persons the questions 
"What’s your Beef” and "Is the 
Chamber doing everything you 
want it to".
Vice President, Henry Wach- 
nicki outlined the aims and pur­
poses and presented a short 
history of the chamber. He 
stressed the fact that the Cham­
ber is very concerned over the 
lack of communication and 
participation from the residents 
of the three areas.
ment of Highways recommend­
ing a two lane overpass for the 
safety of children walking or 
bicycling to school.
Mr. Gelhorn lauded the high­
way department for good co­
operation to this area in the
In Oyama
OYAMA (Special) — The re­
gular monthly meeting of the 
Ladies* Auxiliary to Branch 
189, Royal ( Canadian Legion, 
was held in the Oyama Com­
munity Hall recently, with Mrs. 
G. Dungate, president, in the 
chair. Roll call was answered 
by 17 members.
The first item on the agenda 
was the initiation of two new 
members, Mrs. Doreen Straga 
of Oyama and Mrs. Doris May 
of Winfield. ]
Minutes of the previous meet­
ing were read and adopted. 
Hie secretary then read the
offer. Telephone 762-3267. 140
1962 PONTIAC PAR1S1ENNE TWO 
door ha/dtop, 8 cylinder automatic. Good 
condition. Telephone 765-8008 after 6:00 
p.m.______  > I41
1967 RENAULT.' LOW MILEAGE, 
Michelin X tires, radio. Needs body 
work but mechanically good. Telephone 
762-3028 after 7:30 p.m. __________ 138
1961 BLUE BEETLE, NEW SNOW 
tires, new battery, new brake kit in 
Dec. Clutcft new in 1971. Need* engine 
work. Telephone 764-4604. 138
Peachland
1970 DATSUN 1600. VERY GOOD CON- 
dltlon, only 19,000 miles. Asking 81700. 
Telephone 763-3828 after 6:00 p.m. 136
COOPER “S”, MANY OPTIONS AND 
to good condition. For more information 
telephone 765-5880. ______ ■ ' 136
1970 OLDSMOBILE 98, TWO DOOR 
Holiday coupe, loaded, air conditioned.
15,000 miles. Telephone 763-5828. 136
1962 CHEV FOUR DOOR SEDAN. GOOD 
running- condition. Must see to ap­





The annual report for 1971
One suggestion from the floor 
was having community projects 
such as a May Day and an 
annual agriculture fall fair. Di­
rector, Ed McGowan comment­
ed on how successful this com­
munity endeavor could work and 
he cited the Centennial Day 
celebrations as an example. 
With the three areas working 
together over $1,000 was netted 
and this money was used in con­
verting a building into a house 
at the Jack Seaton Park for the 
use of the caretakers.
The question of why the agri­
cultural industry was not rep­
resented was raised by Barry 
Patterson. Member Roh Wit­
ham suggested that in order to 
sell the organization to the 
farmers it must be able to serve 
them. His suggestion of printing 
a map with the location of mem­
ber farmers with what produce 
they sell was well received.
Rick Woolman, secretary, 
said that fifty per cent of the 
chamber’s current membership 
are resort owners. He sincerely 
hopes that agiculturists will join 
the chamber in order for it to 
serve a proper cross section of 
the area residents.
past. Seventy-five miles of 
roads are maintained by Win­
field resident, Henry Redecopp 
who was the recipient of a 
round of applause for keeping 
the roads cleared and plowed 
of snow. Mr. Redecopp’s only 
“beef” to the Chamber was the 
wording in their current broch­
ure claiming that "winters are 
mild with very little snow".
Complaints about a local in­
dustry’s obnoxious odor were 
questioned. Ken Tiessen, rep­
resentative, said that Ulis was 
due to a malfunction of equip- 
ment and was now being rec­
tified. The chamber lauded the 
industry for its excellent co-op­
eration within the area.
Other discussions included the 
publishing of a weekly paper in 
order to develop better com­
munication in the three areas.
Pollution problems were chair­
ed by Sam Pestes. It was learn­
ed that the Health Department 
had just started to make tests 
in the last few years. Con­
sequently in an ecology minded 
world more people are con­
cerned. He pointed but that in 
1935 the bloom on the lake was 
almost unbearable but did clean 
up the following year. All steps 
have been taken to insure clean 
water in the area for all resi-
minutes of the executive meet­
ing held in December.
In the absence of the treas­
urer, Mrs. Carl Schunaman 
read the treasurer’s report, 
giving the bank balance and!I 
the results of the Christmas I 
draw; for which first prize was I 
a bedspread and two pillows, I 
won by Lee Ann Lines of Win- I 
field. Second prize of a colored I 
blanket was won by Mrs. J. I 
Smith of Summerland and the I 
third prize, a box of chocolates, || 
was won by Allan Grant of II 
Alberta, I
A tentative date of Feb. 11 I 
has been set for the joint in- I 
stallation of officers of the Le- I 
gion and the Auxiliary. Further I 
plans will be made at the next I 
monthly meeting, to be held in I 
the Oyama Community Hall on I
was
1962 VOLKSWAGEN, REBUILT EN- 
gine. *300. Telephone 768-5802 or see at 
Delray Road, Westbank.' 136
1932 CHEV. SUMMER AND WINTER 
tires, radio, block heater. $200, Tele­
phone 763-3159 after 6:00 p.m. . 139
SMALL CAR — 1960 FALCON. 6 STAND- 
ard. two door. Telephone 763-5741.
134, 136, 137
1968 VAUXHALL VIVA, NEW VALVE 
grind, low mileage, clean. Good body. 
Telephone 765-8137.140
1963 FORD FAIRLANE, V-8 STAND- 
ard. Offers. Telephone 762-7985. 141
42B. SNOWMOBILES
the first order of business at 
the January meeting of the 
Ladies’ Auxiliary to Branch 69, 
Royal Canadian Legion held 
this week. The report, given by 
retiring secretary Mrs. A. Gove, 
showed a very successful year 
for the group,
The ladies last year helped 
the branch in many ways by 
providing refreshments for 
joint social occasions, buying 
equipment for the hall and tak­
ing on hall cleaning on a vol­
unteer basis in the summer.
The group also took an active 
part in community centennial 
celebrations by holding a cos­
tume fashion show and helping 
with food and serving for the 
pioneer luncheon centennial 
weekend, also sponsoring a 
queen candidate for the queen
The proposed new ,four-lane 
highway was also discussed and 
Wilf Gelhorn commented that 
five alternate routes have been 
surveyed and there has been no 
indication from Victoria which 
route will be used. The chamber 
has sent a letter to the Depart-
dents and tourists to enjoy.
The Winfield-Oyama-Okana- 
gan Centre Chamber of Com­
merce originated in 15)63 and 
Henry Wachnicki was its char­
ter president. Officers include 
a president, a vice-president 
and a secretary-treasurer, as 
well as seven members from 
Winfield, three from Oyama and 
two from Okanagan Centre to 
be elected to the board of direc­
tors.
Information booths are locat­
ed at the Oyama Garage and at 
the Lakeland Market. Meet­
ings are held the second and 
fourth Wednesdays of every 
month. The next regular meet­
ing will be held on Jan. 26. 
Membership dues are $5 per in­
dividual and $10 per business.
Feb. 2.
Following coffee the annual I 
meeting was opened by Presi­
dent, Mrs. G. , Dungate, who 
asked the secretary, Mrs. A. 
S. Kenney to read the minutes 
of the 1971 annual meeting. 
After the reading of the minu- I 
tes the gavel was turned over 
to Mrs. W. Raistrick, past pre­
sident, for the election of of­
ficers for the following year.
Results of the election were 
as follows: president, Mrs. 
Laura Walker of Winfield; 
first vice-president, Mrs. Ken 
Walker, Winfield; second vice- 
president, Mrs. Sheila Cronin, 
Oyama; secretary, Mrs. A. S. 
Kenney, Oyama; treasurer, 
Mrs. R. Warnock of Winfield; 
sergeant-at-arms, Mrs. A. Ap­
pleton, Oyama; executive com­
mittee, Mrs. P. Rawsthorne, 
Oyama, Mrs. W. McDonagh, 
Winfield and Mrs. G. Nairne of 
Oyama.
RUTLAND SOCIALS
RUTLAND (Staff) — Mr. and 
Mrs. Michael Lord of Cactus 
Road, and their four children 
have just returned from Shef­
field, England, where they spent 
Christmas holidays with their 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. L. 
Molineaux and Mr. and Mrs. 
W. T. Lord, both of Sheffield.
FOR SALE OR TRADE FOR ANY- 
thing of value, one slightly used MS 18- 
500 Moto-Ski, 31 h.p. Also one Zephyr 
380 Electric (24 h.p.). Also one Mini 
eno. 12 h.p. (Ideal kid’s machine). 762-
7654 after 6:00 p.m. 139
SKI-DOO SUPER ALPINE, DOUBLE 
track, electric start, in perfect running 
order. Complete with heavy ' duty 
trailer. Asking 8900 for complete out­
fit. Telephone days, 762-5030: evenings
and weekends, 762-2958. 137
1971 POLARIS 440 TX CHARGER, COM- 
plete with trailer. Like new throughout. 
Many extra* Included. Telephone 763- 
5300. tf
TWO SNOWMOBILES FOR SALE: 1968 
Snow Cruiser, 1968 Ski-Horse, Telephone
765-8603. 139
1969 SKI DOO 292 TNT, VERY GOOD 
condition. 4700. Telephone 763-3242 after
8:00 p.m. 138
1971 SKI DOO, TNT MODEL, 35 H.P..
18 Inch track. In like new condition.
Telephone 765-5747. 136
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1971 OMC HALF TON. V-8, AUTOMAT­
IC. poal-tracllon. Fleet side box, Excel­
lent condition. Must sell. Telephone 765-
7294 anytime. 138
contest.
In other public service the 
ladies appointed a member to 
serve on the community queen 
committee, donated to the com­
munity Christmas tree fund 
and organized the C.A.R.S, can­
vass in the town in September. 
They sponsored a poster con­
test at the local school before 
Remembrance Day and sold 
poppies downtown as part of 
the branch poppy day. They 
have also, the report showed, 
donated to many worthy causes, 
including the Pacific Command 
Scholarship Fund Veterans’ 
Hospitals and the Salvation 
Army.
Mrs. J. R. Davies, elected 
president of the LA at the Dec­
ember meeting for a second 
term, thanked the members, 
executive and standing com­
mittees for their support dur­
ing 19^,.
The financial report was glv-
7m9 FORD 4x4 FOUR WHEEL DRIVE, 
V-8, four speed, front winch, locking 
'front hubs, radio. Good condition,, Ron, 
763-23171 AL 763-7864.J38 
,1971 FOBD SPORTS HEAVY DUTY 
-pick up, 6,000 miles: Loaded with ex­
tra*: Telephone 765-6665. tf
1963 LAND ROVER. FOUR WHEEL 
drive, run* well. *800 firm. Telephone 
7*4-4768. ■ tf
1*87 CHEVY SPORTS VAN, BIX CY- 
Under, standard shift. Very low mileage. 
Iteajsonsble. Telephone 763-2523. 13*
1966 GMC VAN. VERY GOOD CONDb 
tlon, *1,200. Telephone 7*3-3193. 141
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
Snow May Affect 
Peachland Budget
PEACHLAND - With little 
discussion, Peachland munici­
pal council Wednesday adopted 
its 1972 provisional budget. No 
figures were available at the 
meeting, but Mayor Harold 
Thwaite said the high cost of 
snow removal so far this win­
ter could result in changes to 
the final budget’s total.
Also at the meeting, com­
mittee appointments were
cn showing a much healthier 
balance than last year.
The auxiliary’s 45th anniver­
sary of the charter being re­
ceived is this March and the 
branch will be contacted re­
garding a joint celebration,
Installation of the 1972 offic­
ers of both the branch and LA 
will be held January 31 at 7:30 
p.m. nt the Legion Hall.
REPOSSESSION—1970 >2* X 66’ THREE 
bedroom, utility room,, new furniture 
throughout. **x43* Anderaon, completely 
turnlshsd. including washer and dryer, 
very cltan. up in dole In park. 
8klrt6d and ready to move lit limned, 
lately. Okanagan Mobile Homes. 765.
IW, t(
»-«J7’ COMMODORE. TWO BEDROOMS, 
all Ml up In Pandoay Trailer Court, 
very roasoaabl*, Carleton Mobil® Home* 
Ltd,, Highway *7 North at McCurdy 
Road, Telephoa* 763-T733. 137
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON UKE- 
•bora Road, Children welcome. No pets 
. pleas*. Cable TV included. Telephon*
'GNCKN BAY htoBILE HOME ' PARK. 
Urea Bay Road ott Dourheri*. Land- 
•caped lota available In family and re­






of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Moores, 
formerly, of Rutland, will be 
pleased to know that Martin has 
received his CA degree. He is 
with the Union Office of the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church 
in Nairobi, Kenya. He was with 
the firm of. Thorne, Gurin, Helli- 
well, and Christenson in Kelow-
made, with Mayor Thwaite 
again heading the finance com­
mittee and acting as council’s 
representative to the Central 
Okanagan Regional Board and 
to the regional hospital district.
Aid. W. L. Lawrence will take 
the public works portfolio and 
the Okanagan Regional Lib­
rary, while Aid. James McKay 
was appointed to Parks and 
Recreation.
Senior aiderman, George Mel­
drum, was appointed acting 
mayor, in addition to his work 
on the domestic water and fire 
department committees.
Newly - elected aiderman, 
Desmond Loan, will handle gar­
bage, sanitation and municipal 
hall.
Council also learned that the 
number and value of building 




Funeral services will be held 
from the Garden Chapel Frh 
dny at 2 p.m. for Herbert For­
ster, 60, of Winfield, who diet 
Monday.
Bom In Germany in 1911, Mr. 
Forester came to Canada in 
1025 and has been a resident of 
Kelowna tor 14 years. He oper­
ated a store at Winfield,
Surviving members of the 
fiuhily Include his wife, Anne, 
of Winfield, nnd one son, Wer­
ner, also of Winfield.
Funeral services will be con­
ducted by Rev. H. A, Traub, 
with interment at Kelowna 
cemetery.
Kincttes held their first gener­
al meeting of the year at the 
Centennial Hall and it took the 
form of a dinner prepared and 
organized by the Rutland Kins­
men Club.
Guest speaker was Mrs. Peg­
gy Kennedy, who gave a very 
informative talk, on the art of 
Macramc, a form of ornamcn- 
al knotting of jute or butcher’s 
wine, for the production of 
belts, purses, mats, vests nnd 
pillow covers. A very ancient 
art, it precedes spinning and 
weaving.
A short business meeting was 
held and Mrs. James Robert­
son was elected to the director­
ate. The next general meeting 
will be held at the home of Mrs. 
Doug Follett on Feb. 8th.
A number of Kelowna Kin­
cttes were guests at this dinner 
as were several wives of Kins­
men, namely, Mrs. Jack Pratt, 
Mrs. Ron Ncufickl, Mrs, Roy 
Karins and Mrs, Fred Fowler,
IM* IMPERIAL A l OONDI-
iron. A good buy for c*sh. Telephone ?«)■ 
IN*. \ 139
*..... r mull ......... . - .
IOC* SAFEWAY MOBILE HOME. LOT 
No.1 81, TrslUr T»rh Villa, Telephone 
?tt««l. l«
w*n’ furnished oh uNt'URNnm- 
e<t. No. 105. Winfield Mobile Rome*. Tele-
phoae 746-3106. ll
40. AUCTION SALES
MKLOWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
■nto* **w» w*4n*«day. tie* p.m.. w« 
pay r»»h fcr eampkt* **t*tex and 
IlMMtato.'tMtent*. TVtephen* 








with Kvcrv Gris Purchase
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE
1505 Harvey Ave. M2-2822
























2 Lucky Shoppers Will Each Win a Whole Turkey This Week
Enter at Checkout.
tall tins 4 72c
SAUSAGES “k 59c
MEDIUM EGGS _ a
PORK RIBLETS 29c
n,39c
7 oz. pkg. 6 99c
2 lb. . WO
MARGARINE
FLOUR Robin Hood ..
BACON Kecer...... !b. 29c








No. 1 . 49c1
59c. dozen *J / V
14920 lb. bag I • ■ /
na. Mrs. Moores is the daughter I
of Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Bayliss 
of Rutland.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack McKay of I 
the Rutland Health Foods Store 
enjoyed the Christmas holidays 
with their daughter in Edmon­
ton,-Alberta and visited friends 
in Saskatoon and district.
A happy family gathering 
took place at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. A. B. Carlson, 175 
Gertsmar Road, when all the 
family was re-united. Their only 
daughter, Alma and son-in-law, 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Riley from 
Penticton and their three sons, 
Harold Carlson and family from 
Stewart, B.C., Melvin Carlson 
and family in the Joe Riche
pality during 1971 is up some­
what over 1970. A total of 55 
permits, with a value of $729,- 
425, were issued last year, as 
compared to 54 permits with a 
value of $622,684 in 1970.
Permits, were issued in 1971 
for 44 dwellings, an addition to 
the Centennial Hall, an office 
complex and nine additions to 
existing dwellings.
Municipal clerk, H. C. Mac- 
Neill reported that the school 
and general assessment values 
within the municipality were up 
10 per cent overall, despite the 
closure last fall of the sawmill 
and the resulting loss of reven­
ue from that source.
and Eldon Nichols from 
ramento, California all 
home for Christmas.




and family from Aimstrong II 
were visiting relatives and I 
friends in Rutland. I
Visiting friends in Rutland I 




Living Room • pining Room 
• Wall ' Components
NORDAN IMPORT
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
SALE OF
169 gallon pail ■■•V »
THREE IN HOSPITAL
BURNABY (CP)—Mrs, Olive 
I*ee, her son Jorvel and his 
wife May, all of Burnaby, were 
In hospital after a collision bet­
ween their pickup truck and a 
car Wednesday. Mrs, Lee Is in 
serious condition, Slnvko Tak­
ako of Burnaby, driver of the 
car, was not seriously hurt.




Limited Time Only 
Terms: Cash or Certified Cheque
SPRUCE - PINE- FIR
Random Length 8 to 20 ft* 
2x4thm2xl2 
$25.00 PER 1000 BOARI) FEET
Sling Load Lots Only 
. Price Includes Fork Lift Loading
NO DELIVERIES 
PICK UP MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 




820 Guy SI. Kelowna
ORANGE JUICE York. Sweetened .. 
PORK AND BEANS Xz to 
SPAGHETTIS, .tins..........
JELLO JELLY POWDERS 
CRISCO SHORTENING 
NIBLET CORN Green Giant............
TOILET TISSUES Ca^ere
MAS'A /•Utter Random Cuts, Mild, NOCA CHEESE Medium, Old...............
TOMATO JUICE Heinz...................
PREM LUNCHEON MEAT swk.s







.... 3 Ib. canister 1.39 
12 oz. tins 5 for 89 c 
................ 6-s 69c
. .... i2’s 55c
.10% OFF
....... 48 oz, tin 49c
..... . 12 oz. tin 49C
32 oz. jar 49c
15 oz. brittle 39c 
...... 9 oz, pkg. 39c
Mix *n’ Match 9 for 99c 
............ 38 OZ, bottle lei9
I We Reserve the Right io I4mit Quantities
DION’S
I OWNERS: CLAUDE and MARGUERITE D|ON
HOURS: 9 A.M. TO 9 ML - 7 DAYS A WEEK
Prices Effective Thursday, Friday and Saturday
if nW >■’.««>». I*.) <"-*|: - -t wsvvo fB








.- 12. Univ. In 
Ixniisiana
13. Not there 
14. Menacing 
. words





18. Was a 
candidate 







43. Took a , 
look 
Bowjr














































By George C. Thostesoa. M.D,
• a nest 
- 21. “The Com- 
w- pleat——” 
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: DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to work it:
■: A X Y D L B A A X R
l. Is LONGFELLOW
’ One letter simply stands for another. In- this sample A is 
; used for the three L’s. X for the two O's. etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
A Cryptogram Quotation
" OBC ZNA LV ZPR XNQKROPTLQS
T ECVJCRELRY ON OBC RPOKTC NH 
OBC ACPVO.-TPQDB UPQEN CZCTVNR 
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: RESOLVE TO PERFORM WHAT
YOU OU QHT; PERFORM WITHOUT FAIL WHAT YOU 
’ RESOLVE.-BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
Dear Dr. Ttwsteson: For two 
years 1 have a terrible time < 
itching under my breasts, al­
though I don’t perspire much, 
as some others do.
The doctor gave me ointment 
to apply daily. It gave me some 
relief but no cure. I am 68 and 
otherwise in fairly good, health. 
-Mn. E. B.
It sounds very much like a 
condition called intertrigo, 
which occurs under the breasts, 
in the groin, or armpits—any­
where that skin folds rub to­
gether.
, Specifically the itching occurs 
because of inflammation set up 
by either fungus or bacteria.
It is quite common if the 
breasts are large and pendu­
lous. In such cases the breasts 
should be supported by a suita­
ble brassiere, and the skin kept 
as dry as possible. Daubing on 
cornstarch will help.
Meanwhile, to get at the basic 
.problem, medication should be 
used, to combat the fungus or 
bacteria, whichever is respo.isi- 
ble. This is usually an ointment.
It may be that, since you got 
some relief from your doctor's 
prescription, you didn’t keep on 
using it long enough. It takes a 
while for tliis sort of inflamma­
tion to subside.
In any event, keep the breasts 
supported and the skin dry and 
if you are overweight, try to re­
duce, because that virtually al­
ways helps.
Dear Dr. Tbosteson: A doctor 
told me he thought I had a her­
nia of tiie diaphragm or stom­
ach. I have little trouble in the 
daytime but when I lie down at 
night I have to sit up in bed and 
belch before I can go back to 
sleep. What do you think of this 
condition?—Z. E. B.
Hernia of the diaphragm (not 
of the stomach) can cause trou-l 
ble such as yours—and often 
some other troubles, too. The 
condition is called hiatal hernia. 
I suggest that you let your doc­
tor make a more definite diag­
nosis. He may likely require x- 
rays before he is positive that is 
your trouble. Meanwhile, sleep 
with the head of your bed raised 
a few inches.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: My 
daughter underwent a minor op­
eration six weeks ago for a kid­
ney infection, but she still has 
the infection and I cannot get a 
straight story from the doctor 
as to her present condition.
I am thinking of asking him 
for a written report because in 
the past I have found that writ­
ten reports by doctors are pre­
cise and to the point and, most 
of all, understandable.
What do you think of my ask­
ing the doctor for a report sum- 
m a r 1 z i n g his findings and 
recommendations?—E. J. E.
I see no objection to asking 
for such a report and it will 
serve as a record if the trouble 
continues and she subsequently 
is treated by some other physi­
cian.
Keep in mind, however, that 
kidney infections are likely to 
be stubborn and recurrent and 
it is difficult to estimate how 
quickly the problem can be 
overcome.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Can you, 
become pregnant a day after
menstruation has ended? If so, 
are the chances very big?—Mrs. ( 
J. R. I
* Very slim if at all.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
-BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley




QUEENIE By Phil Interlandi
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Y MeNAMARA KEEPS POST
, WASHINGTON (AP) - For- 
v iner U.S. defence secretary 
Robert McNamara was re-c- 
fleeted Wednesday ns president 
Wof the World Bank for another
*' f I v e-y e a r term. McNamara, 
first named to the post April 1, 
iilfNW, will continue as president 
'i of the International Finance 
Corp, and the International De. 
v.'loiuncnt Association, aflili- 
r '.r agencies, for the same
1 t.-rin.1 \ ■
RESEARCH SUSPECT
QUEBEC iCTi ...The admin-
< LtraUvc council nf I^val Uni­
vcrslty has asked tor a study 
Imo the military and political 
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South West North East
1 ♦ Pass 2 ♦ . Pass
2 4 Pass 4 4
Opening lead—eight of dia­
monds.
You can’t be a good dummy 
player unless you’re also a 
worrier. You have to worry 
about finesses that might fail, 
suits that may break badly, and 
about almost everything else 
under the sun that your mind 
can conjure up.
If you prefer not to think 
along such lines, you are sure 
to run into trouble periodically, 
as South did in this hand where 
he went down at four spades.
West led a diamond. Declarer 
won with the queen, drew three 
rounds of trumps, and played a
has a right Io know if university 
researchers are In projects with 
military implications.
CLASH WITH KURDS
TEHRAN. Iran (API - Eigh- 
ty-slx persons died In clashes 
between Iraqi forces and Kur­
dish rebels nt Niareh In, north­
ern Iraq, it was rejKirted here 
W<’(lneMiny. A groun »>f rebels 
raided the gnrr'soit but failed to 
take ||, mid 43 nersons from 
each side were killed,
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diamond to the king. Unfortun­
ately, West showed out. and 
the contract collapsed after 
South also cashed the ace of 
diamonds followed by a club to 
the king.
Had South been a worrier, 
he might well have made the 
hand. He would have realized 
at trick one that the sole dan­
ger was that West’s lead was a 
singleton, and he would have 
started to think in terms of 
how to overcome this possibil­
ity.
After winning the diamond, 
he would have cashed the Q-J 
of trumps and led a diamond 
towards dummy.
If both opponents followed 
suit, he would cash the king of 
spades and the diamonds to 
nail down twelve tricks.
But if, as in the actual case, 
it turned out that West had no 
more diamonds, South could 
still be sure of eleven tricks, 
whether or not West ruffed.
Thus, if West ruffed, South 
would score five spades, five 
diamonds and a heart. If West 
didn't ruff, South- would make 
eleven tricks by winning the 
diamond in dummy, ruffing a 
low diamond high, and playing 
a spade to the king.
It is easy to see that declarer 
had a practically sure thing 
when dummy first came down, 
and that he should have made 
the contract, but, ' unfortunat­








Your birthday today: Your 
hands seem tied most of the 
year, notably where choices and 
decisions must be made. Will­
ingly accept the guidance of 
hlg|ier-ups who have a bit more 
knowledge of what’s best for 
you.
Aires (March 21-April 19): 
Even if you're in the right, be 
diplomatic about it. People will 
follow your suggestions a lot 
faster if you find a tactful way 
of offering constructive criti­
cism.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Bosses seem to think you’ve 
grown an extra pair of hands, 
from the way they-'re piling the 
work on you. If you plan to get 
out on time tonight, get some 
additional help,
Gemini. (May 21-June 21): 
Some folks can harden their 
hearts to even the most tender 
advances, so it’s no real reflec­
tion on you if you’re rebuffed 
romantically. You're still very 
lovable.
Cancer (June 22-July 22): 
There can be a battle on the 
home front when you talk about 
all the changes you want to 
make. Your mate definitely 
didn't bargain for a complete 
renovation.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Unless 
you make up your mind to 
shrug off annoyances, they 
could.gel Hie best of you and 
leave you a wreck by nightfall.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-J an, 19): 
Some people, by right of age, 
position or prior approval, can 
change their minds and not be 
obligated to give an adequate 
excuse. You just can’t win.
Aquarius (Jan, 20-Feb. 18): 
When you’re offered a proposi­
tion that’s been long denied, 
there’s a strong likelihood that 
you won’t exactly jump at the 
chance. You’d rather wait for 
something better.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): A 
prize opportunity you’d foolishly 
passed up can only be recreated 
if you choose to make numerous 
concessions. It’s beginning to 
look as. if the shoe la on the 
other foot.
OTTAWA tC ID - A Sf»,271,000 
contract has brn nwnrded to 
Foundation Building Construc­
tion of Toronto,for construction
of n 22-btorcy general pui'ixine....... v»a « v »• in, i h« |HU |r<H)V
being carried out jointly by the'building for the energy, mines 
university and a defence re- h «i cc^ouicch depnrtment. The 
, s.'iirch centre at (.’q n n<1 i a n’.'MO-foot tmvvr .will bring to-
Foicvs Base V.dcftrticr, ileal, gcllu-r components of the dr. 
-fl Bmnalx', graduate student and| paitinent now' scattered in r.cv- 
’ council member, sa>s the public' citd buildings.
It’s not,worth it.
Virgo (Aug. 2.1-Sepi. 22): 
Don’t lake any gambles today, 
even if experta promise you 
can’t lose. If ll’a so good, how 
come they don’t put their own 
money down?
Libre (Sept. 21-Oct. 22): You 
should have been a bit more 
specific delegating authority, 
because It looks like somebody’a 
siavting to take over the whole 
show, whether you like It or nol.
Scorpio (Oct, 23-Nov. 21): It s 
better to bring your gripes Into 
the open rather than, letting 
them 1 tester Into a full-blown 
hatred, Secret resentments 
must be nipped In the bud.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Haggling over stuns can came 
someone’a generosity to go 
flying out the Window. If you’re 
bound to be a stickler over 




LONDON (Reuter) — John 
Buckingham, accused of tak­
ing part in a $08,000 robbery, 
produced the perfect alibi In 
court Tuesday—he was on an­
other "job."
Pleading not guilty to thq 
charge, Buckingham's lawyer' 
asked that his client's role in 
the theft of $1,280 worth of 
electrical equipment in an- 
' other area of London on the 
same day be taken into con­
sideration.
The prosecution accepted 
the plea and Buckingham wax 
sentenced to one year's jail to 
be added to a seven-year sen­
tence he is already serving 
for a $15,000 Jewelry theft.
OCEAN SHORE S, Wash. 
(AP) — You’ve heard the old 
■lory about being so wet "it 
rained cats and dogs?"
Well, it rained fish Monday 
In* this Washington coastal 
town. .
Tom Jameji reported thut 
three to four dozen\ nnchovy 
fingerlings rained down on Ills 
yard half a pille Inland from 
the surf. They were greedily 
consumed by his chickens, he 
■aid. '
Hai-old Simpson, a alate 
fisheries official who exam­
ined tha anchovy remains, 
confirmed the report rnd 
speculated that the tiny fish 
had been sucked from iha 
ocean by a waterspout, then 







HURRY,- Ml’RRY...TH ATS MOUR TROUBLE, 
BUL’ HERE, CUT THS CARPS.
HE SAID HE DIDN'T THINK HE NEEDED 
AN APPOINTMENT, MR. CANTRELL. BUT 
THAT WHEN YOU HEARP HE WAS HERE „
TO TALK ABOUT PERI--
ITS STARTING'












OKAY, YOU VANTA PUT A 




N LONDON. KO PROBLEM. 
I'M THE HOTEL DETECTIVE 
HERE. CONNECTIONS
EVERYWHERE. >
tjjfWO HOURS LATER; -
THlREf-WMAT VIP X TELL’YOU, BUZf 
MY MAN IN tONOOM PICKEP.THEM UP, 
/MtP THEM TO THE SAVOY. pEAL
A NEW
YOU WANTED TO TALK 
ABOUT MY DAUGHTER? WHOM








COME NCW, I 
TELL DAISY ' 
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OF RONALD COLEMAN'
TAGE 14 KELOWNA DAHT COUR1EB. THUM., JAN. 11, Wit
Montreal Teacher Group 
Favors French Proposal
MONTREAL (CP) — The 
mainly-English Montreal Teach­
ers Association said Wednesday 
jt is ready to support legislation 
obliging both private and public 
enterprise to function in the 
French language in cases where 
French is the majority language 
of employees.
In a paid advertisement pub­
lished in Le Devoir, the assocla- 
tion also said it will support leg­
islation obliging immigrants to 
take subsidize d,course in 
French, provided they are 
clearly informed on the lan­
guage situation in Quebec be­
fore their arrival in the prov­
ince.
But the 2.800-membet .associa­
tion also upheld the right of par­
ents to choose the language of 
education for their children and 
criticized three major labor un­
ions which favor elimination ol
the right in support of a 
French-only Quebec.
In the advertisement Presi­
dent Donald Peacock said the 
association understands the 
nervousness of its Francophone 
colleagues about the future of 
the French language and has 
supported for two years the 
teaching of French in English- 
language schools.
LIST TWO POINTS
But it;also was important to 
recognize two points:
—The weakness of the French 
language is' due to socio-eco­
nomic ' factors. and solution to 
the problem lies elsewhere than 
in the schools.
. —The‘abnormality of a soci­
ety in which the ^linguistic mi­
nority dominates economically 
: does not justify legislation deny­
ing the right of parents to 
choose the language of instruc-
tion for their children.
Such legislation would Itself
be abnormal and ultimately 
inefficient.
He criticized the linguistic 
policies adopted jointly by the 
Confederation of National Trade 
Unions, the Quebec Federation 
of Labor and the Quebec Teach­
ers Corp., which are “a direct 
menace to our livelihood and 
our democratic rights.”
Mr. Peacock said that “to re­
move our English-language 
schools would not,alter in any 
fashion the economic ‘ realities, 
but would create a repressive 
climate for all Quebecers since 
... no man .-can. be .free when 
his comrades are. denied their 
rights." ;
Unity among employee groups 
“is desperately needed if wc.'are 
to obtain economic and profes­
sional justice."
Russia Far Ahead 
With Nuclear Subs
HAMBURG, West Germany 
CAP) — The Soviet Union is 
building three nuclear submar­
ines for every one built in the 
West, says UJS. Adm. Charles 
K. Duncan, supreme allied com­
mander Atlantic.
In' an interview with the Ham­
burg newspaper Die Welt given 
at his headquarters in Norfolk, 
Va., the admiral says that the, 
Russians will surpass NATO in 
their armament- program by 
1974.
Dqncan adds that the Soviet 
merchant marine, whose size 
has tripled during the last dec­
ade, is a vital part in Russian 
naval planning.
He says the Russians have not 
aimed at achieving parity with 
the West in aircraft carriers be­
cause their goal is to prevent 
other powers from using world 
seas, as opposed to keeping the 
seas open. Therefore, Duncan 
says, the submarine is still their 
. chief strategic arm.
Pointing out that anti-submar- 
ine warfare is still NATO’s chief 
goal in the Atlantic, ' Duncan 
stresses the need for increased 




VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
Port of Vancouver would be in 
serious trouble if a dock strike 
resumes Monday on the west 
coast, of the United States, Act­
ing Port Manager William Dun­
can said Wednesday.
He said this would slow down 
operation of the port and seri­
ously affect its efficiency.
The British Columbia Mari- 
1 i m e Employers’ Association 
has issued a bulletin to all 
members advising of the possi­
bility of a U.S. strike Monday.
A strike by 13,000 members, of 
the International Longshore- 
m e n’s and Warehousemen’s 
Union on the U.S. west coast 
was halted last pct. 6 by a U.S. 
federal injunction.
' The 80-day injunction expired 
Christmas Day but work and 
negotiations have continued.
negotiations, the chief federal 
mediator said Wednesday he 
has told longshore negotiators 
that he will recommend a gov­
ernment-imposed settlement if 
they fail to reach agreement on 
a contract.
GIVES WARNING
•The warning came as an 
ILWU official said that dock­
workers probably would resume 
their strike Monday if agree­
ment is not reached on the issue 
of who will have jurisdiction 
over container shipping. Both 
the ILWU and Teamsters’ Union
are seeking .jurisdiction over 
loading and unloading of cargo 
containers in off-dock areas;
Shipping sources here said the 
reasons for the large number'of 
ships in harbor are complex-and
lays in dapartuxM; them hu 
been a . sudden spurt in tho grain 
rade this month which accounts 
for ,19 ships in port, and the vol­
ume of shipping from U.S. ports 
to the south has been uneven in 
recent weeks; ;■
Normally there are about 30 
vessels each day,’..
local s poke s me n for the 
ILWU refused to comment on 
reports that they would refuse 
to handle cargo diverted? from 
the U.S. in the event* of a' re­
sumed strike, . and '.would ego 
slow in handling PMA ships.
Such action by local long­
shoremen would .amount to a 
virtual embargo, on U.S. cargo 
coming here, shining''sources 
said.''' ' ’ ’
Vancouver p or t authorities 
have drawn up a; new priority 
schedule which in, the event; of 
renewal of the U.S. strike, 
states that vessels with exclu­
sively Canadian, cargo will re-
varied.
. Shortages of manpower on




OTTAWA (CP) - The multi­
culturalism policy announced 
last fall by the federal govern­
ment is to be started off with $3 
million administered by the sec­
retary of state.
The department' announced 
Wednesday the funds will cover 
tite period ending March 31, 
1973, and a third of the total will 
be spent as grants to various 
cultural and ethnic groups.
Cultural groups qualifying for 
a share of that $1 million are 
those “which have demon­
strated a desire and effort to 
develop, a capacity to grow and 
contribute to Canada, as well as 
a clear need for assistance.”
Among the projects to be un­
dertaken by the government it­
self are:
—Ethnic group displays and 
educational programs by the 
National Museum of Mah.
—Production of six ethnic- 
group films annually by the Na­
tional Film Board and the dub­
bing of existing films into Ian- 
guages other than English and 
French.
—Creation of ethnic languages 
collections in the National ■ Li­
brary.
—Acquisition by the Public 
Archives of documents and 




VANCOUVER (CP) — Russia 
Is the apparent low bidder to 
supply four generators to the 
British Columbia Hydro and 
Power Authority for the Koot­
enay canal power project near 
Nelson, B.C.
It was the third bid since Oc­
to b e r by Energomachexport, 
the R u s s 1 air state • trading 
agency in the electrical equip­
ment field, oh equipment for 
B.C. projects.
When tenders were opened 
> Tuesday, the Russian . bid of 
$7,244,000 was $45,440 under a 
bid by Canadian General Elec­
tric Co. Ltd. A third company, 
Mitsubishi Canada Ltd., entered 
a bid of $7,302,000.
Scotia Bank 
Reports Profit
HALIFAX (CP) - The Bank 
of Nova Scotia had after-taxes 
profits of $28.3 million—for a 
yield of $1.68 a share in the year, 
ended Oct. 31, C. E Ritchie, 
chief 1 general manager, told 
shareholders in his annual re­
port Wednesday.
This compared with profits 
after taxation of $19,9 million or 
$1.20 a share In the previous 
year.
The annual meeting here 
opened with an expression of 
the bank's “profound sorrow" 
over the death Jan. 4 of F. Wil­
liam Nicks, chairman of. the 
board and chief executive offi­
cer, A report which Mr. Nicks 
had prepared prior to his death 
was presented;
The annual statement showed 
total assets at Oct,1 31, of 
$7,085,212,402, compared with 
. $0,309,464,601 a year earner.
Deposits totalled 56,433 billion, 
- loans $4,430 billion, balance of 
profits $28,299,617, outstanding 






4 Take off on PWA's 
. Flight #706 to 
Vancouver.
\ JLThentakeoff on 
, * CP Air's Flight #382
• to Amsterdam.
3 Then get oil the 
DC-8 jet and get 
on a canal boat. 
You're there!
Call your travel agent 
Hall arrange your tickets 
for these Tuesday-Thu reday- 
Saturday departures on 
PWAendCPAlr.
CPJUr
; EIGHT TO ‘PRIVACY- M ,
" 'The Consumers*. Association - 
of Canada reports that' the Mani­
toba Government rccenlly en­
acted a Personal Investigations 
Act to deal With the problem! 
of credit and personal privacy^ 
No credit investigation <;an now 
be conducted in Manitoba with­
out the written consent of the 
Subject of the investigation. 
Every person has the right to 
see his own file and protest-any 
information' it contains; CAC 
headquarters Is at 100 Glouces­
ter Street, Ottawa. . r
ceive first allocation of ’berths 
and shore gangs.
The Canadian Importers’ As? 
speiation and local importers 
complained during the strike 
last ‘summer that Canadian- 
bound cargoes were unduly de­
layed by ships, with mixed Ca­





' SUpTOvero ’i ■ 
I, CUSTOM MADEOR *
. BUT THE YARD
In the valley; Custom imade 
swags and covered valances, 
1461 Sutherland Ayeamo
Phone 1634124 <
bath, nurserybaby wear nursery
Sizes S.M.L. Only .79
Only 3Z.89S.M.L.XL.
Only 2.99tern. 12-24 mos.
pack of 12. Only 3.99
pink. Sizes 1 -3. Only 1.49
adjustment brackets. . 29.99
coloured vinyl. 30. Cotton knit crib sheet: FullyOnly 3.99
white, blue, pink Only 2.19
FROM JAN. 13 TO 22AT THESE PRICES
V
5«
14. Diaper bag: Tote style, flip top 
opening, with bottle holder. Multi-
4. Stretch terry coverall sleeper: 
TeBdy bear, giraffe, bunny, dia­
mond, floral patterns. Only 2.39
11. BAYCREST flannelette dia­
pers: 26" sq., pack of 12 Only 2.79
12. CURITY stretch diapers: Of 
stretch weave cotton, size 21x32",
25. BAYCREST crib blanket: 
Regular weave polyester/ rayon
V<*’
15. Diaper pail: 16 qt., with deo­
dorizer holder in tight fitting lid. 
Plastic container and lid, with gold 
colour embossed decoration. In
29. Flannelette top sheet: Semi­
fitted, preshrunk. Whiter Only 1.39
6. BAYCREST vest: Of easy-care 
Fortrel/cotton. Gripper side or 
front. Aqua, maize. Only 2 for 1.49
10. Training pants: Thermal fab­
ric in white, turquoise, maize. 
Sizes 12-24 months. Only 2/1.29
22. BAYCREST crib mattress: 70- 
cpil spring. Size 27"x52" for 30"x 
54" crib. Only 15.99
27. Cotton fitted bottom sheet: 
Elasticized comer. White, pink, 
blue, maize. Standard. Only 1.29
36. BAYCREST stroller: 4-spring I 
suspension. Plastic covered rail; | 
adjustable footrest & back seat, i
1. Infant girl’s dress: Permanent- 
ly pressed cotton knits & terylene 
batiste. White, blue, pink, yellow, 
mint. Sizes 6-24 mos. Only 3.19
17. BAYCREST hooded towel set: 
Of cotton knit terry with embroid­
ered gingham teddy bear. 30" sq. 
towel, 1 washcloth. Only 2.99
23. Three-pce. training chair: 
Smooth, unbreakable plastic seat, 
base and commode. Set,only 4.99
7. Blanket sleeper: "Wear Dated" 
Acrilan with applique pattern on 
front. Shades of aqua, maize, pink. 
In sizes 1-3. Only 4.99
plastic with built-in soap dish. 28x 
18x7%" size. Only 2.19
3. Sac set: Sweater, bonnet and 
booties. Of acrylic knit, solid or 
two-tone colours. Available in one 
size only. 3-pce. set, only 3.19
2. Stretch crawlers: Machine 
washable stretch nylon needs no 
ironing. Flare leg with sewn front 
crease. With shoulder straps. 
Solid shades or with animal pat-
13. CURITY diaper liners: Paper, 
white. Pk.Of 108. Only 1.19
26. Receiving blanket: Cotton 
flannelette in assorted multi­
colour prints. 30x40". Only .79
18. Bath tub: Moulded, sanitized
nlactir with hliilt-in enan dish Pflx COlOUrS. OOXOU . Uniy Z.03
sheet: C 0 n 10 u r e d corners, pre-: 
shrunk. White. Only 1,39
16. Terry washcloth: Stripe pat- 24. BAYCREST quilted pads: Cot- 32, Plastic lounge: With uphol-
tern, 9" sq. White, blue, pink, ton filled. Vinyl top with cotton stored vinyl pad, safety strap, ad-




8. Flannelette gown: Smocked 
neck style. White, pink, yellow.
.... .. u to stroller: apron forms canopy,
28. Flannelette fitted bottom pad transforms to domed uphol­
stery. Chrome 9" wheels with ny­
lon bearings. Only 54.99
FK' -
and pusher height. W|th wire shop- 
elasticized. Available in white and P’ng basket, brake, coloured play 




Twice a year we set up some- f 
thing for the Diaper Set ...for 
their needs are special! Cloth­
ing, linen must be softer.Things | 
must be safer...but they grow I 
so fast! So, twice a year we set I 
up something truly special...
9. Waterproof pants: Slip-on 
style. Rayon covered. White. Sizes
5. Grow-a-size sleeper: Two-tone 
printed front. Turquoise; yellow.
19. Chrome high chair: Moulded 
liftrup plastic tray with snap fas­
tener. Adjustable footrest. Self­
leveling glides. Only 16.99
20. Mesh playpen: Chromed 
frame & centre support, washable 
nylon mesh. Removable plastic 
wheels. Folds away easily. 19.99
21. STORK CRAFT crib: Features 
extra low safety position, drop­
side system. New anti-sway plastic
33. Collapsible walker: Round I 
style. Easily stored away; a great | 
convenience for baby and mom. I 
Avocado or Yellow. 8,99 I
34. Car seat: Safety style with I 
headrest,. shoulder safety belt. I 
With tilting mechanism. Tubular I < 
chrome frame, contoured bucket I 
shaped seat & back. Choice of I 
blue or black. Only 15.99 I
35. BAYCREST Stroll-A-Crlb: 36" I 
lift-off body. Lined hood with tubu- I 
lar spreader. With shopping bas- |: 
ket. Telescopic handle. Converts I
31. Three-pce. bumper pad: 10" 37- C"b *Jth Pwture-Matic sup- 
high head, 2 short arms.'1%" Port: Double drop sides. Safety 
foam. Elastic ties.' Only 2.99 spacing on spindles. White with 
■ red and blue. 6-year size. 39.99
